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1. Introdu tion
The study of the asymptoti behavior of dynami al systems arising from me hani s
and physi s is a apital issue, as it is essential, for pra ti al appli ations, to be able to
understand, and even predi t, the long time behavior of the solutions of su h systems.
1
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A dynami al system is a (deterministi ) system whi h evolves with respe t to the time.
Su h a time evolution an be ontinuous or dis rete (i.e., one only measures the state of
the system at given times, e.g., every hour or every day). We will essentially onsider
ontinuous dynami al systems in this survey.
In many situations, the evolution of the system an be des ribed by a system of ordinary
di erential equations (ODEs) of the form

y 0 = f (t; y ); y = (y1 ; :::; yN );
together with the initial ondition

(0:1)

y ( ) = y ;  2 R :
(0:2)
Assuming that the above Cau hy problem is well-posed, we an de ne a family of solving
operators U (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ; a ting on some subset  of R N ( alled the phase spa e),
i.e.,
U (t;  ) :  ! 
y 7! y (t);
where y (t) is the solution of (0.1)-(0.2) at time t. It is easy to see that this family of
operators satis es
U (;  ) = Id; U (t; s) Æ U (s;  ) = U (t;  ); t  s  ;  2 R ;
where Id denotes the identity operator. We say that this family of operators forms a
pro ess. When the fun tion f does not depend expli itly on the time (in that ase, we
say that the system is autonomous), we an write
U (t;  ) = S (t  );
where the family of operators S (t); t  0, satis es
S (0) = Id; S (t) Æ S (s) = S (t + s); t; s  0:
We say that this family of solving operators S (t); t  0, whi h maps the initial datum at
t = 0 onto the solution at time t, forms a semigroup. Furthermore, we say that the pair
(S (t); ) (or (U (t;  ); ) for a nonautonomous system) is the dynami al system asso iated
with our problem.
The qualitative study of su h nite dimensional dynami al systems goes ba k to the
pioneering works of Poin are on the N -body problem in the beginning of the 20th entury
(see, e.g., [26℄ ; see also [66℄ and the referen es therein for the study of dis rete dynami al
systems in nite dimensions). In parti ular, it was dis overed, at the very beginning of
the theory, that even relatively simple systems of ODEs an generate very ompli ated
( haoti ) behaviors. Furthermore, these systems are extremely sensitive to perturbations,
in the sense that traje tories with lose, but di erent, initial data may diverge exponentially. As a onsequen e, in spite of the deterministi nature of the system, its temporal
evolution is unpredi table on time s ales larger than some riti al value whi h depends
on the error of approximation and on the rate of divergen e of lose traje tories, and an
show typi al sto hasti behaviors.
Su h behaviors have rst been observed and established for the pendulum equation
perturbed by time periodi external for es, namely,
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y 00 (t) + sin(y (t))(1 + sin(!t)) = 0;
; ! > 0. Another, important, example is the Lorenz system, obtained by trun ation of
the Navier-Stokes equations (more pre isely, one onsiders here a three-mode Galerkin
approximation (one in velo ity and two in temperature) of the Boussinesq equations),
x0 =  (y x);
y 0 = xy + rx y;
z 0 = xy bz;
where the positive onstants  , r, and b orrespond to the Prandtl number, the Rayleigh
number, and the aspe t ratio, respe tively ; in the original work of Lorenz (see [149℄), these
numbers take the values 10, 28, and 38 , respe tively. This system gives an approximate
des ription of a two-dimensional layer of uid heated from below: the warmer uid formed
at the bottom tends to rise, reating onve tion urrents, whi h is similar to what is
observed in the atmosphere. For a suÆ iently intense heating, the time evolution has a
sensitive dependen e on the initial onditions, thus representing a very irregular ( haoti )
onve tion. This fa t was used by Lorenz to justify the so- alled \butter y e e t", a
metaphor for the impre ision of weather fore ast. Other well-known relatively simple
systems whi h exhibit haoti behaviors are the Minea system [173℄ and the Rossler
system [205℄.
Very often, the traje tories of su h haoti systems are lo alized, up to some transient
pro ess, in some subset of the phase spa e having a very ompli ated geometri stru ture,
e.g., lo ally homeomorphi to the Cartesian produ t of R m and some Cantor set, whi h
thus a umulates the nontrivial dynami s of the system, the so- alled strange attra tor
(see, e.g., [28℄). One noteworthy feature of a strange attra tor is its dimension. First,
in order for the sensitivity to initial onditions to be possible on the strange attra tor,
this dimension has to be stri tly greater than 2, so that the dimension of the phase spa e
has to be greater than 3 ; let us assume, for simpli ity, that this dimension is equal to 3,
as in the Lorenz system. Then the volume of the strange attra tor must be equal to 0 ;
indeed, in systems having a strange attra tor, one observes a ontra tion of volumes in the
phase spa e. Thus, the dimension of a strange attra tor is noninteger, stri tly between 2
and 3, and we need to use other dimensions than the Eu lidean dimension to measure it.
Several dimensions, whi h are not equivalent and yield di erent values of the dimension
in on rete appli ations, an be used (roughly speaking, some notions of dimensions are
related to the onne tedness of the sets that one measures, others are related to the
way that these sets are embedded into the ambient spa e, for instan e). We will mainly
onsider in this arti le the box- ounting (or entropy) dimension (see below ; see also [87℄),
whi h we will all the fra tal dimension. Other possible notions of dimensions are the
Hausdor dimension or the Lyapunov dimension (see [87℄). Thus, the main features of a
strange attra tor are
 the traje tories (at least those starting from a neighborhood) are attra ted to it ;
 lose, but di erent, traje tories may diverge ;
 it has a noninteger (fra tal) dimension (for instan e, for the Lorenz system, numeri al
investigations show that this dimension is lose to, but greater than, 2, namely, 2:05:::,
whi h means that there is a \strong" ontra tion of volumes).
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Now, for a distributed system whose initial state is des ribed by fun tions depending
on the spatial variable, the time evolution is usually governed by a system of partial
di erential equations (PDEs). In that ase, the phase spa e  is (a subset of) an in nite
dimensional fun tion spa e ; typi ally,  = L2 ( ) or L1 ( ), where is some domain of
R N . We will thus speak of in nite dimensional dynami al systems.
A rst, important, di eren e, when ompared with ODEs, is that the analyti al stru ture of a PDE is mu h more ompli ated. In parti ular, we do not have a unique solvability
result in general, or su h a result an be very diÆ ult to obtain. We an, for instan e,
mention the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, for whi h a proper global wellposedness result is not known yet (see, e.g., [221℄). Nevertheless, the global existen e and
uniqueness of solutions has been proven for a large lass of PDEs arising from me hani s and physi s, and it is therefore natural to investigate whether the features mentioned
above for dynami al systems generated by systems of ODEs, and, in parti ular, the strange
attra tor, generalize to systems of PDEs.
Su h behaviors an be observed in a large lass of PDEs whi h exhibit some energy
dissipation and are alled dissipative PDEs. Roughly speaking, the highly ompli ated
behaviors observed in su h systems usually arise from the intera tion of the following
me hanisms:
 energy dissipation in the higher part of the Fourier spe trum ;
 external energy in ome in its lower part (in order to have nontrivial dynami s, the
system has to also a ount for the energy in ome) ;
 energy ux from the lower to the higher Fourier modes, due to the nonlinear terms of
the equations.
As already mentioned, this lass of PDEs ontains a large number of equations from mehani s and physi s ; we an mention for instan e rea tion-di usion equations, the in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations, pattern formation equations (e.g., the Cahn-Hilliard
equation in materials s ien e and the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation in ombustion),
and damped wave equations.
It is worth emphasizing on e more that the phase spa e is an in nite dimensional
fun tion spa e. However, experiments showed that, as in the ase of nite dimensional
dynami al systems, the traje tories are lo alized, up to some transient pro ess, in a \thin"
invariant subset of the phase spa e having a very ompli ated geometri stru ture, whi h
thus a umulates all the essential dynami s of the system.
From a mathemati al point of view, this led to the notion of a global attra tor (see
[23℄, [51℄, [53℄, [122℄, [139℄, [140℄, [200℄, [214℄, and [220℄ ; see also [16℄ and [198℄ for some
histori al omments). Assuming that the problem is well-posed and that the system is
autonomous (i.e., that the time does not appear expli itly in the equations), we have, as
in the nite dimensional ase, the semigroup S (t); t  0, a ting on the phase spa e ,
whi h maps the initial ondition onto the solution at time t. Then we say that A   is
the global attra tor for S (t) if
(i) it is ompa t in  ;
(ii) it is invariant, i.e., S (t)A = A; 8t  0 ;
(iii) 8B   bounded,
limt!+1dist(S (t)B; A) = 0;
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where dist denotes the Hausdor semi-distan e between sets (we assume that  is a metri
spa e with distan e d) de ned by
dist(A; B ) := sup inf d(a; b):
a2A b2B

This is equivalent to the following: 8B   bounded, 8 > 0, 9t0 = t0 (B; ) su h that
t  t0 implies S (t)B  U , where U is the -neighborhood of A.
We note that it follows from (ii) and (iii) that the global attra tor, if it exists, is unique.
Furthermore, it follows from (i) that it is essentially thinner than the initial phase spa e
 ; indeed, in in nite dimensions, a ompa t set annot ontain a ball and is nowhere
dense. It is also not diÆ ult to prove that the global attra tor is the smallest (for the
in lusion) losed set enjoying the attra tion property (iii) ; it thus appears as a suitable
obje t in view of the study of the long time behavior of the system. It is also the maximal
bounded invariant set. We nally note that A attra ts all the traje tories (uniformly with
respe t to bounded sets of initial data), and not just those starting from a neighborhood.
The global attra tor is sometimes alled the maximal or the universal attra tor (whi h
is reasonable in view of the above onsiderations), although these denominations are less
used nowadays.
It has also been early onje tured that the invariant attra ting sets mentioned above,
and, in parti ular, the global attra tor, should be, in a proper sense, nite dimensional
and that the dynami s, restri ted to these sets, should be e e tively des ribed by a nite
number of parameters. The notions of dimensions mentioned above, and, in parti ular,
the fra tal dimension, should again be appropriate to measure the dimension of these sets.
So, when this onje ture is true, the e e tive dynami s, restri ted to the global attra tor,
is nite dimensional, even though the initial phase spa e is in nite dimensional. This also
suggests that su h systems annot produ e any new dynami s whi h are not observed in
nite dimensions, the in nite dimensionality only bringing (possibly essential) te hni al
diÆ ulties.
Starting from the pioneering works of Ladyzhenskaya (see, e.g., [138℄, [139℄, and the
referen es therein), this nite dimensional redu tion, based on the global attra tor, has
been given solid mathemati al grounds in the past de ades for dissipative systems in
bounded domains. In parti ular, the existen e of the nite dimensional global attra tor
has been proven for many lasses of dissipative PDEs, in luding the examples mentioned
above. We refer the reader to [23℄, [51℄, [122℄, [139℄, [140℄, [200℄, [214℄, and [220℄ for
extensive reviews on this subje t.
Now, the global attra tor may present several defaults. Indeed, it may attra t the
traje tories at a slow rate. Furthermore, in general, it is very diÆ ult, if not impossible,
to express the onvergen e rate in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem. This
an be seen on the following real Ginzburg-Landau equation in one spa e dimension:

t u x2 u + u3

u = 0; x 2 [0; 1℄;  > 0;

u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 1; t  0;
see Remark 2.25. A se ond drawba k, whi h an also be seen as a onsequen e of the
rst one, is that the global attra tor may be sensitive to perturbations ; a given system
is only an approximation of reality and it is thus essential that the obje ts that we study
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are robust under small perturbations. A tually, in general, the global attra tor is upper
semi ontinuous with respe t to perturbations, i.e.,
dist(A; A0) ! 0 as  ! 0+ ;
where A0 is the global attra tor asso iated with the nonperturbed system and A that
asso iated with the perturbed one,  > 0 being the perturbation parameter. Very roughly
speaking, this property means that the global attra tor annot explode under small perturbations. Now, the lower semi ontinuity, i.e.,
dist(A0; A) ! 0 as  ! 0+ ;
whi h, roughly speaking, means that the global attra tor annot implode also, is mu h
more diÆ ult to prove (see, e.g., [198℄). Furthermore, this property may not hold. This
an already be seen in nite dimensions by onsidering the following ODE (see [198℄):

x0 = (1 x2 )(1 2 );  2 [ 1; 1℄:
p
Then, when  = 0, A = [0; 1℄, whereas A = f1g for  < 0 and A = [ ; 1℄ for  > 0.
Thus, there is a bifur ation phenomenon at  = 0 and the global attra tor is not lower
semi ontinuous at  = 0. It thus follows that the global attra tor may hange drasti ally
under small perturbations. Furthermore, in many situations, the global attra tor may
not be observable in experiments or in numeri al simulations. This an be due to the
fa t that it has a very ompli ated geometri stru ture, but not ne essarily. Indeed,
we an again onsider the above Ginzburg-Landau equation. Then, due to the boundary
onditions, A = f 1g. Now, this problem possesses many metastable \almost stationary"
1
equilibria whi h live up to a time t?  e 2 . Thus, for  small, one will not see the
global attra tor in numeri al simulations. Finally, in some situations, the global attra tor
may fail to apture important transient behaviors. This an be observed, e.g., on some
models of one-dimensional Burgers equations with a weak dissipation term (see [29℄).
In that ase, the global attra tor is trivial, it is redu ed to one exponentially attra ting
point, but the system presents very ri h and important transient behaviors whi h resemble
some modi ed version of the Kolmogorov law. We an also mention models of pattern
formation equations in hemotaxis for whi h one observes important transient behaviors,
i.e., patterns, whi h are not ontained in the global attra tor (see [218℄).
It is thus also important to onstru t and study larger obje ts whi h ontain the global
attra tor, are more robust under perturbations, attra t the traje tories at a fast (typi ally,
exponential) rate, and are still nite dimensional. Two su h obje ts have been proposed,
namely, an inertial manifold (see [98℄) and an exponential attra tor (see [68℄). We will
dis uss these obje ts in more details in the next se tions, with an emphasis on exponential
attra tors (whi h are as general as global attra tors).
An interesting question is whether one has a similar redu tion prin iple for nonautonomous dissipative PDEs (in bounded domains). A rst di eren e, ompared with
autonomous systems, is that both the initial and nal times play an important role ;
assuming that the problem is well-posed, it de nes a pro ess U (t;  ); t  ;  2 R , whi h
maps the initial ondition at time  onto the solution at time t. For su h systems, the
notion of a global attra tor is no longer adequate (in parti ular, we will not be able to
onstru t proper time independent invariant sets), and one needs to onsider other notions
of attra tors.
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A rst approa h, initiated by Haraux (see [124℄) and further studied and developed
by Chepyzhov and Vishik (see, e.g., [47℄ and [51℄), is based on the notion of a uniform
attra tor. A tually, in order to onstru t the uniform attra tor, one onsiders, together
with the initial equations, a whole family of equations. Then one proves the existen e of
the global attra tor for a proper semigroup on an extended phase spa e, and, nally, proje ting this global attra tor onto the rst omponent, one obtains the uniform attra tor.
The major drawba k of this approa h is that the extended dynami al system is essentially
more ompli ated than the initial one, whi h leads, for general (translation ompa t, see
Se tion 3 ; see also [47℄ and [51℄) time dependen es, to an arti ial in nite dimensionality
of the uniform attra tor. This an already be seen on the following simple linear equation:

t u x u = h(t); u  = 0;
in a bounded smooth domain , whose dynami s is simple, namely, one has one exponentially attra ting traje tory. However, for more or less general external for es h, the
asso iated uniform attra tor has in nite dimension and in nite topologi al entropy (see
[51℄).
Nevertheless, for periodi and quasiperiodi time dependen es, one has in general nite
dimensional uniform attra tors (i.e., if the same is true for the global attra tor of the
orresponding autonomous system). Furthermore, one an derive sharp upper and lower
bounds on the dimension of the uniform attra tor, so that this approa h is appropriate
and relevant in those ases.
A se ond approa h, whi h resembles the so- alled kernel se tions proposed by Chepyzhov and Vishik (see [46℄ and [51℄), but was studied and developed independently, is
based on the notion of a pullba k attra tor (see, e.g., [64℄, [132℄, and [210℄). In that ase,
one has a time dependent attra tor fA(t); t 2 R g, ontrary to the uniform attra tor
whi h is time independent. More pre isely, a family fA(t); t 2 R g is a pullba k attra tor
for the pro ess U (t;  ) if
(i) the set A(t) is ompa t in , 8t 2 R ;
(ii) it is invariant, i.e., U (t;  )A( ) = A(t); 8t  ;  2 R ;
(iii) it satis es the following pullba k attra tion property:

8B   bounded; 8t 2 R ; s!lim
dist(U (t; t s)B; A(t)) = 0:
+1
One an prove that, in general, A(t) has nite dimension, 8t 2 R , see, e.g., [40℄ and
[142℄. Now, the attra tion property essentially means that, at time t, the attra tor A(t)
attra ts the bounded sets of initial data oming from the past (i.e., from 1). However,

in (iii), the rate of attra tion is not uniform in t, so that the forward onvergen e does
not hold in general (see nevertheless [37℄, [42℄, and [141℄ for ases where the forward
onvergen e an be proven). We an illustrate this on the following nonautonomous
ODE:

y 0 = f (t; y );
where f (t; y ) := y if t  0, ( 1+2t)y ty 2 if t 2 [0; 1℄, and y y 2 if t  1. Then one has
the existen e of a pullba k attra tor fA(t); t 2 R g, namely, A(t) = f0g, 8t 2 R . However,
for t  1, every traje tory, di erent from f0g, starting from a small neighborhood of 0,
will leave this neighborhood, never to enter it again. This learly ontradi ts our intuitive
understanding of attra tors.
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So, these two theories of attra tors for nonautonomous systems do not yield an entirely
satisfa tory nite dimensional redu tion prin iple, ontrary to the autonomous ase, sin e
we have either an arti ial in nite dimensionality or no forward attra tion in general. We
will see below that the onstru tion of exponential attra tors allows to over ome the main
drawba k of pullba k attra tors, namely, the problem of the forward attra tion, as proven
in [76℄ ; indeed, one has an exponential uniform ontrol on the rate of attra tion. This
yields a satisfa tory redu tion prin iple for nonautonomous dynami al systems asso iated
with dissipative PDEs in bounded domains.
Now, while the theory of attra tors for dissipative dynami al systems in bounded domains is rather well understood, the situation is di erent for systems in unbounded domains and su h a theory has only re ently been addressed (and is still progressing),
starting from the pioneering works of Abergel [1℄ and Babin and Vishik [22℄. The main
diÆ ulty in this theory is the fa t that, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains disussed above, the dynami s generated by dissipative PDEs in unbounded domains is (as
a rule) purely in nite dimensional and does not possess any nite dimensional redu tion prin iple. Furthermore, the additional spatial \unbounded" dire tions lead to the
so- alled spatial haos and the intera tions between spatial and temporal haoti modes
generate a spa e-time haos whi h also has no analogue in nite dimensions.
As a onsequen e, most of the ideas and methods of the lassi al ( nite dimensional)
theory of dynami al systems does not work here (as su h systems have in nite Lyapunov
dimension, in nite topologi al entropy, ...). Thus, we are fa ed with dynami al phenomena
with new levels of omplexity whi h do not have analogues in the nite dimensional theory
and we need to develop a new theory in order to des ribe su h phenomena in an a urate
way.
It is also interesting to note that, in the ase of bounded domains, the dimension of the
global attra tor grows at least linearly with respe t to the volume of the spatial domain
and, thus, for suÆ iently large domains, the redu ed dynami al system may be too large
for reasonable investigations. Furthermore, as shown in [17℄, the spatial omplexity of the
system (e.g., the number of topologi ally di erent equilibria) grows exponentially with
respe t to the volume of the spatial domain. Therefore, even in the ase of relatively
small dimensions, the redu ed system an be out of rea h of reasonable investigations,
due to its extremely ompli ated stru ture. As a onsequen e, it seems more natural,
at least from a physi al point of view, to repla e large bounded domains by their limit
unbounded ones (e.g., the whole spa e or ylindri al domains), whi h, of ourse, requires
a systemati study of dissipative dynami al systems asso iated with PDEs in unbounded
domains.
We will dis uss su h (for most of them new) developments in Se tion 5 of this survey.
In a last se tion, we will brie y dis uss extensions of the theory of attra tors to illposed problems, with an emphasis on the so- alled traje tory attra tor, see, e.g., [48℄, [49℄,
[51℄, and [213℄. Indeed, for many interesting problems, in luding the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations, various types of damped hyperboli equations (e.g., damped
wave equations with super riti al nonlinearities), ..., the well-posedness of the solution
operator S (t) has not been proven yet or/and the proper hoi e of the phase spa e is
not known. Furthermore, e.g., for dissipative systems with non-Lips hitz nonlinearities or
for systems arising from the dynami al approa h of ellipti boundary value problems in
unbounded domains, nonuniqueness results and the ill-posedness of the asso iated solution
operator are known.
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2. The global attra tor
2.1. Main de nitions. Let E be a Bana h spa e with norm k  kE (a tually, in most
results, E an more generally be a omplete metri spa e ; furthermore, in some ases,
e.g., for the so- alled traje tory attra tors, see Se tion 6 (see also Theorem 2.20), even
metri spa es may be inadequate). We onsider a semigroup S (t), t  0, a ting on E ,
i.e., we assume that the phase spa e  is the whole spa e E (it is not diÆ ult to adapt
the de nitions when  is a subset of E ),
(2.1)

S (t) : E ! E; 8t  0;

(2.2)

S (0) = Id;

(2.3)
S (t + s) = S (t) Æ S (s); 8t; s  0;
where Id denotes the identity operator. We will also need some ontinuity property on
S (t), and we assume from now on that
(2.4)
S (t) is ontinuous from E into itself ; 8t  0:
Remark 2.1. a) It was re ently proven in [189℄ that ondition (2.4) an be relaxed and
that one an prove the existen e of global attra tors under the following, mu h weaker,
ondition:
(2.5)
if xk ! x and S (t)xk ! y; then y = S (t)x:
A semigroup satisfying (2.5) is alled a losed semigroup (see also [247℄ for another type of
ondition, ontained in (2.5)). Condition (2.5) is also important for on rete appli ations ;
indeed, there are situations in whi h xk ! x only implies that S (t)xk ! S (t)x for the
weak topology (this is the ase, e.g., for the damped wave equation with a nonlinear
damping, see [189℄). However, in ontrast to the usual ontinuous ase, the global attra tor
may not be onne ted (see the next subse tion) for losed semigroups (even if the initial
absorbing set is onne ted) and some additional assumptions are ne essary to guarantee
this property.
b) In general, the operators S (t); t  0, are not one-to-one (this property is equivalent to
the ba kward uniqueness property, see, e.g., [220℄). When S (t); t > 0, is one-to-one, we
an de ne its inverse, whi h we denote by S ( t). It is then easy to see that the family
S (t); t 2 R , enjoys properties (2.1)-(2.3), and we say that it forms a group a ting on E .
One new feature of the in nite dimensional theory, ompared with the nite dimensional
one, is that, in general, as already mentioned, the operators S (t); t < 0, are not de ned
everywhere.
De nition 2.2. A set X  E is invariant for S (t) if

S (t)X = X; 8t  0:
If S (t)X  X; 8t  0, we say that X is positively invariant and, if X  S (t)X; 8t  0,
we say that X is negatively invariant.
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A rst, simple, example of invariant sets is given by xed points (also alled stationary
traje tories or solutions) or by sets of xed points (a 2 E is a xed point if S (t)a =
a; 8t  0). A se ond example is given by omplete traje tories or by sets of omplete
traje tories. Let u0 belong to E . Then the forward, or positive, traje tory starting at u0
is the set

fS (t)u0; t  0g:

A ba kward, or negative, traje tory ending at u0 , if it exists, is a set of points of the form

[t0 u(t); u(t) 2 S ( t) 1u0; 8t  0

(we an note that a negative traje tory, if it exists, is not ne essarily unique). Finally,
a omplete traje tory through u0 , if it exists, is the union of the positive and a negative
traje tories. It is not diÆ ult to show that the positive traje tory is positively invariant,
a negative traje tory is negatively invariant, and a omplete traje tory is invariant.
Another, more ompli ated, example of invariant sets is given by ! -limit sets ; these
sets are also essential in view of the onstru tion of global attra tors.
De nition 2.3. Let u0 belong to E . The ! -limit set of u0 is the set

! (u0) := \s0 [ts S (t)u0 ;
where the losure is taken in E . Similarly, for B  E , the ! -limit set of B is the set
! (B ) := \s0 [ts S (t)B:
We have the following important hara terization of ! -limit sets: x 2 ! (B ) if and only
if there exist sequen es fxk ; k 2 N g and ftk ; k 2 N g, with xk 2 B , 8k 2 N , and tk ! +1
as k ! +1, su h that S (tk )xk ! x as k ! +1.
Remark 2.4. Similarly, we de ne the -limit set of B , if it exists, by
(B ) := \s0 [ts S ( t) 1 B:

We then have the
Proposition 2.5. We assume that B  E , B 6= ;, and that there exists t0  0 su h that
[tt0 S (t)B is relatively ompa t in E . Then !(B ) is nonempty, ompa t, and invariant.
We are now ready to formulate some mathemati al on epts of dissipativity. To this
end, we need to re all the notions of absorbing and attra ting sets for the semigroup S (t).
De nition 2.6. (i) A bounded set B0  E is a bounded absorbing set for S (t) if, 8B  E
bounded, 9t0 = t0 (B ) su h that t  t0 implies S (t)B  B0 .
(ii) A set K  E is attra ting if, 8B  E bounded,
lim dist(S (t)B; K ) = 0;

t!+1

where dist (or distE if it is ne essary to pre ise the topology) is the Hausdor semidistan e
between sets in E , de ned by
dist(A; B ) := sup inf ka bkE
a2A b2B

(note that dist(A; B ) = 0 only implies A  B ).
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The existen e of an absorbing set is often used as a mathemati al de nition of a dissipative system. Following this tradition, we give the following de nition.
De nition 2.7. The semigroup S (t) is dissipative in E if it possesses a bounded absorbing
set B  E .
In appli ations, this property is usually veri ed by proving a so- alled dissipative estimate of the form
(2.6)
kS (t)u0kE  Q(ku0kE )e t + C ; t  0;
where the monotoni fun tion Q and the positive onstants and C are independent of
u0 2 E .
Remark 2.8. A di erent notion of an absorbing set is onsidered in [122℄: the semigroup
S (t) is alled point dissipative if there exists a bounded set B0  E su h that, 8u0 2
E; 9t0 = t0 (u0 ) su h that t  t0 implies S (t)u0 2 B0 .
We however have to note that the above mathemati al de nition of dissipativity is
not suÆ ient to apture the typi al physi al properties of dissipative systems (see the
introdu tion). Indeed, let us onsider the semigroup generated by the following equation
in an in nite dimensional Hilbert spa e E :
y 0(t) = y (t)(1 ky (t)k2E ); y (0) = y0 2 E:
Then this semigroup obviously satis es a dissipative estimate as above and is dissipative
a ording to the above mathemati al de nition. However, we do not have here an energy
dissipation in the higher Fourier modes (in fa t, the energy in reases or de reases simultaneously in all modes depending on whether or not ky (t)kE  1). Thus, it is diÆ ult to
onsider this semigroup as a dissipative system from a physi al point of view.
In order to avoid su h a situation, some kind of asymptoti ompa tness of the semigroup (e.g., the existen e of a ompa t absorbing/attra ting set ; this naturally gives a
de ay in the higher part of the Fourier spe trum) should be postulated. This asymptoti
ompa tness an naturally be expressed in terms of the so- alled Kuratowski measure of
non ompa tness.
De nition 2.9. Let B be a bounded subset of E . The Kuratowski measure of non ompa tness of B is the quantity

(B ) := inf fd; B has a nite overing with balls of E with diameter less than dg:
The Kuratowski measure of non ompa tness enjoys the following properties (see [122℄):
 (B ) = 0 if and only if B is relatively ompa t in E ;
 (B ) = (B ) ;
 B1  B2 implies (B1 )  (B2 ) ;
 (B1 + B2 )  (B1 ) + (B2 ).
De nition 2.10. We say that the semigroup S (t) is asymptoti ally ompa t if, for every
bounded set B  E , the Kuratowski measure of non ompa tness of the image S (t)B
tends to zero as t ! +1,
lim (S (t)B ) = 0; 8B bounded in E:
t!+1
We are now ready to de ne the main obje t of this survey, namely, a global attra tor.
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De nition 2.11. A set A  E is a global attra tor of the semigroup S (t) on E if the
following properties are satis ed:
(i) it is a ompa t subset of E ;
(ii) it is invariant, S (t)A = A, 8t  0 ;
(iii) it is an attra ting set for S (t) on E .
It follows from this de nition that the dissipativity and asymptoti ompa tness of the
asso iated semigroup are ne essary for the existen e of a global attra tor. As we will see
below, these onditions are also suÆ ient.
As already mentioned in the introdu tion, the global attra tor, if it exists, is unique.
Furthermore, it is the smallest losed set whi h attra ts the bounded subsets of E and
the maximal bounded invariant set. We also note that it attra ts the traje tories starting
from the whole phase spa e (uniformly with respe t to bounded sets of initial data), and
not just those starting from a neighborhood.
We now formulate a simple, but very useful, result on the stru ture of the global
attra tor. To do so, we rst give the following de nition.
De nition 2.12. The kernel (in the terminology of Chepyzhov and Vishik) K 2 L1 (R ; E )
of the semigroup S (t) is the set of all bounded omplete traje tories of the semigroup S (t),
i.e., the fun tions u : R ! E su h that
S (t)u(s) = u(t + s) and ku(s)kE  Cu < +1; 8s 2 R ; t 2 R + :
Then we have the following result, whi h follows from the invarian e of A, see, e.g.,
[23℄.
Theorem 2.13. The global attra tor A (if it exists) is generated by the set K of all
bounded omplete traje tories of S (t),
(2.7)
A = K(0) := fu(0); u 2 Kg:
In other words, u0 2 A if and only if there exists a bounded omplete traje tory u su h
that u(0) = u0 . Furthermore, A = K(s), for every s 2 R .
Remark 2.14. Together with the on ept of a global attra tor given above, the so- alled
lo al attra tors are widely used in the theory of dynami al systems. Su h an attra tor
only attra ts the images of all bounded subsets of some neighborhood U (A  U ). The
largest neighborhood whi h satis es this property is then alled the basin of attra tion of
the attra tor A. Another weaker on ept of an attra tor an be obtained by relaxing the
attra tion property. To be more pre ise, instead of requiring that all traje tories starting
from a bounded subset of the phase spa e have a uniform rate of attra tion to the attra tor
(see De nition 2.6), one may allow every traje tory to have its own (nonuniform) rate of
attra tion. This leads to the so- alled pointwise attra tor whi h has been used, e.g., in
the original works of Ladyzhenskaya, see [140℄ and the referen es therein.
In some situations, e.g., for equations in unbounded domains, the attra tion holds in
a weaker topology, de ned by some topologi al spa e E1 , E  E1 . To des ribe su h a
situation, Babin and Vishik proposed the terminology (E; E1 )-attra tor, see [23℄. Roughly
speaking, an (E; E1 )-attra tor attra ts the bounded subsets of E in the topology of the
spa e E1 (thus, the spa e E is used here only to determine the lass of bounded sets). In
parti ular, if E1 orresponds to E endowed with the weak topology, then one speaks of
weak attra tors. Furthermore, it is sometimes more onvenient (espe ially, in the theory
of the so- alled traje tory attra tors, see Se tion 6 below) to use more general lasses of
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"bounded" sets whi h are not generated by any Bana h spa e E and an be xed almost
arbitrarily. The only property of "bounded" sets whi h seems to be important for the
theory of attra tors is the following one.
De nition 2.15. A lass B of subsets of E is alled a lass of "bounded" sets if
(2.8)
B 2 B and B1  B imply B1 2 B :
Then, naturally, a set B 2 B is an absorbing set for the semigroup S (t) if it absorbs the
images of all "bounded" sets (i.e., all sets belonging to B), see [210℄.
2.2. Existen e of the global attra tor. As mentioned in the previous subse tion, ! limit sets play an important role in the onstru tion of global attra tors. Indeed, one has
the following result, based on Proposition 2.5 (see, e.g., [23℄ and [220℄).
Theorem 2.16. We assume that the semigroup S (t) is ontinuous and has a ompa t
absorbing set B0 . Then it possesses the global attra tor A su h that A = ! (B0 ). Furthermore, A is onne ted.
We note that, owing to Proposition 2.5, one only needs to prove the attra tion property
to have the existen e of the global attra tor ; this property follows from the fa t that B0
is an absorbing set.
In on rete situations, the above result will apply to (most) paraboli systems in
bounded domains, sin e one has some ompa t regularizing e e t in nite time. For
damped hyperboli equations and for paraboli equations in unbounded domains, we
need a more general result, sin e su h a regularizing e e t is not available. However, noting that one has, in some sense, some ompa t regularizing e e t at in nity, the following
existen e result, due to Babin and Vishik (see, e.g., [23℄), an be used in most situations.
Theorem 2.17. We assume that the semigroup S (t) is ontinuous and possesses a ompa t attra ting set. Then it possesses the onne ted global attra tor A. Furthermore, if K
is a ompa t attra ting set, then A = ! (K ).
Remark 2.18. In order to prove that the attra tor A is onne ted, one only needs the
existen e of a onne ted bounded absorbing set. Sin e the balls in a Bana h spa e are
always onne ted, this property holds automati ally if the phase spa e E is the whole
Bana h spa e. In a more general setting, i.e., when E is a metri , or even a topologi al,
spa e, this assumption should be added in order to ensure the onne tedness.
We give another attra tor's existen e result whi h exploits the Kuratowski measure
of non ompa tness (see [122℄). Although it is formally equivalent to Theorem 2.17, in
pra ti e, it an be used in a more general setting, namely, when the existen e of a ompa t
attra ting set is diÆ ult to verify dire tly (however, the existen e of su h a set a posteriori
follows from that of the global attra tor), see, e.g., [188℄ and [201℄.
Theorem 2.19. We assume that the semigroup S (t) is ontinuous, dissipative (i.e., it
possesses a bounded absorbing set B0 ), and asymptoti ally ompa t (in the sense of De nition 2.10). Then it possesses the onne ted global attra tor A su h that A = ! (B0 ).
We now dis uss a general strategy to verify the onditions of the above attra tor's
existen e theorems in appli ations.
The existen e of a ompa t absorbing set (for Theorem 2.16) is typi al of paraboli
problems in bounded domains for whi h the semigroup S (t) usually onsists of ompa t
operators for t > 0. In that ase, one usually has a smoothing property of the form
kS (t)kE1  t Q(ku0kE ); t 2 (0; 1℄;
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where E1 is some stronger spa e (i.e., it is ompa tly embedded into E ) and where the
monotoni fun tion Q and the positive onstant are independent of u0 , see [23℄, [122℄,
[220℄, and the referen es therein. Then, together with the dissipative estimate (2.6), this
smoothing property guarantees that a ball in E1 with a suÆ iently large radius R is a
ompa t absorbing set for S (t). A ording to Theorem 2.16, this yields the existen e of
the global attra tor A  E1 and its boundedness in E1 .
However, for more general lasses of dissipative systems (e.g., damped hyperboli equations), the smoothing property in nite time does not hold and should be repla ed by an
asymptoti ally smoothing property,

S (t) = S1 (t) + S2 (t); Si (t) : E ! E; i = 1; 2;
where the operators S2 (t) are ompa t for every xed t  0 (i.e., S2 (t)B is pre ompa t in
E for every bounded subset B of E and every t  0) and the operators S1 (t) tend to zero
as t ! +1,
lim kS (t)B kE = 0; for every B  E bounded;
t!+1 1

(2.9)

where kB kE := supx2B kxkE ; B  E (we emphasize here that only the maps S (t) should
be ontinuous in E , and no additional ontinuity assumption on S1 (t) and S2 (t) is required).
It is not diÆ ult to see that de omposition (2.9) is formally equivalent to the asymptoti
ompa tness (in the sense of the Kuratowski measure of non ompa tness, see De nition
2.10) and, onsequently, together with the dissipative estimate (2.6), this gives the existen e of the global attra tor, due to Theorem 2.19 (when the spa e E is a uniformly
onvex Bana h spa e, this de omposition an be arti ially redu ed to that of ontinuous
operators S1 (t) and S2 (t), see [119℄ and [220℄).
Very often, in appli ations, S2 (t) maps E into some stronger spa e E1 (whi h is ompa tly embedded into E ). If, in addition, the operators S2 (t) are uniformly bounded in
E1 as t ! +1,
(2.10)

sup kS2 (t)B kE1 < +1; for every B  E bounded;

t2R+

de omposition (2.9), together with the dissipative estimate (2.6), guarantee that a ball in
E1 with a suÆ iently large radius is a ompa t attra ting set for S (t) and one an apply
Theorem 2.17 to prove the existen e of the global attra tor A and to verify, in addition,
that A is bounded in E1 . This is the usual way to verify the further regularity of gobal
attra tors, see [23℄ and [220℄ for details.
However, it is sometimes very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to verify the additional boundedness (2.10) and the operators S2 (t) may a priori grow as t ! +1, see, e.g., [56℄. In
that ase, de omposition (2.9) is not strong enough to onstru t a ompa t attra ting set
(at least in a dire t way) and Theorem 2.17 is not appli able. Nevertheless, as already
mentioned, the boundedness property (2.10) is not ne essary to verify the asymptoti
ompa tness and Theorem 2.19 gives the existen e of the global attra tor A. The main
drawba k of this s heme is that we now only have the ompa tness of A in E and annot
on lude that A belongs to a more regular spa e E1 . So, Theorem 2.19 annot be used
to prove further regularity results on the attra tors.
We also re all another equivalent de nition of asymptoti ompa tness, namely, in the
terminology of Ladyzhenskaya (see, e.g., [140℄), S (t) is asymptoti ally ompa t if
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for every fxk ; k 2 N g bounded and ftk ; k 2 N g su h that tk ! +1;
fS (tk )xk ; k 2 N g is relatively ompa t in E:

Ball proposed in [25℄ a general method in order to verify (2.11), based on energy fun tionals. Roughly speaking, this method is based on the simple observation that a weakly
onvergent sequen e in a Hilbert (and, more generally, a re exive Bana h) spa e onverges
strongly if the orresponding sequen e of norms onverges to the norm of the limit fun tion. Then, in order to verify (2.11), one rst extra ts a weakly onvergent subsequen e
from fS (tk )xk g by using the dissipativity and the fa t that bounded subsets are pre ompa t in the weak topology and then veri es the onvergen e of the norms by passing to
the limit in the asso iated energy equality.
This method was applied with su ess to many equations, both in bounded and unbounded domains, see [25℄, [36℄, [65℄, [115℄, [118℄, [119℄, [120℄, [128℄, [129℄, [151℄, [183℄,
[184℄, [185℄, [201℄, [202℄, [220℄, [229℄, [230℄, [231℄, and [232℄.
To on lude, we give a result related to global attra tors for abstra t lasses of "bounded" sets (see [210℄) whi h generalizes the on ept of (E; E1 )-attra tors (in the terminology of Babin and Vishik) and is very useful, e.g., in the theory of attra tors in unbounded
domains, for ill-posed dissipative systems, and for attra tors in weak topologies.
Theorem 2.20. Let E be a topologi al spa e and S (t) be a semigroup a ting on E .
Assume also that a lass of "bounded" subsets B of E satisfying (2.8) is given. Let nally
S (t) possess a "bounded", ompa t (in E ), and metrizable absorbing set B0 2 B and be
ontinuous on B0 , for every xed t  0. Then there exists a ompa t and "bounded" global
attra tor A  B0 whi h is generated by all "bounded" omplete traje tories of S (t) in E .
Remark 2.21. We refer the reader to [122℄, [138℄, [153℄, [189℄, and [247℄ for other existen e
results for the global attra tor.
2.3. Attra tors for semigroups having a global Lyapunov fun tion.
De nition 2.22. Let X be a subset of E and L : X ! R be a ontinuous fun tion.
The fun tion L is a global Lyapunov fun tion for S (t) on X if
(i) 8u0 2 X , the fun tion t 7! L(S (t)u0 ) is de reasing (i.e., L is de reasing along the
traje tories) ;
(ii) if L(S (t)u0 ) = L(u0 ) for some t > 0, then u0 is a xed point of S (t) (i.e., L is stri tly
de reasing along the traje tories whi h are not redu ed to xed points).
Let N be the set of all xed points of S (t),

N := fz 2 E; S (t)z = z; 8t  0g:
Let z 2 N . The unstable set Mun (z ) of z is the set of all points u 2 E su h that S (t)u is
de ned for all t  0 and limt! 1 S (t)u = z . Similarly, the stable set Ms (z ) of z is the set
of all points u 2 E su h that limt!+1S (t)u = z . More generally, let X be an invariant
subset of E . Then the unstable set of X is the (possibly empty) set

Mun(X ) := fu? 2 E; u? belongs to a

omplete traje tory u(t); t 2 R ;
and limt! 1 dist(u(t); X ) = 0g:
Similarly, the stable set of X is the (possibly empty) set
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Ms(X ) := fu? 2 E; u? belongs to a

omplete traje tory u(t); t 2 R ;
and limt!+1 dist(u(t); X ) = 0g:
Remark 2.23. We assume that S (t) possesses the global attra tor A. We an note that
N  A. Furthermore, it is not diÆ ult to show that Mun(z)  A; 8z 2 N ; we also
note that Mun (z ) and Ms (z ) are invariant by S (t). Finally, if X is an invariant set, then
Mun(X )  A, and Mun(A) = A.
We have the following result on the stru ture of the global attra tor for a semigroup
having a global Lyapunov fun tion.
Theorem 2.24. We assume that the semigroup S (t) possesses a ontinuous global Lyapunov fun tion. Then
If, furthermore, N is

A = Mun (N ):
nite, N = fz1 ; :::; zm g, and t 7! S (t)x is

ontinuous, 8x 2 E , then

A = [mi=1 Mun(zi)
and every traje tory u(t), t 2 R , lying on A satis es
lim1u(t) = zi ; t!lim
u(t) = zj ; zi 6= zj ; zi ; zj 2 N :
+1
Remark 2.25. We further assume that S (t) is di erentiable in E (to be more pre ise,
S (t) 2 C 1+Æ (E; E ), Æ > 0), 8t 2 R + . A xed point z is hyperboli if the spe trum
of S 0 (t)z does not interse t the unit ir le, t > 0. In that ase, the unstable set of z ,
Mun(z), is a k-dimensional submanifold of E , where k is the stability index of z (see
[23℄ for more details). Therefore, if N is nite and all the xed points are hyperboli ,
the global attra tor A of a semigroup having a ontinuous global Lyapunov fun tion is
a nite union of smooth nite dimensional submanifolds of the phase spa e. Su h global
attra tors are alled regular attra tors by Babin and Vishik (see, e.g., [23℄). They also
possess several additional "good" properties and, to the best of our knowledge, it is the
only general lass of attra tors for whi h a more or less omplete des ription of their
stru ture is available. In parti ular, regular attra tors are automati ally exponential, i.e.,
for every bounded subset B  E , the following estimate holds:
(2.12)
dist(S (t)B; A)  Q(kB kE )e t ; t  0;
where the positive onstant and the monotoni fun tion Q are independent of B .
Furthermore, regular attra tors are preserved under general suÆ iently regular perturbations (the perturbed system may not have a Lyapunov fun tion and may even be
nonautonomous, see [23℄, [80℄, [117℄, [228℄, and the referen es therein). Finally, for onedimensional s alar paraboli equations, it is even possible to nd expli itly the so- alled
permutation matrix of the attra tor (whi h shows whether or not two equilibria are onne ted by a hetero lini traje tory) and, on some o asions, to des ribe the topologi al
stru ture of the attra tor in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem, see [32℄,
[94℄, and [95℄ for details. We however note that, although the niteness of the set of xed
points and the hyperboli ity of these xed points are, in some proper sense, generi properties, see [23℄, they are very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to prove for on rete examples
and given values of the physi al parameters of the problem, ex ept for s alar paraboli
equations in one spa e dimension. Furthermore, even if the regularity of the attra tor
t!
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an be proven, one usually annot ompute expli itly the onstant and the fun tion Q
in the exponential attra tion property (2.12) and these quantities an be extremely bad.
Indeed, in the example
t u x2 u + u3 u = 0; x 2 [0; 1℄;  > 0; u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 1; t  0;
mentioned in the introdu tion, the global attra tor A = f 1g is obviously regular and
one an take = 2 in formula (2.12) (this is determined by the hyperboli ity onstant of
the equilibrium u0 = 1). However, the fun tion Q satis es
C 1=2

Q(r)  e2e
; r  0:
Thus, even for a reasonably small  , one will never "see" this regular attra tor in numeri al
simulations. This phenomenon is related to the existen e of metastable almost-equilibria
with an extremely large lifetime in the phase spa e of this equation (it is also worth
mentioning that they are situated far from the global attra tor and have "nothing in
ommon" with the properties of the global attra tor). As we will see in the next se tion,
this onfusing drawba k an be over ome by using the general on ept of an exponential
attra tor, for whi h the onstant and the fun tion Q an reasonably be found in terms
of the physi al parameters of the problem.
We on lude this subse tion by the following result on the existen e of the global
attra tor for a semigroup having a global Lyapunov fun tion (see [61℄ ; see also [122℄ and
[138℄) whi h an be useful in appli ations (see, e.g., [61℄ and [177℄).
Theorem 2.26. We make the following assumptions:
(i) t 7! S (t)x is ontinuous, 8x 2 E ;
(ii) S (t) possesses a ontinuous global Lyapunov fun tion L su h that L(x) ! +1 if and
only if kxkE ! +1 ;
(iii) the set of xed points of S (t), N , is bounded in E ;
(iv) S (t) is asymptoti ally ompa t, i.e., 8B  E bounded,
lim (S (t)B ) = 0;
t!+1
where  is the Kuratowski measure of non ompa tness.
Then S (t) possesses the onne ted global attra tor A su h that A = Mun (N ).
Remark 2.27. Theorem 2.26 an be useful, e.g., when the dissipative estimate (2.6) and
the existen e of a bounded absorbing set an be diÆ ult to establish (see, e.g., [61℄ and
[177℄), although the existen e of the global attra tor implies the existen e of a bounded
absorbing set (it suÆ es to take any -neighborhood of the global attra tor). Thus, the
dissipativity an be obtained in an impli it way by using the Lyapunov fun tion and the
fa t that the set of equilibria is bounded. Roughly speaking, the dissipativity is related
to the fa t that every traje tory onverges to the set of equilibria (due to the Lyapunov
fun tion and the asymptoti ompa tness) and, sin e the set of equilibria is bounded, the
energy of a "large" solution must de ay (due to property (ii) of a Lyapunov fun tion).

2.4. Dimension of the global attra tor. As mentioned in the introdu tion, we will
essentially onsider the fra tal (or box- ounting) dimension here.
De nition 2.28. Let X  E be a (relatively) ompa t set. For  > 0, let N (X ) be the
minimal number of balls of radius  whi h are ne essary to over X . Then the fra tal
dimension of X is the quantity
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ln N (X )
log2 N(X )
(= lim sup
)
1
log2 
ln 1
!0+
!0+
(note that dimF X 2 [0; +1℄). Furthermore, the quantity H(X ) := log2 N (X ) is alled
the Kolmogorov -entropy of X .
The fra tal dimension satis es the following properties (see [87℄):
 dimF (X1  X2)  dimF X1 + dimF X2 ;
 if f : X1 ! X2 is Lips hitz, then dimF X2  dimF X1 ;
 if X is a smooth m-dimensional manifold, then dimF X = m.
It is important to note that, for sets whi h are not manifolds, the fra tal dimension an
be noninteger ; for instan e, if X is the ternary Cantor set in R , then
(2.13)

dimF X := lim sup

ln 2
dimF X =
<1
ln 3
(see [87℄). Furthermore, it follows from the de nition that, if the minimal number of balls
of radius  whi h are ne essary to over X satis es
1d
N(X )  ( ) ;

where and d are independent of , then
dimF X  d:
A strong interest, for onsidering the fra tal dimension over other dimensions, is given
by the (modi ed) Holder-Ma~ne theorem (see [68℄, [97℄, and [125℄). We start with the
following de nition.
De nition 2.29. [126℄ A Borel subset X of a Bana h spa e E is prevalent if there exists a
ompa tly supported probability measure  su h that (X + x) = 1, 8x 2 E . A non-Borel
set whi h ontains a prevalent set is also prevalent.
Remark 2.30. Prevalen e extends the notion of \Lebesgue almost every" from Eu lidean
spa es to in nite dimensional spa es (see [126℄ for a dis ussion on this subje t).
Theorem 2.31. (Modi ed Holder-Ma~ne theorem, [125℄) Let X  E be ompa t and su h
that dimF X = d and N > 2d be an integer. Then almost every (in the sense of prevalen e)
bounded linear proje tor P : E ! R N is one-to-one on X and has a Holder ontinuous
inverse.
It follows from Theorem 2.31 that, if the global attra tor has nite fra tal dimension,
then, xing a proje tor P satisfying the assumptions of the theorem, the redu ed dynami al system (S (t); A), where S (t) := P Æ S (t) Æ P 1 and A := P (A), is a nite dimensional
dynami al system (i.e., in R N ) whi h is Holder ontinuous with respe t to the initial
data. This result, and the fra tal dimension, thus play an important role in the nite
dimensional redu tion theory of in nite dimensional dynami al systems.
Remark 2.32. The Hausdor dimension (see [87℄) is also frequently used to measure the
dimension of the global attra tor (see, e.g., [23℄, [51℄, and [220℄). However, Theorem 2.31
does not hold for the Hausdor dimension.
The next result (see [237℄ ; see also [139℄) gives a general method to prove the nite
fra tal dimensionality of a ompa t set.
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Theorem 2.33. Let X be a ompa t subset of E . We assume that there exist a Bana h
spa e E1 su h that E1 is ompa tly embedded into E and a mapping L : X ! X su h
that L(X ) = X and
(2.14)
kLx1 Lx2 kE1  kx1 x2 kE ; 8x1 ; x2 2 X:
Then the fra tal dimension of X is nite and satis es
dimF X  H 41 (BE1 (0; 1));
where is the onstant in (2.14) and BE1 (0; 1) is the unit ball in E1 (note that it is
relatively ompa t in E ).
In appli ations to paraboli systems in bounded domains, one usually proves that, for
instan e, (2.14) is satis ed for L = S (1). Then, owing to the invarian e property, one
dedu es from Theorem 2.33 that the global attra tor has nite fra tal dimension. We
will ome ba k to the \smoothing" property (2.14), and its generalizations (in parti ular,
to damped hyperboli systems), in the next se tion when dis ussing the onstru tion of
exponential attra tors.
It is essential, in view of the nite dimensional redu tion prin iple given by Theorem
2.31, to nd sharp estimates on the dimension of the global attra tor in terms of the
physi al parameters of the problem. In general, the best upper bounds are obtained by
the so- alled volume ontra tion method, whi h is based on the study of the evolution of
in nitesimal k-dimensional volumes in the neighborhood of the attra tor (see [23℄, [51℄,
[200℄, and [220℄) ; see however [70℄ for a sharp upper bound based on (2.14). One then
proves that, if the dynami al system ontra ts the k-dimensional volumes, then the fra tal
dimension of A is less than k. This method requires some di erentiability property of the
semigroup S (t).
De nition 2.34. A map L : X ! X; X  E , is uniformly quasidi erentiable on X if,
for every x 2 X , there exists a linear operator L0 (x) ( alled quasidi erential) su h that

kL(x + v) L(x) L0 (x)vkE = o(kvkE )
holds uniformly with respe t to x 2 X; v 2 X; x + v 2 E .

We now assume that E is a Hilbert spa e. We have the following result (see [43℄ ; see
also [23℄, [51℄, and [220℄).
Theorem 2.35. We assume that X is an invariant subset of E and that S (t) is uniformly
quasidi erentiable on X , with x 7! S 0 (t)x ontinuous, 8t  0, and that, for some t? > 0,

!d (X ) := sup !d (S 0 (t? )x) < 1;
x2X

where, for a bounded linear operator L : E ! E ,

Vold (L(Bd ))
;
Vold (Bd )
Bd
Vold being the d-dimensional volume and the supremum being taken over all d-dimensional
ellipsoids. Then

!d (L) := sup

dimF X  d:
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We an note that, when E is a Hilbert spa e, then, if Ed is a ve tor subspa e of E of
dimension d, a bounded linear operator L maps a d-dimensional ellipsoid Bd  Ed onto
the d-dimensional ellipsoid L(Bd )  L(Ed ). Furthermore, Vold (Bd ) is well-de ned. The
quantity !d (L) measures the hanges of d-dimensional volumes under the a tion of L.
Remark 2.36. Another powerful and useful method to prove the nite dimensionality of
the global attra tor is based on the so- alled l-traje tories: one needs minimal regularity
on the solutions in order to apply this method, see [33℄, [55℄, [56℄, [155℄, [156℄, [157℄, [176℄,
[193℄, and [195℄. In parti ular, this method allows to prove the nite dimensionality of
the global attra tor asso iated with generalized Navier-Stokes equations (see [137℄) for
whi h the smoothing property (2.14) and the quasidi erentiability are not known (see
[155℄, [156℄, and [157℄) ; the quasidi erentiability was however re ently proven in [127℄ for
some of these models in two spa e dimensions.
It is also essential to derive lower bounds on the dimension of the global attra tor and
to ompare them with the known upper bounds. The derivation of lower bounds is based
on the following observation: the global attra tor always ontains the unstable sets of
equilibria. Thus, the stability index of a properly onstru ted (hyperboli ) equilibrium
yields a lower bound on the dimension of the global attra tor (see [23℄ for more details ;
see also [147℄, [148℄, [174℄, [182℄, and [220℄ for examples).
2.5. Robustness of the global attra tor. Very often, one needs to onsider regular
or singular perturbations of the system under study ; indeed, as mentioned in the introdu tion, a given system is only an approximation of reality. A natural question is how
these perturbations will a e t the asymptoti behavior of the system. One natural idea
is to \ ompare" the global attra tors of the perturbed and nonperturbed systems ; su h
results were rst established in [121℄ for systems having a global Lyapunov fun tion and
then in [21℄ for general systems.
We thus onsider a family of semigroups fS (t);  2 I g; I  R interval (more generally,
I an be some topologi al spa e), a ting on E su h that S (t) possesses the global attra tor
A, 8 2 I .
De nition 2.37. (i) The attra tors A are upper semi ontinuous at 0 2 I if
lim dist(A ; A0 ) = 0:

2I !0

(ii) The attra tors A are lower semi ontinuous at 0 2 I if
lim dist(A0 ; A) = 0:

2I !0

(iii) The attra tors A are ontinuous at 0 2 I if they are both upper and lower semiontinuous at 0 .
In general, global attra tors are upper semi ontinuous, i.e., we an prove the upper
semi ontinuity property under natural, and relatively easy to he k in appli ations, onditions. We have, for instan e, the following results (see [122℄).
Theorem 2.38. Let 0 belong to I . We assume that there exist Æ > 0; t0 > 0, and a
ompa t subset K of E su h that
(i) [2(0 Æ;0 +Æ)\I A  K ;
(ii) for every sequen es fk ; k 2 N g and fxk ; k 2 N g; k 2 I; xk 2 Ak , su h that
k ! 0 and xk ! x0 as k ! +1, then
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Sk (t0 )xk ! S0 (t0 )x0 as k ! +1:
Then the attra tors A are upper semi ontinuous at 0 .
Theorem 2.39. Let 0 belong to I . We make the following assumptions:
(i) there exist Æ > 0; t0 > 0, and a bounded subset B0 of E su h that

[2(0

Æ;0 +Æ)\I

A  B0 ;

(ii) 8 > 0; 8t  t0 , there exists  = (; t); 0 <  < Æ , su h that

kS(t)x S0 (t)x kE  ; 8x 2 A; 8 2 (0 ; 0 + ) \ I:
Then the attra tors A are upper semi ontinuous at 0 .

Thus, roughly speaking, if the perturbation S (t) is ontinuous with respe t to  and
the asso iated absorbing sets are uniformly bounded, the attra tors A are upper semiontinuous.
We also mention a simple theorem whi h follows in a straightforward way from the
de nition of upper semi ontinuity and whi h, however, is espe ially useful for singular
perturbations and, as a rule, gives the "simplest" way to establish the upper semi ontinuity of attra tors (see [23℄).
Theorem 2.40. Let the attra tors A possess the following property: for every sequen es
fk ; k 2 N g and fxk ; k 2 N g; k 2 I; xk 2 Ak , su h that k ! 0 2 I , there exists
a subsequen e xkn whi h onverges to some x0 2 A0 . Then the attra tors A are upper
semi ontinuous at 0 .
In appli ations, the assumption of Theorem 2.40 is veri ed based on the fa t that the
global attra tor is generated by bounded omplete traje tories (see Theorem 2.13). Thus,
there only remains to extra t, from a sequen e of omplete traje tories uk 2 Kk , a
subsequen e onverging to some omplete traje tory u0 2 K0 of the limit system. The
advantage of this approa h is that the semigroups S (t) (whi h, for singular perturbations,
may have bad properties su h as boundary layers, la k of regularity in nite time, ...) are
not involved in the pro ess and the result an be obtained by dire tly passing to the limit
in the asso iated equations for uk , see [23℄ for details.
Remark 2.41. Although everything seems satisfa tory as far as the upper semi ontinuity
of global attra tors is on erned, the situation hanges drasti ally if one is interested in
estimating the distan e between the perturbed and nonperturbed attra tors in terms of
the physi al parameters of the problem. Indeed, this distan e is naturally related to the
rate of attra tion to the limit attra tor and, as already mentioned, this rate of attra tion
is, in general, impossible to nd in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem.
Now, the lower semi ontinuity property is mu h more diÆ ult to prove ; a tually, as
mentioned in the introdu tion, it may even not hold. We need, in order to prove this
property, mu h more restri tive assumptions. For instan e, we have the following result
(see [23℄).
Theorem 2.42. Let 0 2 I , the attra tors A be uniformly bounded in E , i.e., A  B0
for every  2 I , for some bounded subset B0 of E , and the following uniform (with respe t
to ) attra tion property hold:
(2.15)

dist(S (t)B0 ; A)  (t); t  t0 ;  2 I;
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where
: R + ! R + is some monotoni fun tion whi h tends to zero as t ! +1.
Assume also that S is ontinuous at 0 in the following sense: for every T 2 R + ,

(2.16)

sup sup kS (t)x S0 (t)xkE ! 0 as  ! 0 :

t2[0;T ℄ x2B0

Then the attra tors A are lower semi ontinuous at 0 .
Remark 2.43. Under some natural additional assumptions, ondition (2.15) of a uniform
rate of attra tion is ne essary and suÆ ient to have the lower semi ontinuity. However,
it is ompletely un lear how to verify su h a ondition in appli ations (to the best of
our knowledge, no general method to prove this uniform rate of attra tion has been
developed). An ex eption is again the ase where the limit attra tor A0 possesses a
global Lyapunov fun tion and is regular, see Remark 2.25. Indeed, as already mentioned,
regular attra tors attra t bounded subsets exponentially, see (2.12), and persist under
suÆ iently regular perturbations. Furthermore, the rate of attra tion to the perturbed
regular attra tor A remains exponential and uniform with respe t to , for  lose to
0 , i.e., (2.15) holds with (t) := Ce t , > 0. This, in turn, gives the upper and lower
semi ontinuity, together with the estimate

(2.17)

distsym(A ; A0 )  C j 0 j ;

where distsym denotes the symmetri Hausdor distan e between sets de ned by
distsym(A; B ) := max (dist(A; B ); dist(B; A))
and for some positive onstants C and 0 < < 1, see, e.g., [23℄ for details. In some
ases, it is also possible to prove that the dynami al system onsidered is Morse-Smale,
whi h means that the dynami s, restri ted to the regular attra tor, is also preserved, up to
homeomorphisms, under perturbations (see [32℄, [122℄, and [198℄ for more details). Finally,
for some one-dimensional s alar paraboli equations, the uniform rate of attra tion is
possible to establish even when the equilibria are nonhyperboli (due to relatively simple
and ompletely understood stru tures of degenerate equilibria, see [136℄). However, as
mentioned in Remark 2.25, even though regular attra tors are, in some proper sense,
generi , it is in general very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to prove that the global attra tor
is regular for given values of the physi al parameters of the problem. Furthermore, even
when the regularity an be proven, it is also impossible, in general, to obtain expli it
estimates on the rate of exponential attra tion. So, the onstants C and in (2.17) are
also impli it.
Remark 2.44. We refer the reader to [123℄ for di erent approa hes for the omparison of
attra tors under perturbations.
Remark 2.45. It follows from the above onsiderations that the existing perturbation
theory of global attra tors has a purely qualitative nature and no quantitative result
(e.g., expli it estimates in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem) is available
in general. As we will see in the next se tion, this drawba k an be over ome by using
the so- alled exponential attra tors for whi h the analogues of estimates (2.12) and (2.17)
hold without any assumption on the hyperboli ity of the equilibria and the existen e of a
Lyapunov fun tion and all the onstants an be omputed expli itly.
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3. Exponential attra tors
3.1. Inertial manifolds. We established in Subse tion 2.4 a nite dimensional redu tion
prin iple for in nite dimensional dynami al systems based on the nite fra tal dimensionality of the global attra tor, via the Holder-Ma~ne theorem. However, even though
it is very important, this nite dimensional redu tion prin iple has essential drawba ks.
Indeed, the redu ed dynami al system (S (t); A) given by the Holder-Ma~ne theorem is
only Holder ontinuous and annot thus be realized in a satisfa tory way as a dynami al
system generated by a system of ODEs, i.e., a system of ODEs whi h is well-posed. Furthermore, reasonable onditions on the global attra tor whi h would guarantee that the
Ma~ne proje tors are Lips hitz are not known. A se ond drawba k is that the ompli ated
geometri stru ture of the attra tors A and A make the use of this nite dimensional
redu tion prin iple in omputations hazardous: essentially, one only has a heuristi estimate on the number of unknowns whi h are ne essary to apture all the dynami al e e ts
in approximations.
It thus appears reasonable to embed the global attra tor into a proper smooth nite
dimensional manifold. The dynami s, redu ed to this manifold, would then be realized as
a (at least Lips hitz) system of ODEs whi h ould be used in numeri al simulations and
would be a good approximation of the dynami s of the original system. This led Foias,
Sell, and Temam to propose the notion of an inertial manifold in [98℄.
De nition 3.1. A Lips hitz nite dimensional manifold M  E is an inertial manifold
for the semigroup S (t) if
(i) it is positively invariant, i.e., S (t)M  M; 8t  0 ;
(ii) it satis es the following asymptoti ompleteness property:
(3.1)

8u0 2 E; 9v0 2 M su h that kS (t)u0 S (t)v0 kE  Q(ku0kE )e t ; t  0;

where the positive onstant and the monotoni fun tion Q are independent of u0 .
It follows from this de nition that an inertial manifold, if it exists, ontains the global
attra tor and attra ts the traje tories exponentially fast (and uniformly with respe t to
bounded sets of initial data).
Furthermore, the existen e of su h a set would on rm, in a perfe t way, the heuristi
onje ture on a nite dimensional redu tion prin iple of in nite dimensional dissipative
dynami al systems. Indeed, the dynami s, restri ted to an inertial manifold, an be
des ribed by a system of ODEs whi h is Lips hitz ontinuous (and thus well-posed), alled
the inertial form of the system. Furthermore, the asymptoti ompleteness property gives,
in a parti ularly strong form, the equivalen e of the initial dynami al system (S (t); E )
with its inertial form (S (t); M).
Remark 3.2. In turbulen e, i.e., for the in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the existen e of an inertial manifold would also yield an exa t intera tion law between the small
and the large stru tures of the ow (see, e.g., [96℄).
Several methods have been proposed to onstru t inertial manifolds (by the LyapunovPerron method, by onstru ting onverging sequen es of approximate inertial manifolds,
by the so- alled graph-transform method, ...) ; we refer the interested reader to [60℄, [98℄,
[200℄, [214℄, [220℄, and the referen es therein for more details.
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However, all the known onstru tions of inertial manifolds make use of a restri tive
ondition, namely, the so- alled spe tral gap ondition (see [98℄), whi h requires arbitrarily large gaps in the spe trum of the linearization of the initial system (see [98℄ for
more details). In general, this property an only be veri ed in one spa e dimension.
Nevertheless, the existen e of inertial manifolds has been proven for a large number of
equations, essentially in one and two spa e dimensions ; we refer the reader to [60℄, [98℄,
[200℄, [214℄, [220℄, and the numerous referen es therein. However, the existen e of an inertial manifold is still an open problem for several physi ally important equations, su h as
the two-dimensional in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations. Furthermore, nonexisten e
results have been proven for damped Sine-Gordon equations by Mora and Sola-Morales
[186℄.
Remark 3.3. Notions of approximate inertial manifolds have been proposed when the
existen e of an (exa t) inertial manifold is not known and, in parti ular, for the in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We refer the reader to, e.g., [98℄, [99℄, [102℄, and [220℄
for more details.
3.2. Constru tion of exponential attra tors. It follows from the previous subse tion
that it is not always possible to embed the global attra tor into a proper smooth nite
dimensional manifold. Nevertheless, and also in view of the possible defaults of the
global attra tor as dis ussed in the introdu tion, it an be useful to onstru t larger (not
ne essarily smooth) sets whi h ontain the global attra tor, are still nite dimensional, and
attra t the traje tories exponentially fast. This led Eden, Foias, Ni olaenko, and Temam
to propose the notion of an exponential attra tor (also sometimes alled an inertial set)
in [68℄.
De nition 3.4. A ompa t set M  E is an exponential attra tor for S (t) if
(i) it has nite fra tal dimension, dimF M < +1 ;
(ii) it is positively invariant, S (t)M  M; 8t  0 ;
(iii) it attra ts exponentially the bounded subsets of E in the following sense:

8B  E bounded;

dist(S (t)B; M)  Q(kB kE )e t ; t  0;
where the positive onstant and the monotoni fun tion Q are independent of B .
It follows from this de nition that an exponential attra tor, if it exists, ontains the
global attra tor (a tually, the existen e of an exponential attra tor M yields the existen e
of the global attra tor A  M, sin e it is a ompa t attra ting set, see Theorem 2.17 ;
note that S (t) is still assumed to satisfy the ontinuity assumption (2.4)).
Thus, an exponential attra tor is still nite dimensional, like the global attra tor (and
one still has the nite dimensional redu tion prin iple given by the Holder-Ma~ne theorem) ;
a tually, proving the existen e of an exponential attra tor is also one way of proving that
the global attra tor has nite fra tal dimension. Compared with an inertial manifold, an
exponential attra tor is not smooth in general, but one still has a uniform exponential
ontrol on the rate of attra tion of the traje tories.
Now, the main drawba k of exponential attra tors is that the relaxation to positive
invarian e makes these obje ts nonunique ; a tually, on e we have the existen e of an
exponential attra tor, we have the existen e of a whole family of exponential attra tors
(see [68℄). Therefore, the question of the best hoi e of an exponential attra tor, if this
makes sense, is a ru ial one. One possibility, to over ome this drawba k, is to nd a
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\simple" algorithm whi h maps a semigroup S (t) onto an exponential attra tor M(S ) ;
by simple, we have in parti ular in mind the numeri al realization of su h an algorithm.
The rst onstru tion of exponential attra tors, due to Eden, Foias, Ni olaenko, and
Temam [68℄, was not onstru tible ; indeed, Zorn's lemma had to be used in order to
onstru t exponential attra tors. This onstru tion onsists in a way in onstru ting a
\fra tal expansion" of the global attra tor A. Very roughly speaking, one onsiders an
iterative pro ess in whi h one adds, at ea h step, a \ loud" of points around the global
attra tor. The diÆ ulty is that, at ea h step, one needs to ontrol the dimension of
this new loud of points around the global attra tor, and also ensure that the new set
remains positively invariant, without in reasing its dimension. The key idea whi h allows
to ontrol the number of points added at ea h step is the so- alled squeezing property
whi h says, roughly speaking, that either the higher modes are dominated by the lower
ones or that the ow is ontra ted exponentially: a mapping S : X ! X , where X is
a ompa t subset of a Hilbert spa e E , enjoys the squeezing property on X if, for some
Æ 2 (0; 41 ), there exists an orthogonal proje tor P = P (Æ ) with nite rank su h that, for
every u; v 2 X , either
or

k(I P )(Su Sv)kE  kP (Su Sv)kE
kSu SvkE  Æku vkE :

We an note that this property makes an essential use of orthogonal proje tors with nite
rank, so that the orresponding onstru tion is valid in Hilbert spa es only.
The onstru tion of [68℄ essentially applies to semigroups whi h possess a ompa t
absorbing set (although a onstru tion valid for damped wave equations is also given in
[68℄). It was then improved by Babin and Ni olaenko (in the sense that one ould also
onsider semigroups whi h possess a ompa t attra ting set) in [19℄ (see also [69℄). We
have, based on the onstru tion of [19℄, the following result (see [83℄, [84℄, and [175℄).
Theorem 3.5. Let E and E1 be two Hilbert spa es su h that E1 is ompa tly embedded
into E and S (t) : X ! X be a semigroup a ting on a losed subset X of E . We assume
that
(i) there exist orthogonal proje tors Pk : E ! E; k 2 N , with nite rank su h that

k(I Pk )ykE  (k)kykE1 ; 8y 2 E1; (k) ! 0 as k ! +1 ;
(ii) 8x1 ; x2 2 X; 8t > 0,
kS (t)x1 S (t)x2 kE1  h(t)kx1 x2 kE ;

where the fun tion h is ontinuous ;
(iii) (t; x) 7! S (t)x is Lips hitz on [0; T ℄  B; 8T > 0, 8B  X bounded.
Then S (t) possesses an exponential attra tor M on X (i.e., M satis es all the assertions
of De nition 3.4 with E repla ed by X ).
Remark 3.6. a) A tually, (i) follows from the ompa t embedding E1  E . Furthermore,
it follows from (i) and (ii) that the squeezing property is satis ed for some t? > 0.
b) Condition (ii) an be repla ed by the more general ondition
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where
and

8x1 ; x2 2 X; 8t  0; S (t)x1 S (t)x2 = S1 (t; x1; x2 ) + S2 (t; x1; x2 );

kS1(t; x1 ; x2 )kE  d(t)kx1 x2 kE ; d

ontinuous; t  0; d(t) ! 0 as t ! +1;

kS2(t; x1 ; x2)kE1  h(t)kx1 x2 kE ; t > 0; h

ontinuous:
This more general ondition allows to onstru t exponential attra tors for damped hyperboli equations (see [85℄ and [101℄).
) One essential diÆ ulty, when onstru ting exponential attra tors for damped hyperboli
equations, is to prove that the exponential attra tors attra t the bounded subsets of
the whole phase spa e, and not those starting from a subspa e of the phase spa e only
(typi ally, onsisting of more regular fun tions), see [68℄. This diÆ ulty was over ome in
[86℄ by proving the following transitivity property of the exponential attra tion: let (E; d)
be a metri spa e and S (t) be a semigroup a ting on E su h that

d(S (t)x1 ; S (t)x2 )  1 e 1 t d(x1 ; x2 ); t  0; x1 ; x2 2 E;
for some positive onstants 1 and 1 . We further assume that there exist three subsets
M1 , M2 , and M3 of E su h that
and
Then

dist(S (t)M1 ; M2 )  2 e

2t;

t  0; 2 > 0;

dist(S (t)M2 ; M3 )  3 e

3t;

t  0; 3 > 0:

dist(S (t)M1 ; M3 )  4 e 4 t ; t  0;
where 4 := 1 2 + 3 and 4 := 1 + 2 2 +3 3 .
We note that ondition (ii) in Theorem 3.5 resembles the smoothing property (2.14) ;
a tually, in order to prove Theorem 3.5, one only needs to prove that S (t? ) satis es
(2.14) for a proper t? . Now, this smoothing property is suÆ ient in order to onstru t
exponential attra tors and one does not need the squeezing property (and, thus, one does
not need orthogonal proje tors with nite rank) ; therefore, exponential attra tors an
also be onstru ted in Bana h spa es.
Let thus E and E1 be two Bana h spa es su h that E1 is ompa tly embedded into E
and let X be a bounded subset of E . Let nally S : X ! X be a (nonlinear) mapping.
We then onsider the dis rete dynami al system (or semigroup) generated by S , i.e., we
set

S (0) := Id; S (n) := S Æ ::: Æ S (n times); n 2 N :
It is easy to see that this family of operators satis es (2.2)-(2.3), but for t; s 2 N . Then
we say that M  X is an exponential attra tor for this dis rete semigroup on X if
(i) it is ompa t in E and has nite fra tal dimension ;
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(ii) it is positively invariant, i.e., S M  M ;
(iii) dist(S (n)X; M)  e n ; n 2 N , where and > 0 only depend on X .
We then have the
Theorem 3.7. [71℄ We assume that the mapping S enjoys the smoothing property (2.14)
on X , i.e.,

kSx1 Sx2 kE1  kx1 x2 kE ; 8x1 ; x2 2 E:

Then the dis rete dynami al system generated by the iterations of S possesses an exponential attra tor M  X .
Let us now onsider a ontinuous semigroup S (t) a ting on X , i.e.,

S (t) : X ! X; t  0:
In order to onstru t an exponential attra tor for S (t) on X , we usually pro eed as follows.
We assume that S (t? ) satis es the smoothing property (2.14) for some t? > 0. We then
have, owing to Theorem 3.7, an exponential attra tor M? for the dis rete dynami al
system generated by the mapping S? := S (t? ) and we set

M := [t2[0;t? ℄S (t)M?:

Finally, if (t; x) 7! S (t)x is Lips hitz (or even Holder) on [0; t? ℄  X , we
M is an exponential attra tor for S (t) on X (see [68℄).

an prove that

Remark 3.8. a) In appli ations to PDEs, it is in general not restri tive at all to onsider
a bounded invariant subset X  E instead of the whole spa e E . Indeed, X usually is a
positively invariant bounded absorbing set ; we note that, if B0 is a bounded absorbing
set for S (t), then B1 := [tt0 S (t)B0 , where t0 is su h that t  t0 implies S (t)B0  B0 and
the losure is taken in E , is a positively invariant bounded absorbing set. Therefore, the
exponential attra tors still attra t all the bounded subsets of E .
b) For appli ations to damped hyperboli equations, we will need a weaker form of a
smoothing property, and, more pre isely, some asymptoti ally smoothing property (see
Remark 3.6, b)). More pre isely, the existen e of an exponential attra tor still holds if
(2.14) is repla ed by one of the following weaker onditions (see [71℄):

(3.2)
or

S = S1 + S2 ; where
kS1 x1 S1 x2kE  kx1 x2 kE ; 8x1 ; x2 2 X;
kS2 x1 S2 x2kE1  kx1 x2 kE ; 8x1 ; x2 2 X;

< 21 ;

Sx1 Sx2 = S1 (x1 ; x2 ) + S2 (x1 ; x2 ); 8x1 ; x2 2 X; where
kS1(x1 ; x2)kE  kx1 x2kE ; < 12 ;
(3.3)
kS2(x1 ; x2)kE1  kx1 x2 kE :
) If E1 and E2 are Hilbert spa es, then we an prove that, if < 81 , (3.2) and (3.3) imply
the squeezing property (see [70℄ ; see also Remark 3.6, a)).
d) Based on the above results, one has been able to prove the existen e of exponential
attra tors in many situations, see [6℄, [7℄, [62℄, [63℄, [71℄, [73℄, [74℄, [77℄, [88℄, [103℄, [104℄,
[105℄, [106℄, [108℄, [109℄, [110℄, [111℄, [112℄, [113℄, [114℄, [160℄, [178℄, [179℄, [180℄, [187℄, and
[219℄. A tually, exponential attra tors are as general as global attra tors: to the best
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of our knowledge, exponential attra tors exist indeed for all equations of mathemati al
physi s for whi h we an prove the existen e of the nite dimensional global attra tor.
e) Another onstru tion of exponential attra tors in Bana h spa es was proposed by
Le Dung and Ni olaenko in [143℄. This onstru tion onsists in adapting the original
onstru tion of [68℄ to a Bana h setting. We an note that it is based on onditions
whi h are ontained in (and are more restri tive than) those given above. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that the onstru tion given in [71℄ is very simple, in parti ular, when
ompared to those of [68℄ and [143℄.
f) The method of l-traje tories is also very eÆ ient to onstru t exponential attra tors.
In parti ular, this method allows to prove the smoothing property in a simple way. Furthermore, as already mentioned, it requires minimal regularity on the solutions. We refer
the reader to [33℄, [81℄, [156℄, [176℄, [181℄, [194℄, [195℄, [206℄, and [209℄ for more details ;
a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition on the existen e of an exponential attra tor is also
given in [194℄.
3.3. Robust families of exponential attra tors. As already mentioned in the introdu tion and Subse tion 2.5, global attra tors an be sensitive to perturbations ; more
pre isely, the lower semi ontinuity property may not hold. Furthermore, even though this
property is, in some proper sense, generi (see, e.g., [198℄), it is in general very diÆ ult,
if not impossible, to prove it for given values of the physi al parameters in appli ations.
Similarly, regular attra tors (see Remark 2.25) are robust (see [23℄), and, in parti ular,
lower semi ontinuous, but, again, it is in general very diÆ ult, if not impossible, to prove
the existen e of su h sets for given values of the physi al parameters.
It is also worth noting that inertial manifolds are robust under perturbations ; indeed,
they are hyperboli manifolds, see [203℄. However, as mentioned in Subse tion 3.1, the
existen e of su h sets is not known for several important equations and may even not
hold.
Now, sin e exponential attra tors attra t exponentially fast the traje tories, with a
uniform ontrol on the rate of attra tion, it is reasonable to expe t that these sets are
robust under perturbations and that one should be able to onstru t robust families of
exponential attra tors, of ourse, up to the \best hoi e", sin e they are not unique.
It is possible, based on the initial onstru tion of [68℄, to onstru t families of exponential attra tors whi h are upper and lower semi ontinuous (see, e.g., [68℄, [85℄, and [101℄).
However, this ontinuity only holds up to some time shift, i.e., one has a result of the
form
lim lim sup [dist(S(t)M ; M0) + dist(S0 (t)M0 ; M)℄ = 0;

!0+ t!+1

where (S(t); M ) and (S0 (t); M0 ) are the perturbed and nonperturbed dynami al systems, respe tively,  > 0 being the perturbation parameter. Consequently, we essentially
have, as far as the lower semi ontinuity is on erned,
lim dist(A0 ; M) = 0;

!0+

where A0 is the global attra tor asso iated with the nonperturbed system, whi h is not
satisfa tory.
This result was improved in [73℄ (see also [77℄) and one has the
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Theorem 3.9. [73℄ Let E and E1 be two Bana h spa es su h that E1 is ompa tly embedded into E and let X be a bounded subset of E . We assume that the family of operators
S : X 7! X ,  2 [0; 0 ℄; 0 > 0, satis es the following assumptions:
(i) (Uniform, with respe t to , smoothing property) 8 2 [0; 0 ℄; 8x1 ; x2 2 X;

kSx1 Sx2 kE1  1kx1 x2 kE ;

where 1 is independent of .
(ii) (The traje tories of the perturbed system approa h those of the nonperturbed one,
uniformly with respe t to , as  tends to 0) 8 2 [0; 0 ℄; 8i 2 N ; 8x 2 X;

kSix S0i xkE  i2;

where 2 is independent of  and, for a mapping L, Li := L Æ ::: Æ L (i times).
Then, 8 2 [0; 0 ℄, the dis rete dynami al system generated by the iterations of S possesses
an exponential attra tor M on X su h that
1. the fra tal dimension of M is bounded, uniformly with respe t to ,

dimF M  3 ;

where 3 is independent of  ;
2. M attra ts X , uniformly with respe t to ,

dist(Si X; M)  4 e 5 i ; 5 > 0; i 2 N ;
where 4 and 5 are independent of  ;
3. the family fM;  2 [0; 0 ℄g is ontinuous at 0,
distsym(M; M0 )  6  7 ;
where 6 and 7 2 (0; 1) are independent of  and distsym denotes the symmetri Hausdor
distan e between sets de ned by
distsym(A; B ) := max (dist(A; B ); dist(B; A)):
Remark 3.10. a) The onstants i , i = 3; :::; 7, an be omputed expli itly in terms of
the physi al parameters of the problem in on rete situations. It is worth noting that this
is not the ase in general for the onstants 6 and 7 in the estimate of the symmetri
distan e when su h a result an be proven for global attra tors, e.g., for regular attra tors.
b) In [73℄, in order to onstru t this family of exponential attra tors, one rst onstru ts
M0 and one then onstru ts M,  > 0, based on M0. Therefore, M depends on S,
but also on S0 , and the ontinuity only holds at  = 0.
) We also mention [7℄ for robustness results with respe t to numeri al approximations.
In appli ations to PDEs, Theorem 3.9 applies to paraboli systems (in bounded domains). In order to onstru t a robust family of exponential attra tors M for the ontinuous semigroups S (t);  2 [0; 0 ℄, asso iated with su h systems, we usually rst prove the
existen e of a uniform (with respe t to ) bounded absorbing set, i.e., a bounded subset
B0 of E , independent of , su h that, 8B  E bounded, 9T0 independent of  su h that

t  T0 implies S (t)B  B0 ; 8 2 [0; 0 ℄:
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We then onsider the dis rete mappings ST0 := S (T0 ), 8 2 [0; 0 ℄ (possibly for a larger,
but still independent of , T0 ). We thus have ST0 : B0 ! B0 ; 8 2 [0; 0 ℄, and we then
prove that the ST0 ;  2 [0; 0 ℄, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.9, whi h yields the
existen e of a robust family of dis rete exponential attra tors MT 0 ;  2 [0; 0 ℄. Finally,
we set

M := [t2[0;T0 ℄S(t)MT 0 :

Then, if (t; x) 7! S (t)x is Lips hitz, or even Holder, on [0; T0 ℄  B0 , the exponential
attra tors M ;  2 [0; 0 ℄, satisfy
 dimF M  01;  2 [0; 0 ℄ ;
 8B  E bounded,
0

dist(S (t)B; M)  02 e 3 t ; t  0;  2 [0; 0 ℄; 03 > 0 ;
 distsym(M; M0)  04 05 ;  2 [0; 0 ℄; 05 2 (0; 1) ;
where the onstants 0i ; i = 1; :::; 5, are independent of  and an be omputed expli itly
in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem.
For damped hyperboli equations, we should repla e (2.14) by some asymptoti ally
smoothing property (see Remark 3.8, b)). More generally, we have, for singularly perturbed problems, the following result, proven in [86℄ (see also [107℄ for a reformulation of
this result).
Theorem 3.11. We onsider two families of Bana h spa es E () and E1 (),  2 [0; 0 ℄
(whi h are embedded into a larger topologi al spa e V ), su h that, 8 2 [0; 0 ℄, E1 () is
ompa tly embedded into E (). We further assume that these ompa t embeddings are
uniform with respe t to  in the sense that

HÆ (BE1 ()(0; 1); E ())  1 (Æ); 8Æ > 0;

where HÆ (:; E ()) denotes the Æ -Kolmogorov entropy in the topology of E () and 1 is a
monotoni fun tion whi h is independent of . We then onsider a family of losed sets
B  E (), with B0 bounded in E (0), and a family of maps S : B ! B ;  2 [0; 0 ℄,
su h that
(i) 8 2 [0; 0 ℄, B0  E () and

kb0kE()  2kb0 kE(0) + 3; 8b0 2 B0 ;

where 2 and 3 are independent of  ;
(ii) 8 2 [0; 0 ℄; S = C + K , where C and K map B into E () and, 8b1 ; b2 2 B ,

kCb1 C b2 kE()  4 kb1 b2 kE();
kKb1 Kb2 kE1 ()  5kb1 b2 kE();

where 4 < 21 and 5 are independent of  ;
(iii) there exist nonlinear \proje tors"  : B
and

kSb S0k bkE() 

where 6 and 7 are independent of .

! B0 ,  2 [0; 0℄, su h that B = B0
k

6 7 ;

 2 [0; 0 ℄;
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Then there exists a family of exponential attra tors M  B for the dynami al systems
generated by the maps S ;  2 [0; 0 ℄, su h that
1. dimF M  8 ;  2 [0; 0 ℄ ;
2. distE () (Sk B; M)  9 e 10 k ;  2 [0; 0 ℄; k 2 N ; 10 > 0 ;
3. distsym(M ; M0)  11  12 ;  2 [0; 0 ℄; 12 2 (0; 1) ;
where the onstants i ; i = 8; :::; 12, are independent of  and an be omputed expli itly.
Remark 3.12. a) In order to onstru t a robust family of exponential attra tors for ontinuous semigroups S (t);  2 [0; 0 ℄, we essentially pro eed as indi ated above (see, e.g.,
[86℄).
b) Condition (ii) in Theorem 3.11 an be repla ed by the more general ondition

Sb1

where

S b2 = C (b1 ; b2 ) + K(b1 ; b2 );

kC(b1 ; b2 )kE()  4 kb1 b2 kE(); 4 < 12 ;
kK(b1 ; b2 )kE1()  5kb1 b2 kE();

8 2 [0; 0℄; 8b1 ; b2 2 B.

) We refer the reader to [62℄, [63℄, [73℄, [77℄, [86℄, [104℄, [105℄, [106℄, [107℄, [108℄, [111℄,
[112℄, [113℄, [114℄, [178℄, [179℄, and [180℄ for appli ations of Theorems 3.9 and 3.11 (or
generalizations).
d) As in [73℄, the exponential attra tors M;  > 0, onstru ted in [86℄ depend both on S
and S0 . These onstru tions were improved in [76℄, where the following result was proven
(we will ome ba k to this onstru tion, and its generalizations, in the next se tion when
dis ussing nonautonomous systems). Let E and E1 be two Bana h spa es su h that E1 is
ompa tly embedded into E . We then onsider a mapping S whi h satis es the following
onditions:
 it maps the Æ-neighborhood (for the topology of E ) OÆ (B ) of a bounded subset B of E
into B , for a proper onstant Æ > 0 ;
 8x1 ; x2 2 OÆ (B ), one has the smoothing property (2.14),

kSx1 Sx2 kE1  K kx1 x2 kE :

Then the dis rete dynami al system generated by the iterations of S possesses an exponential attra tor M(S )  B su h that
 it is ompa t in E1 and
dimF M(S )  1 ;
 distE1
M(S ))  2e
k 2 N; 3 > 0 ;
 the map S 7! M(S ) is Holder ontinuous in the following sense: 8S1 ; S2 satisfying the
above onditions (for the same onstants Æ and K ),
(S k B;

where

3k ;

distsym;E1 (M(S1 ); M(S2))  4 kS1

kS k :=

sup

h2OÆ (B )

kShkE1 :

S2 k 5 ; 5 > 0;
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Furthermore, all the onstants i ; i = 1; :::; 5, only depend on B , E , E1 , Æ , and K
(in parti ular, they are independent of the on rete hoi e of S ) and an be omputed
expli itly.
We thus now have a mapping S 7! M(S ) and, owing to the Holder ontinuity of this mapping, we an now onstru t robust families of exponential attra tors whi h are ontinuous
at every point, and not just at  = 0 as in the previous onstru tions.
4. Nonautonomous
We now onsider a system of the form

systems

u
= F (t; u); ujt= = u ;  2 R ;
t
in a Bana h spa e E , i.e., we now assume that the time appears expli itly in the equations
(e.g., in the for ing terms). Assuming that the problem is well-posed, we have the pro ess
U (t;  ); t  ;  2 R , a ting on E ,
U (t;  ) : E ! E
u 7! u(t);
whi h maps the initial datum at time  onto the solution at time t.
For su h a system, both the initial and nal times are important, i.e., the traje tories
are no longer (positively) invariant by time translations. Thus, the notion of a global
attra tor is no longer adequate and has to be adapted.
4.1. Uniform attra tors. We onsider in this subse tion an approa h initiated by Haraux [124℄ and further developed by Chepyzhov and Vishik [47℄ and [51℄.
We rewrite the equations in the form

u
= F0 (t) (u);
t
where 0 (t) onsists of all the time dependent terms of the equations and is alled the
symbol of the system. For instan e, if F (t; u) = F~ (u) + f (t), then 0 (t) := f (t).
The idea in the approa h des ribed here is to a tually onsider, together with (4.1), a
whole family of equations. To do so, we assume that 0 belongs to some omplete metri
spa e  (e.g.,  := Cb (R ; M ), where M is a omplete metri spa e and Cb denotes the
bounded ontinuous fun tions). We then onsider the translations group T (h); h 2 R ,
de ned by

(4.1)

T (h)f (s) := f (s + h); s; h 2 R ;
and we assume that T (h)   and T (h) is ontinuous on , 8h 2 R . We nally de ne
the hull of 0 as the set

H(0 ) := fT (h)0; h 2 R g ;
losure is taken in . We say that H(0 ) is the symbol spa e and, for simpli ity,

where the
we denote it as  (see also Remark 4.1 below). It is not diÆ ult to see that  is invariant
by the translations group, i.e.,
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T (h) = ; 8h 2 R :

Remark 4.1. More generally, we an take any subset of  whi h is invariant by the
translations group as symbol spa e  ; we will however restri t ourselves to the above
symbol spa e in this subse tion.
Now, together with equation (4.1), we onsider the whole family of equations

u
= F(t) (u);  2 :
t
Assuming that (4.3) is well-posed, 8 2 , we have the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t 
;  2 R ;  2 g a ting on E .
De nition 4.2. A set A  E is a uniform (with respe t to  ) attra tor for the family
of pro esses fU (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ;  2 g if
(i) it is ompa t in E ;
(ii) it attra ts the bounded subsets of E , uniformly with respe t to  , i.e.,

(4.3)

8B  E bounded;

lim sup dist(U (t;  )B; A ) = 0 ;

t!+1 2

(iii) it is minimal among the losed sets whi h enjoy the attra tion property (ii).
Remark 4.3. In general, the uniform attra tor is not invariant (we say that X  E is
invariant if U (t;  )X = X; 8t  ;  2 R ; 8 2 ) and, in some sense, the invarian e is
repla ed by the minimality property (iii) ; in parti ular, it follows from (ii) and (iii) that
the uniform attra tor, if it exists, is unique.
We then have the following result whi h is the analogue of Theorem 2.17, see [47℄ and
[51℄.
Theorem 4.4. We assume that the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ;  2 g
possesses a ompa t uniformly (with respe t to  ) attra ting set, i.e., a ompa t subset K
of E su h that

8B  E bounded;

lim sup dist(U (t;  )B; K ) = 0:

t!+1 2

Then it possesses the uniform attra tor A .
Remark 4.5. a) It is easy to extend the other notions and de nitions given for semigroups,
e.g., bounded absorbing sets, to families of pro esses (see [47℄ and [51℄).
b) Theorem 4.4 does not require any ontinuity assumption on the pro esses, ontrary
to Theorem 2.17. This is due to the fa t that the invarian e property is repla ed by the
minimality property.
In appli ations, we need further assumptions on the symbol spa e in order to prove the
existen e of the uniform attra tor, and we assume from now on that the initial symbol 0
is translation ompa t, i.e., that  is ompa t in  (see however [150℄, [152℄, and [154℄
in whi h the translation ompa tness is relaxed ; more pre isely, one onsiders lasses of
time dependen es whi h are translation bounded (i.e.,  is bounded), but not translation
ompa t).
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A rst example of translation ompa t symbols is given by quasiperiodi symbols. More
pre isely, 0 is quasiperiodi (with values in a metri spa e M ) if it an be written in the
form

0 (s) = '( s); = ( 1 ; :::; k ); k 2 N ;
where ' is 2 -periodi in ea h argument and 1 ; :::; k are rationally independent (for
k = 1, the symbol is periodi ). We further assume that ' 2 C (Tk ; M ), where Tk is the
k-dimensional torus. Then the hull of 0 in Cb (R ; M ) oin ides with f'( s + ! ); ! 2 Tk g.
A tually, in that ase, we take the torus Tk as symbol spa e ; we an note that the
mapping ! 7! '( s + ! ) is ontinuous, but not ne essarily one-to-one. Furthermore, the
translations group T (h); h 2 R , a ts on Tk by the relation
T (h)! = h(1; :::; 1) + ! (mod Tk ); ! 2 Tk ; h 2 R :
Other examples of translation ompa t symbols are given by almost periodi (in Bo hnerAmerio sense) symbols in Cb (R ; M ) (see [47℄ and [51℄ for more details and other examples
of translation ompa t symbols).
One interesting feature of nonautonomous systems with translation ompa t symbols
is that we an redu e the onstru tion of the uniform attra tor to that of the global
attra tor for a semigroup a ting on a proper extended phase spa e ; this also yields
further properties on the uniform attra tor.
Noting that, owing to the well-posedness,
UT (h) (t;  ) = U (t + h;  + h); 8t  ;  2 R ; 8 2 ; 8h 2 R ;
it is not diÆ ult to show that the family of operators
S (t) : E   ! E  
(u;  ) 7! (U (t; 0)u; T (t) );
t  0, forms a semigroup on E  .
We further assume that, 8t  ;  2 R ,

(4.4)

(u;  ) 7! U (t;  )u is ontinuous from E   into E
(we say that the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ;  2 g is (E  ; E )ontinuous). Then the semigroup S (t) satis es the ontinuity property (2.4) on E  .
We an now use the results of Subse tion 2.2 to onstru t the global attra tor A for S (t)
on the extended phase spa e E  . In parti ular, if the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t 
;  2 R ;  2 g possesses a ompa t uniformly attra ting set, then S (t) possesses a
ompa t attra ting set (note that  is ompa t) and we have the following result.
Theorem 4.6. We assume that the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ;  2 g is
(E  )- ontinuous and possesses a ompa t uniformly attra ting set. Then the semigroup
S (t) de ned in (4.4) possesses the onne ted global attra tor A. Furthermore, if 1 (resp.,
2 ) denotes the proje tor onto E (resp., ), then

A = 1A

is the uniform attra tor for the family of pro esses fU (t;  ); t  ; 

2 R ;  2 g and
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2 A = :
Remark 4.7. It follows from Theorem 4.6 that, under the assumptions of this theorem,
the uniform attra tor A is onne ted.
We say that u(s); s 2 R , is a omplete traje tory for the pro ess U (t;  ); t  ;  2 R ,
a ting on E if

U (t;  )u( ) = u(t); 8t  ;  2 R
(as in Subse tion 2.1, we an also de ne the forward and ba kward traje tories) and we
de ne the kernel of this pro ess as the set

K := fu

:

R ! E; u is a omplete traje tory of the pro ess U (t;  );
supt2R ku(t)kE < +1g:

We then have the
Theorem 4.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.6, the global attra tor A asso iated
with the semigroup S (t) de ned by (4.4) satis es

A = [2 K (0)  fg;

where K is the kernel of the pro ess U (t;  ). Furthermore, the uniform attra tor A =
1 A satis es

A = [2 K (0):
Remark 4.9. a) It follows from the invarian e of A that
A = [2 K (s); 8s 2 R :

b) It follows from the above results that, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.6, the
pro ess U (t;  ) possesses at least one bounded omplete traje tory, 8 2 .
Remark 4.10. It is also possible to onstru t, for the initial pro ess U0 (t;  ), the uniform,
now with respe t to  2 R , attra tor. We refer the reader to [51℄ for more details and
onditions whi h ensure that this attra tor oin ides with A.
An important issue is whether the uniform attra tor A has nite (fra tal) dimension.
A natural way to prove su h a result would be to prove that the global attra tor A for the
semigroup S (t) de ned by (4.4) has nite (fra tal) dimension. Then, sin e the proje tor
1 is Lips hitz, we would infer that A has also nite dimension. Unfortunately, as
mentioned in the introdu tion, the dynami s of S (t) is mu h more ompli ated than that
of the initial system in general and A has in nite dimension in general ; we also saw that
the uniform attra tor an already be in nite dimensional for simple linear equations.
Thus, in general, the uniform attra tor does not yield a nite dimensional redu tion
prin iple. Essentially, we are only able to prove the nite dimensionality of the uniform
attra tor for quasiperiodi pro esses (see [51℄ ; see however [215℄ for a nite dimensional
result for asymptoti ally periodi pro esses).
Remark 4.11. A dire t way to study the dimension of A onsists in omputing its Kolmogorov -entropy (see De nition 2.28 ; see also [51℄ for details). In parti ular, if the
Kolmogorov -entropy of A satis es
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H(A)  d log2 1 + ;

where and d are independent of , then

dimF A  d:
The use of the Kolmogorov entropy allows in parti ular to obtain sharp bounds on the
dimension of A for quasiperiodi pro esses, see [51℄.
4.2. Pullba k attra tors. We saw in the previous subse tion that the uniform attra tor does not yield a satisfa tory nite dimensional redu tion prin iple in general, i.e.,
for a general translation ompa t pro ess. Furthermore, even though the time appears
expli itly in the equations, the uniform attra tor is time independent.
In this subse tion, we introdu e a se ond notion of a nonautonomous attra tor, now
time dependent.
We onsider a pro ess U (t;  ); t  ;  2 R , a ting on a Bana h spa e E ,
and we assume that

U (t;  ) : E ! E; t  ; 

2 R;

U (t;  ) is ontinuous on E; 8t  ;  2 R :
De nition 4.12. A family fA(t); t 2 R g is a pullba k attra tor for the pro ess U (t;  )
if
(ii) A(t) is ompa t in E , 8t 2 R ;
(ii) it is invariant in the following sense:
U (t;  )A( ) = A(t); 8t  ; 8 2 R ;
(iii) it satis es the following attra tion property, alled pullba k attra tion:
(4.5)

8B  E bounded; 8t 2 R ;

lim dist(U (t; t

s!+1

s)B; A(t)) = 0:

Remark 4.13. The pullba k attra tion (4.5) essentially means that, at time t, the set A(t)
attra ts the bounded sets of initial data oming from 1.
Remark 4.14. a) We an note that De nition 4.12 is too general to have the uniqueness
of a pullba k attra tor, if it exists. Indeed, let us onsider the following simple dissipative
autonomous ODE:
y 0 + y = 0:
Then it possesses the global attra tor A = f0g. However, any traje tory y (t) = Ce t ; t 2
R , generates a pullba k attra tor (e.g., A(t) = f0; Ce t g; t 2 R )! Thus, the uniqueness
of a pullba k attra tor fails and additional onditions must be added in order to restore
su h a property (see [38℄ and [42℄). For instan e, the uniqueness holds if one has some
\ba kward boundedness", e.g.,

(4.6)

sup kA(t s)kE (:= sup sup

s2R+

s2R+ x2A(t s)

kxkE )  Ct; t 2 R :
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b) If the system is autonomous and we further assume that (4.6) holds, then we re over
the global attra tor. Indeed, in that ase, we an write U (t;  ) = S (t  ), where S (t) is
a semigroup, and we have, in the pullba k attra tion property, U (t; t s) = S (s).
Remark 4.15. The above de nition of a pullba k attra tor resembles that of the so- alled
kernel se tions introdu ed by Chepyzhov and Vishik, see [46℄, [47℄, and [51℄. A tually, in
order to prove that these two obje ts are equivalent, i.e.,
(4.7)
A(t) = K(t) := fu(t); u 2 Kg; t 2 R ;
where K is the kernel (i.e., the set of all bounded omplete traje tories of the asso iated
pro ess), we need to make further assumptions. In parti ular, this equivalen e holds if one
has the ba kward boundedness (4.6), together with some forward dissipativity (e.g., the
existen e of a (forward) bounded uniformly absorbing set for the pro ess). Furthermore,
as proven, e.g., in [47℄ (see also [51℄), the kernel se tions (i.e., the pullba k attra tor here)
have nite fra tal dimension in E ,
dimF A(t) < +1; t 2 R ;
under assumptions whi h are very lose to those given in Subse tion 2.4 for autonomous
systems, see [46℄, [47℄, and [51℄ for more details. However, pullba k attra tors have been
introdu ed and further studied independently ; it is also worth noting that they have been
extended to o y les in the ontext of random dynami al systems as well, see, e.g., [64℄.
De nition 4.16. The family fK (t); t 2 R g is pullba k attra ting for the pro ess U (t;  )
if, 8t 2 R , 8B  E bounded,
lim dist(U (t; t s)B; K (t)) = 0:

s!+1

The following result is the analogue of Theorem 2.17 for pullba k attra tors (see, e.g.,
[37℄).
Theorem 4.17. We assume that the pro ess U (t;  ) possesses a ompa t pullba k attra ting family fK (t); t 2 R g (i.e., K (t) is ompa t, 8t 2 R ). Then it possesses a
pullba k attra tor fA(t); t 2 R g. Furthermore, if the ompa t pullba k attra ting family
fK (t); t 2 Rg satis es (4.6), then a pullba k attra tor fA(t)  K (t); t 2 R g also satis es
(4.6) and is unique (in this lass).
Remark 4.18. a) As in the ase of semigroups, one usually proves the existen e of a
ompa t pullba k attra ting family fK (t); t 2 R g by introdu ing a proper de omposition
U (t;  ) = U1 (t;  ) + U2 (t;  ), see [37℄.
b) A tually, all notions, de nitions, and properties introdu ed for global attra tors have a
\pullba k ounterpart", see, e.g., [41℄, [217℄, and [233℄. For instan e, the pullba k version
of Theorem 2.19 is given in [217℄ (see also [41℄).
An interesting feature of pullba k attra tors is that, in general, A(t) has nite fra tal
dimension, 8t 2 R (see, e.g., [40℄ and [142℄ ; see also Remark 4.15), so that the nite
dimensional redu tion prin iple given by the Holder-Ma~ne theorem holds. Unfortunately,
as mentioned in the introdu tion, the forward onvergen e, i.e.,
lim dist(U (t;  )B; A(t)) = 0; 8B  E bounded; 8

t!+1

2 R;
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does not hold in general, due to the fa t that the pullba k attra tion property (4.5) is
not uniform with respe t to t 2 R (see however [37℄ and [42℄ for examples for whi h the
forward attra tion holds) ; we also gave an example of an equation for whi h the pullba k
attra tor satisfying (4.6) (we re all that we have the uniqueness in this lass) does not
re e t the asymptoti behavior of the solutions of the system. Thus, again, this notion
of a nonautonomous attra tor does not yield a satisfa tory nite dimensional redu tion
prin iple in general.
Remark 4.19. Nonautonomous inertial manifolds (also alled integral manifolds) were
studied, e.g., in [44℄ (see also [13℄, [133℄, [134℄, and [165℄). In that ase, under natural
assumptions, the forward exponential onvergen e, and even the asymptoti ompleteness
(i.e., a property similar to (3.1)) hold. However, we also have here the drawba ks mentioned in Subse tion 3.1 and, in parti ular, very restri tive spe tral gap onditions are
ne essary to prove the existen e of su h obje ts. We also mention that, when the pro ess
U (t;  ) is, in some proper sense, lose to an autonomous semigroup S (t) whi h possesses
a global Lyapunov fun tion and has a regular attra tor, the asso iated pullba k attra tor
A(t), t 2 R , is also regular (i.e., it is a nite union of nite dimensional submanifolds of
E , of ourse, now depending on t) and uniformly (forward and pullba k) exponentially
attra ting, see [44℄, [45℄, [80℄, [117℄, and [228℄ for details.
4.3. Finite dimensional redu tion of nonautonomous systems. We saw in the two
previous subse tions that neither the uniform attra tor nor a pullba k attra tor yield
a satisfa tory nite dimensional redu tion prin iple in general. We noted however that
the problem of the forward attra tion for pullba k attra tors is due to the fa t that the
pullba k attra tion (4.5) may not be uniform with respe t to t. Therefore, if we are
able to onstru t (possibly) larger sets for whi h the pullba k attra tion is uniform with
respe t to t, then we will also obtain the forward attra tion: the on ept of an exponential
attra tor appears as a natural one to rea h this goal and it is thus important to extend
it to pro esses.
We rst onsider a dis rete pro ess U (l; m); l; m 2 Z; l  m, a ting on E , i.e.,

U (l; l) = Id; 8l 2 Z; U (l; m) Æ U (m; n) = U (l; n); 8l  m  n; l; m; n 2 Z:
We set U (n) := U (n + 1; n); n 2 Z. It is then easy to see that the pro ess U (l; m) is
uniquely determined by the family fU (l); l 2 Zg ; indeed,
U (n + k; n) = U (n + k 1) Æ U (n + k 2) Æ ::: Æ U (n); n 2 Z; k 2 N :
We have the following result, whi h extends to (dis rete) pro esses that given in Remark
3.12, d).
Theorem 4.20. [76℄ We onsider a se ond Bana h spa e E1 su h that E1 is ompa tly
embedded into E and a bounded subset B of E1 . We make the following assumptions:
(i) 8l 2 Z; U (l) maps the Æ -neighborhood (for the topology of E1 ) OÆ (B ) of B onto B ,
where Æ is independent of l ;
(ii) 8l 2 Z, U (l) satis es the smoothing property (2.14) on OÆ (B ),

kU (l)x1 U (l)x2 kE1  K kx1 x2 kE ; 8x1 ; x2 2 OÆ (B );

where K is independent of l; x1 , and x2 .
Then the dis rete pro ess U (l; m) possesses a nonautonomous exponential attra tor
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fMU (n); n 2 Zg
MU (n)  B and is ompa t in E1 ;
MU (n) has nite fra tal dimension (in the topology of E1),
dimF MU (n)  1 ;

where 1 is independent of n ;
3. it is positively invariant in the following sense:

U (l; m)MU (m)  MU (l); l  m; l; m 2 Z ;
4. it satis es the following exponential attra tion property:
(4.8)
distE1 (U (l + m; l)B; MU (l + m))  2 e 3 m ; l 2 Z; m 2 N ;
where 2 and 3 are independent of l and m ;
5. the map U 7! fMU (n); n 2 Zg is uniformly Holder ontinuous in the following sense:
for every pro esses U1 (l; m) and U2 (l; m) su h that Ui (l); i = 1; 2, satisfy (i) and (ii),
8l 2 Z (for the same onstants Æ and K ), there holds
(4.9)

distsym;E1 (MU1 (l); MU2 (l))  4

m2(

sup

fe

1;l)\Z

5 (l m)

kU1 (m) U2 (m)k 6 g;

where 4 , 5 > 0, and 6 > 0 are independent of l, U1 , and U2 and

kS k :=

sup

h2OÆ (B )

kShkE1 :

Furthermore, all the onstants only depend on B , E , E1 , Æ , and K and an be omputed
expli itly in terms of the physi al parameters of the problem.
Remark 4.21. a) It follows from (4.8) that the pullba k attra tion holds, but one now has
the forward attra tion (and, even better, one has a uniform forward attra tion). Sin e,
8l 2 Z, MU (l) has nite fra tal dimension, this shows that the asymptoti behavior of
(dis rete) nonautonomous systems is also, in some proper sense, nite dimensional in
general, as in the ase of autonomous systems.
b) It also follows from (4.9) that the in uen e of the past de ays exponentially, in agreement with our physi al intuition.
) We an also onstru t the exponential attra tor fMU (n); n 2 Zg su h that the following o y le identity holds:

MU (l + m) = MTmU (l); l; m 2 Z;
where Tk U (l; m) := U (l + k; m + k); k; l; m 2 Z; l  m.
d) If U (l)  S; 8l 2 Z, i.e., if the system is autonomous, we re over the exponential

attra tor onstru ted in Remark 3.12, d).
e) If the dependen e of U (l) on l is periodi or quasiperiodi , then the same holds for the
dependen e of MU (l) on l.
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Remark 4.22. As mentioned several times, the smoothing property (2.14) is typi al of
paraboli systems and, e.g., for damped hyperboli systems, it has to be generalized. In
parti ular, if the se ond assumption of Theorem 4.20 is repla ed by the following: 8l 2 Z,
8x1 ; x2 2 OÆ (B ), B being a proper losed subset of E1 ,

kU (l)x1 U (l)x2 kE1  (1 )kx1 x2 kE1 + K kx1 x2 kE ;

where  2 (0; 1) and K are independent of l; x1 ; and x2 , then, assuming that B an
be overed by a nite number of balls of radius Æ (in the topology of E1 ) with enters
belonging to B , Theorem 4.20 also holds. We an obtain a similar result under the
following more general (asymptoti ally) smoothing property: 8l 2 Z; 8x1 ; x2 2 OÆ (B ),
U (l)x1 U (l)x2 = v1 + v2 , where

kv1kE  (1 )kx1 x2kE ;
kv2kE1  K kx1 x2 kE ;

where  2 (0; 1) and K are independent of l, x1 , and x2 . However, in that ase, all
properties are obtained for the topology of E instead of that of E1 , see [76℄ for more
details.
The next step is to extend su h onstru tions to ontinuous pro esses U (t;  ); t 
;  2 R .
For instan e, for a paraboli system in a bounded domain, we usually pro eed as follows.
We rst onsider a uniform (with respe t to  2 R ) bounded absorbing set B in E1 (i.e.,
8B0  E1 bounded, 9t0 = t0 (B0) su h that t  t0 implies U (t + ;  )B0  B; 8 2 R).
We further assume that the map U (T + ;  ) satis es the assumptions of Theorem 4.20,
8 2 R , for B as above and for some T > 0, Æ > 0, and K whi h are independent of 
(typi ally, in appli ations, we an take Æ = 1). Then, for every  2 R , we onsider the
dis rete pro ess

U  (l; m) := U ( + lT;  + mT ); l; m 2 Z; l  m:
Thus, owing to Theorem 4.20, we an onstru t, for every  2 R , a dis rete exponential
attra tor fMU (l;  ); l 2 Zg whi h satis es all the assertions of this theorem. In addition,
it satis es the following properties:

MU (l;  ) = MU (0; lT +  ); l 2 Z;  2 R ;
MTsU (l;  ) = MU (l;  + s); l 2 Z; s;  2 R ;
where Ts U (t;  ) := U (t + s;  + s); t  ; s;  2 R . We nally set
MU (t) := [s2[0;T ℄U (t; t T s)MU (0; t T s); t 2 R :
Then, assuming that L : (t; ; x) 7! U (t;  )x is Lips hitz with respe t to the x-variable

and satis es proper Holder type properties with respe t to t and  , typi ally,
where

kU ( + s + t;  )x U ( + t;  )xkE  jsj 21 ;
is independent of t  0,  2 R , s  0, and x 2 B , and
kU (t +  + s;  + s)x U (t + ;  )xkE  e 0t jsj ; t  T; s 2 [0; T2 ℄; > 0;
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where is independent of t,  , s, and x 2 B (see [76℄ for more details), we an prove the
following result.
Theorem 4.23. [76℄ The family fMU (t); t 2 R g is a nonautonomous exponential attra tor for the pro ess U (t;  ) in E1 whi h satis es the following properties:
1. 8t 2 R , MU (t) is ompa t in E1 and has nite fra tal dimension,
where 01 is independent of t ;
2. it is positively invariant,

dimF MU (t)  01 ; 8t 2 R ;

U (t;  )MU ( )  MU (t); t  ;  2 R ;
3. it satis es the following exponential attra tion property:
0

distE1 (U (t + ;  )B; MU (t +  ))  02 e 3 t ;  2 R ; t  0;
where 02 and 03 > 0 are independent of t and  and where B is the bounded absorbing set
introdu ed above ;
4. it satis es the following Holder ontinuity property: for every pro esses U1 (t;  ) and
U2 (t;  ) su h that Ui (t + T; t), i = 1; 2, satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.20 (for the
onstants Æ and K introdu ed above), 8t 2 R , then
distsym;E1 (MU1 (t); MU2 (t))  04 sup fe

05 s

kU1(t; t s) U2(t; t s)k 06 g;

s0
0
0
0
where 4 , 5 > 0, and 6 > 0 are independent of t 2 R .

Furthermore, all the onstants an be omputed expli itly.
Remark 4.24. a) We an give a more pre ise Holder ontinuity result in on rete appli ations, see [76℄.
b) We also have the following Holder ontinuity with respe t to the time:
0

distsym;E1 (MU (t + s); MU (t))  07 jsj 8 ; t 2 R ; s  0;
where 07 and 08 > 0 are independent of t and s.
Remark 4.25. a) We again have properties whi h are similar to those listed in Remark
4.21. In parti ular, we have the (uniform) forward attra tion and, sin e MU (t) has nite
fra tal dimension, 8t 2 R , we obtain a satisfa tory nite dimensional redu tion prin iple
for nonautonomous systems in bounded domains.
b) Su h exponential attra tors were onstru ted for nonautonomous rea tion-di usion
equations (in bounded domains) in [76℄. However, this onstru tion has a universal nature and should be appli able to most equations (in bounded domains) for whi h the nite
dimensionality of pullba k attra tors an be proven (e.g., the two-dimensional in ompressible Navier-Stokes equations, the Cahn-Hilliard equation, damped hyperboli equations,
...).
Remark 4.26. It follows from the Holder ontinuity that we an onstru t robust families
of nonautonomous exponential attra tors whi h are ontinuous at every point, as in the
autonomous ase.
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5. Dissipative PDEs in unbounded domains
As mentioned in the introdu tion, the study of the dynami s of dissipative systems
in large and unbounded domains ne essitates to develop new ideas and methods, when
ompared with the above se tions, devoted to systems in bounded domains. Indeed, we
are fa ed here with new phenomena whi h do not have analogues in the nite dimensional
theory.
Our aim in this se tion is to give a short survey of the re ent progress in this dire tion, in luding the so- alled entropy theory, the des ription of the spa e-time haos via
Bernoulli s hemes with an in nite number of symbols and its relations with the Kotelnikov
formula, the Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos for ontinuous media, ....
We start by introdu ing and dis ussing the appropriate lass of weighted and uniformly
lo al Sobolev spa es, whi h is one of the main te hni al tools in the theory.
5.1. Weighted and uniformly lo al phase spa es: basi dissipative estimates.
We rst note that, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains, many physi ally relevant and interesting solutions of PDEs in unbounded domains (su h as spatially periodi
patterns, traveling waves, wave trains, spiral waves, ...) are not spatially lo alized and,
thus, usually have in nite energy. Therefore, the typi al, for bounded domains, hoi e of
the phase spa e as  = L2 ( ) or W l;p( ) does not seem to be reasonable here. On the
other hand, all the above mentioned stru tures are bounded as jxj ! +1 and, therefore,
belong to the phase spa e  = L1 ( ). However, the analyti al properties of PDEs in
L1 -spa es are very bad (there is no maximal regularity, no analyti semigroups, ...), so
that this hoi e of a phase spa e only works for relatively simple equations (for whi h the
maximum prin iple holds).
Instead, it was suggested in [1℄, [22℄, and [168℄, to use weighted and so- alled uniformly
lo al Sobolev spa es whi h, on the one hand, ontain all the suÆ iently regular spatially
bounded solutions and, on the other hand, enjoy regularity, embedding, and interpolation
properties whi h are very similar to those of usual Sobolev spa es in bounded domains.
In order to introdu e these spa es, we rst need to de ne the appropriate lass of
admissible weight fun tions (see [78℄ and [240℄ for details).
De nition 5.1. Let  > 0 be arbitrary. A fun tion  : R n ! R is a weight fun tion
with an exponential growth  if there holds
(5.1)
(x + y )  C ejyj (x); (x) > 0;
for every x; y 2 R n .
The most important examples of su h weight fun tions are the following ones:
(5.2)
";x0 (x) := e "jx x0j ; " 2 R ; x0 2 R n ;
or their smooth analogues,

p

(5.3)
'";x0 (x) := e " 1+jx x0 j2 ; " 2 R ; x0 2 R n :
Obviously, these weight fun tions are weight fun tions with an exponential growth j"j
and the onstant C is independent of x0 . Another important lass of weight fun tions
onsists of the so- alled polynomial weights,
(5.4)
N;x0 (x) := (1 + jx x0 j2 ) N=2 ; N 2 R ; x0 2 R n ;
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whi h are also sometimes useful. Obviously, these weight fun tions have an exponential
growth , for every  > 0.
We are now ready to introdu e the proper lasses of Sobolev spa es.
De nition 5.2. Let be a suÆ iently regular unbounded domain,  be a weight fun tion
with an exponential growth, and 1  p  +1. Then the asso iated weighted spa es Lp ( )
and weighted uniformly lo al spa es Lpb; ( ) are de ned by the following norms:

kuk

p
Lp

(5.5)

:=

Z

p (x)ju(x)jp dx;

kukLpb; := sup f(x0)kukLp(
x0 2

\Bx10 ) g;

where BxR0 denotes the R-ball in the spa e R n entered at x0 . For simpli ity, we will
write Lpb ( ) instead of Lpb;1 ( ) and we naturally de ne the Sobolev spa es Wl;p( ) (resp.,
l;p
Wb;
( )) as the spa es of distributions whose derivatives up to the order l belong to Lp ( )
(resp., Lpb; ( )).
We note that L1 ( )  L2b ( ) and, onsequently, all the dissipative stru tures mentioned above indeed belong to the uniformly lo al phase spa e  := L2b ( ). Furthermore,
we also have the embedding L1 ( )  L2 ( ) if the weight fun tion  is integrable (i.e.,
 2 L1 ( )). The important relations between weighted and uniformly lo al spa es are
olle ted in the following proposition (see [240℄).
Proposition 5.3. Let be a suÆ iently regular unbounded domain and let  be a weight
fun tion with an exponential growth ". Then, for every  > ", the following norms are
equivalent:
(5.6)

kuk 
p
Lp

kuk

p
Lpb;

Z

 sup
x0 2

p(x

0)



p(x

Z

0)

e jx
Z

e

x0 j

ju(x)jp dx dx0;

jx x0 j

ju(x)j



p dx

;

with onstants whi h depend on ", , and C, but are independent of the on rete form
of .
Remark 5.4. Relations (5.6) allow to redu e the al ulation and estimation of any weighted
norm (for a weight fun tion with an exponential growth) to those of the spe ial exponential
weight fun tions ;x0 (x). In parti ular, relations of this type allow to redu e most results
on erning embeddings and interpolation estimates for the weighted and uniformly lo al
spa es, together with the asso iated regularity results for linear ellipti and paraboli
operators, to the orresponding ones for the weight fun tions ";x0 (x) or '";x0 (x) (and,
thanks to the natural hange of fun tion u~ = u' ";x0 , to the lassi al spa es without
weight). Furthermore, all the onstants in su h estimates only depend on the weight
exponent and C (and on some regularity onstants of the boundary) and are independent
of the on rete hoi e of  and the shape of , see [78℄, [168℄, [240℄, [245℄, and the referen es
therein. This also explains why the linear theory of PDEs in uniformly lo al spa es is
very similar to that in the unweighted spa es.
We are now ready to return to the main issues of this subse tion, namely, the de nition of the proper phase spa es  for dissipative PDEs in unbounded domains and the
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derivation of the basi dissipative estimate
(5.7)
kS (t)u0k  Q(ku0k)e t + C; u0 2 ; t  0; > 0:
A "general" answer to these questions an be formulated as follows:
1) use the uniformly lo al Sobolev spa es Wbl;p( ) or Lpb ( ) as phase spa es, e.g., in a
Hilbert setting, i.e., p = 2 ;
2) use the so- alled weighted energy estimates and weighted regularity theory to obtain
a dissipative estimate in the spa es Wl;p";x0 ( ) ;
3) pass from the weighted to the uniformly lo al spa es by using the se ond estimate of
(5.6) with  = 1.
This ma hinery has been su essfully applied to many physi ally relevant PDEs in
unbounded domains, in luding various types of rea tion-di usion equations (see [9℄, [78℄,
[79℄, [168℄, and [240℄), damped wave equations (see [90℄ and [238℄), ellipti equations in
unbounded domains (see [169℄ and [227℄), and even the Navier-Stokes equations in a strip
(see [245℄).
For the reader's onvenien e, we illustrate below su h a s heme on the relatively simple
example of a rea tion-di usion system in = R 3 (see [240℄ for more details):
(5.8)
t u = ax u u f (u) + g; u t=0 = u0 :
Here, u = (u1 ; :::; uk ) is an unknown ve tor-valued fun tion, a is a onstant di usion
matrix satisfying the standard assumption a + a > 0,  > 0 is a xed onstant, g
orresponds to the external for es and belongs to L2b (R 3 )k , and f is a given nonlinear
intera tion fun tion satisfying the following standard dissipativity assumptions:
8
1: f 2 C 1 ( R k ; R k ) ;
>
>
>
<
2: f (u):u  C ;
(5.9)
>
3: f 0 (u)  K ;
>
>
:
4: jf (u)j  C (1 + jujp) ;
u 2 R k , C; K  0, where u:v denotes the usual inner produ t in R k and p  0 is arbitrary.
Theorem 5.5. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every u0 2 b := L2b (R 3 )k ,
problem (5.8) possesses a unique solution u(t) 2 b and the following dissipative estimate
holds:
(5.10)
ku(t)kL2b  C ku0kL2b e t + C (1 + kgkL2b ); t  0;
where the positive onstants and C are independent of u0 .
Proof. We only give a formal derivation of the dissipative and uniqueness estimates. The
remaining details an be found in [240℄. We multiply equation (5.8) by u2 , where (x) =
";x0 (x) := e "jx x0j , for a suÆ iently small " whi h will be xed below, and integrate
with respe t to x 2 R n . Then we have
(5.11) 1=2t ku(t)k2L2 + (arx u(t); rx [2 u(t)℄) + ku(t)k2L2 =

= (f (u(t)):u(t); 2) + (2 u(t); g )
(here and below, (; ) denotes the s alar produ ts in L2 (R 3 ), L2 (R 3 )k , and L2 (R 3 )3k ).
A ording to the dissipativity assumption (5.9) 2., we see that
(5.12)
(2 ; f (u):u)  C kk2L2 = C" 3
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and, thus, the nonlinear term an be ontrolled. Furthermore, thanks to the obvious
inequality
(5.13)
jrx";x0 (x)j  C"";x0 (x);
together with the positivity of a, we on lude that, if " > 0 is small enough, the following
estimate holds:
(5.14) (arx u; rx[2 u℄) + kuk2L2 

 2 (krxuk2L2 + kuk2L2 ) C"(juj; jrxuj2)  (krxuk2L2 + kuk2L2 );

for some positive onstant whi h is independent of x0 . Inserting these estimates into
(5.11), we dedu e that
t ku(t)k2L2 + 2 ku(t)k2W 1;2  C (1 + kg k2L2 )


and the Gronwall inequality gives

(5.15)

ku(T )k2 2

L";x

0

+

T +1

Z

2
ku(t)k2W1";x
e
;2 dt  C ku(0)kL2
";x0
0

T

2 T + C (1 + kg k2 2
L

";x0

):

It is ru ial here that the onstants C and in this inequality are independent of x0 .
Therefore, taking the supremum over x0 2 R 3 and using the se ond relation of (5.6) with
 = 1, we dedu e the required dissipative estimate (5.10) in the uniformly lo al phase
spa e b = L2b (R 3 )k .
We now verify the uniqueness. Let u1 (t) and u2 (t) be two solutions of (5.8) and set
v (t) := u1 (t) u2 (t). Then this fun tion solves the linear equation
(5.16)

t v = ax v

v

l(t)v; l(t) :=

1

Z

0

f 0 (su1 (t) + (1 s)u2 (t)) ds:

We note that, due to the third (quasimonotoni ity) assumption of (5.9), we have l(t) 
K . Multiplying now equation (5.16) by v2";x0 , using the last inequality, and arguing
exa tly as in the derivation of the dissipative estimate, we obtain
(5.17)
kv(t)k2L2  CeKtkv(0)k2L2 ;
";x0

";x0

for some positive onstant C whi h is independent of x0 . This estimate gives the uniqueness and nishes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 5.6. We see that the growth restri tion (5.9) 4. has not been used in the proof of
uniqueness and of the derivation of the dissipative estimate. However, this assumption is
ne essary in order to show that the asso iated solution satis es equation (5.8) in the sense
of distributions. Furthermore, as shown in [240℄, f (u(t)) and x u(t) belong to L2b (R 3 )k ,
for every t > 0, so that the equation an be understood as an equality in L2b (R 3 )k .
Remark 5.7. Estimates (5.15) and (5.17) show that the rea tion-di usion problem (5.8)
is well-de ned not only in the uniformly lo al phase spa e b = L2b (R 3 )k , but also in the
larger phase spa e " := L2e "jxj (R 3 )k , provided that " > 0 is small enough. Roughly
speaking, this spa e ontains not only all fun tions whi h are bounded as jxj ! +1, but
also fun tions whi h grow at most like e"jxj at in nity. Thus, the alternative hoi e of
the weighted phase spa e " (or the hoi e of weighted spa es with polynomial weights as
in the rst arti les on this subje t, see [22℄) is also possible here, see also [19℄, [78℄, and
[230℄. However, su h a hoi e has essential drawba ks related to the addition of the above
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spatially unbounded solutions. Indeed, on the one hand, all the dissipative stru tures
mentioned above are bounded as jxj ! +1, so that the lass of bounded (uniformly
lo al) solutions seems physi ally natural and suÆ ient. On the other hand, the analyti al
properties of the equations in spa es of spatially unbounded fun tions are essentially more
ompli ated (in parti ular, even in the ase that we onsider, there is no di erentiability
with respe t to the initial data in " ). Furthermore, even the uniqueness in su h lasses
is strongly related to the restri tive quasimonotoni ity assumption (5.9) 3. and an be
violated if it is not satis ed, see [78℄. Thus, the hoi e of the uniformly lo al phase spa es
seems more general and preferable.
Remark 5.8. We note that, in ontrast to bounded domains, the spa e C 1 ( ) is not dense
in the uniformly lo al spa e L2b ( ). As a onsequen e, even the linear equation (5.8) with
f = g = 0 does not generate an analyti semigroup in L2b (R 3 )k and, in parti ular, the
solution u(t) is not ontinuous at t = 0 for generi u0 (i.e., u 2= C ([0; T ℄; L2b (R 3 )k )).
However,
u 2 C ([0; T ℄; L2 (R 3 )k );
for every  2 L1 (R 3 ), see, e.g., [239℄. This in onvenien e an be over ome by introdu ing
a more restri tive uniformly lo al spa e Le2b ( ) as follows:
Le2b ( ) := [C 1 ( )℄L2b ( ) ;

where [℄V denotes the losure in the spa e V . Roughly speaking, u 2 Le2b ( ) means
the boundedness of the L2b -norm, plus some kind of "translation ompa tness". Indeed,
as proven in [239℄, at least for = R n , the spa e L~ 2b ( ) oin ides with the spa e of
the so- alled translation ompa t fun tions introdu ed by Chepyzhov and Vishik for the
theory of nonautonomous attra tors, see [51℄. We re all that the fun tion u 2 L2b (R n ) is
translation ompa t if its hull,
H(u) := [Tsu; s 2 R n ℄L2lo ; Tsu(x) := u(x + s); s; x 2 R n ;
is ompa t in the lo al spa e L2lo (R n ). Under su h a more restri tive hoi e of the phase
spa e, the analyti semigroups theory works and the ontinuity of u(t) also holds, see [9℄
and the referen es therein. We note however that, although it is ru ial for the general
analyti semigroups approa h, the above density problem does not seem to be essential
for the weighted energy methods onsidered here, sin e every u 2 L2b ( ) an obviously
be approximated by smooth fun tions in the lo al topology of L2lo ( ), and this is enough
in order to establish the existen e of a solution, see, e.g., [78℄ and [240℄. Furthermore,
verifying the arti ial translation ompa tness requirement is an extremely diÆ ult (unsolvable?) problem for more ompli ated equations (su h as the two-dimensional and,
espe ially, the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in ylindri al domains, see [245℄
and [246℄). Thus, we will no longer onsider the spa e Le2b ( ) in this survey.
5.2. Attra tors and lo ally ompa t attra tors. We now onsider the theory of
attra tors in the uniformly lo al phase spa es. The rst essential di eren e here is that,
ontrary to bounded domains, the embedding
(5.18)
Wb1;2 ( )  L2b ( )
is not ompa t. Thus, the usual smoothing (or asymptoti ally smoothing) properties
are not suÆ ient to establish the existen e of a ompa t attra tor in the uniformly lo al
phase spa es. As a onsequen e, the global attra tor only exists in some ex eptional ases
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(whi h will be onsidered in the next subse tion) in the initial phase spa e and, in order to
onstru t a general theory, the ompa tness assumption must be weakened. In parti ular,
as shown in [240℄, already for the simple real Ginzburg-Landau equation in R ,
t u = x2 u + u u3 ;
the asso iated set of equilibria is not ompa t in L2b (R ). Thus, this equation annot have
a ompa t global attra tor in the phase spa e L2b (R ).
This diÆ ulty is over ome by a systemati use of the lo al topology of L2lo ( ) and
the related lo ally ompa t global attra tors. To be more pre ise, the set A is the lo ally
ompa t global attra tor for the semigroup S (t) a ting on the uniformly lo al phase spa e
b := Wbl;p( ) if:
(i) it is bounded in b and ompa t in the lo al topology of lo := Wlol;p( ) ;
(ii) it is invariant, S (t)A = A, 8t  0 ;
(iii) it attra ts the bounded subsets of the phase spa e b in the lo al topology of lo .
This means that, for every bounded subset B of b and every bounded subdomain 1 of
,
lim distW l;p( 1 ) (S (t)B 1 ; A 1 ) = 0;
t!+1

where u 1 denotes the restri tion of the fun tion u (de ned in ) to the subdomain 1 .
Remark 5.9. It is not diÆ ult to see that the attra tor de ned above is a (b ; lo )attra tor in the terminology of Babin and Vishik, and, onsequently, its existen e an
be veri ed, e.g., by using the general attra tor's existen e Theorem 2.20. However, in
ontrast to the ase of usual global attra tors, the ompa tness assumption on the absorbing/attra ting sets should now be veri ed in the lo al topology of lo only. Sin e the
embedding
Wbl+ ;p( )  Wlol;p( )
is ompa t for > 0, verifying su h a ompa tness assumption an be redu ed (exa tly as
in the ase of bounded domains) to the derivation of an appropriate smoothing property
for the equations under study.
For the reader's onvenien e, we illustrate the above theory on the rea tion-di usion
system (5.8) (see [71℄, [78℄, [79℄, [164℄, and [168℄ for more general lasses of rea tiondi usion equations, [54℄, [90℄, and [238℄ for damped wave equations, and [245℄ and [246℄
for the Navier-Stokes equations in unbounded domains).
Theorem 5.10. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 hold. Then the semigroup S (t)
possesses the lo ally ompa t global attra tor A in the uniformly lo al phase spa e b =
L2b (R 3 )k .
Sket h of the proof. A ording to the abstra t attra tor's existen e theorem mentioned
above, we need to verify that the semigroup S (t) is ontinuous in the lo al topology of
lo := L2lo (R 3 )k on every bounded subset of b and that there exists a ompa t (in the
topology of lo ) absorbing set (for bounded subsets of b ).
The ontinuity follows in a standard way from estimate (5.17). Thus, we only need to
onstru t a ompa t absorbing set.
As usual, the basi dissipative estimate (5.10) guarantees that the ball of radius R,
BR := fu; kukL2b  Rg, in the phase spa e b is an absorbing set if R is large enough.
However, this ball is obviously not ompa t in lo . For this reason, we onstru t a new
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absorbing set in the following standard way:
B := [S (1)BR ℄lo :

Sin e the embedding Wb1;2 (R 3 )k  lo is ompa t, it is suÆ ient, in order to prove that
the set B is ompa t in lo (and, thus, nish the proof of the theorem), to prove a
smoothing property on the solutions of problem (5.8) of the following form:
(5.19)
ku(1)k2W 1;2  C (1 + ku(0)k2L2b + kgk2L2b );
b

where the onstant C is independent of u.
In order to prove (5.19), we multiply equation (5.8) by the following expression:
(5.20)
where (x) = ";x0 (x) := e
respe t to x, we have

t

3
X

xi (2 xi u(t)) =: t:T u(t);

i=1
"jx x0 j

and " > 0 is small enough. Then, integrating with

(5.21) 1=2t (tkrx u(t)k2L2 ) + tkrx u(t)k2L2 + t(ax u(t); Tu(t)) =
= krxu(t)k2L2

t(2 f 0 (u(t))rx u(t); rxu(t)) + t(g; T u(t)):

Using now the positivity of a and estimate (5.13), we note that
(5.22) (ax u; Tu)  (ax u; 2x u)

C"(2jx uj; jrxuj) 

 kxuk2L2 C"2krxuk2L2 ;

for some positive onstant . Using this estimate, together with the quasimonotoni ity
assumption f 0 (u)  K , we dedu e from (5.21) that
t (tkrx u(t)k2L2 ) + tkrxu(t)k2L2 + tkx u(t)k2L2  C (t + 1)(kg k2L2 + krx u(t)k2L2 ):

Integrating this estimate with respe t to t 2 [0; 1℄ and using (5.15) to estimate the time
integral of rx u, we nd
(5.23)
ku(1)k2W 1;2  C (1 + kgk2L2 + ku(0)k2L2 );
";x0

";x0

";x0

where the onstant C is independent of x0 . Taking the supremum over x0 2 R 3 in both
sides of this inequality and using (5.6), we obtain the required smoothing property (5.19),
whi h nishes the proof of Theorem 5.10.

Remark 5.11. The tri k onsisting in multiplying equation (5.8) by the expression T u
(suggested in [240℄) allows to estimate the nonlinear term f (u) in an optimal way by only
using the quasimonotoni ity assumption (exa tly as in bounded domains). In ontrast
to this, the straightforward multipli ation of the equation by 2 x u (as performed in
[19℄ and [22℄) gives, when integrating by parts in the nonlinear term, the additional
"bad" term (rx 2 f (u)T ; rx u) and the extremely restri tive growth assumption p  1 +
min f4=n; 2=(n 2)g in (5.9) 4. is ne essary in order to handle it. Thus, in three spa e
dimensions, this yields that p < 7=3, and even ubi nonlinearities annot be treated.
The above mentioned simple tri k allows to avoid to impose a growth restri tion to prove
the existen e of attra tors.
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5.3. The nite dimensional ase. Before dis ussing the general in nite dimensional
ase in the next se tions, we onsider some rather ex eptional ases in whi h the global
attra tor remains nite dimensional. As we will see below, in su h ases, in spite of the fa t
that the underlying domain is unbounded, the attra tor is lo alized (up to exponentially
de aying terms) in some bounded domain (due to some spe ial stru tural assumptions on
the nonlinearity and the external for es). Thus, the orresponding theory is very similar
to that in bounded domains and seems to be well-understood now (see [1℄, [19℄, [22℄, [71℄,
[74℄, [78℄, [93℄, [163℄, [238℄, and the referen es therein).
As above, we onsider, for simpli ity, the rea tion-di usion system (5.8), although the
approa h des ribed below has a general nature, see, e.g., [238℄ for nonlinear damped
wave equations, [91℄ for degenerate paraboli equations, and [11℄ for the Navier-Stokes
equations.
The most ommonly used stru tural assumption on the nonlinearity f (suggested in
[22℄) is the following one:
(5.24)
f (u):u  0; 8u 2 R k
( ompare with (5.9) 2.). In addition, some de ay assumptions on the external for es g as
jxj ! +1 are ne essary. In order to formulate them, we need to introdu e some more
spe i lasses of uniformly lo al spa es.
De nition 5.12. Let be a suÆ iently smooth unbounded domain. The spa e W_ bl;p( )
onsists of all fun tions u 2 Wbl;p( ) whi h satisfy
(5.25)
lim kukW l;p( \Bx10 ) = 0:
jx0 j!+1

Roughly speaking, the spa e W_ bl;p( ) onsists of all fun tions u 2 Wbl;p( ) whi h de ay as
jxj ! +1. In parti ular, obviously, W l;p( )  W_ bl;p( ).
Finally, following [71℄, we impose a de ay assumption on the external for es g of the
form
(5.26)
g 2 L_ 2b (R 3 )k :
The following simple lemma (see [74℄) is a key te hni al tool in the theory.
Lemma 5.13. Let g 2 L_ 2b ( )k and set
Rg (x0 ) := kg k2L2";x ;
for some positive ". Then
(5.27)

0

lim R (x ) = 0:
jx0 j!+1 g 0

Returning to the rea tion-di usion system (5.8) and to the weighted dissipative estimate
(5.15), we see that, owing to the stru tural assumption (5.24) (instead of f (u):u  C ),
the onstant 1 disappears in the right-hand side of (5.15) and we have an homogeneous
estimate,
(5.28)
ku(t)k2L2(Bx10 )k  C1 ku(t)k2L2  C2e t ku(0)k2L2 + C2kgk2L2 ;
";x0

";x0

";x0

where the positive onstants C2 and are independent of x0 and u. In parti ular, the
rst term in the right-hand side vanishes on the attra tor and we have
(5.29)
kuk2L2(Bx10 )k  C2Rg (x0 ); 8u 2 A:
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Thus, owing to Lemma 5.13, A  L_ 2b (R 3 )k and, besides, (5.29) gives a uniform "tail
estimate" as jxj ! +1 with respe t to all fun tions on the attra tor. This tail estimate,
together with the embedding A  Wb1;2 (R 3 )k whi h follows from the smoothing property
(5.19), guarantee the ompa tness of the (lo ally ompa t) attra tor A on the initial
topology of the phase spa e as well. Finally, a slightly more a urate analysis of estimate
(5.28) allows to he k the asymptoti ompa tness of the asso iated semigroup S (t) in
b . Thus, we have the following result (see [71℄ and [74℄ for a detailed proof).
Theorem 5.14. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 hold and let, in addition, the stru tural assumptions (5.24) and (5.26) be satis ed. Then the semigroup S (t) asso iated with
the rea tion-di usion system (5.8) possesses the ompa t global attra tor A on the initial
uniformly lo al phase spa e b (exa tly as in bounded domains).
Furthermore, exa tly as in bounded domains, we have the nite dimensionality of the
above global attra tor in the phase spa e.
Theorem 5.15. Let the assumptions of the previous theorem hold. Then the global attra tor A has nite fra tal dimension. Furthermore, the asso iated semigroup possesses
a nite dimensional exponential attra tor M in the phase spa e b .
The proof of this theorem is also based on the uniform tail estimate (5.29) and an be
found in [71℄ and [74℄.
Remark 5.16. In the original arti le [22℄, the uniform tail estimate on the global attra tor
was proven in an alternative and more ompli ated way. To be more pre ise, the equations
were onsidered in the phase spa e  := L2 ( )k , with growing weight fun tions of the
form (x) := (1 + jxj2 )N ; N > 0 (thus,  onsists of fun tions whi h de ay suÆ iently
fast at in nity). Then the ompa tness of the global attra tor in  was dedu ed by
proving the embedding
A  L2 ( )k \ W1;2( )k ;

for some > 1. This however requires the arti ial restri tion g 2 L2 ( )k and some
additional assumptions on f . In parti ular, the Hilbert ase  = 1 was not overed by
this approa h. This drawba k was over ome in [230℄, in whi h a more a urate method to
estimate the tails in the Hilbert ase  = L2 ( )k was suggested and the ompa tness of
the attra tor for  = 1 was proven. An alternative very simple and e e tive way to handle
the Hilbert ase  = 1 is based on the so- alled energy method, see [25℄, [201℄, and [220℄.
This approa h is based on the elementary fa t that a weakly onvergent sequen e in a
Hilbert (re exive) spa e onverges strongly if the asso iated sequen e of norms onverges
to the norm of the limit fun tion. The onvergen e of the norms is then veri ed by
passing to the limit in the energy equality. Thus, the asymptoti ompa tness of the
semigroup an be veri ed without requiring to work on weighted spa es. This approa h
is espe ially helpful for ompli ated equations (su h as the Navier-Stokes equations) for
whi h estimates in weighted spa es are rather diÆ ult to obtain, see [220℄. A drawba k of
this approa h is that it does not give any qualitative nor quantitative information on the
spatial stru ture of the global attra tor, whi h are available when using weighted spa es,
and only works in the Hilbert ase. However, it is worth noting that, as usual, the global
attra tor (if it exists) is independent of the hoi e of the admissible phase spa e, see [78℄,
so that all ases mentioned above are a tually ontained in the general Theorems 5.14
and 5.15.
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Remark 5.17. We nally mention that the onstant  in (5.8) an be repla ed by xdependent fun tions (x) whi h are not ne essarily positive everywhere, see [9℄ and [163℄ ;
a tually, it is suÆ ient to require that

(arx v; rxv ) + (v; v )  0 kv k2W 1;2 ; 8v 2 W 1;2 (R 3 )k ; 0 > 0:
Indeed, all the estimates given above an be obtained by repeating word by word the
orresponding proofs. Another slight generalization onsists in onsidering fun tions f
whi h depend on x and requiring that, instead of (5.24),

f (x; u):u  C (x); x 2 R 3 ; u 2 R k ;

where C belongs to L_ 1b (R 3 ).
We now formulate, following essentially [238℄ (see also [74℄), some natural generalizations of the stru tural assumption (5.24) and dis uss the spatial asymptoti s of the global
attra tor.
Assumption A. Let the nonlinearity f and the external for es g 2 L2b (R 3 )k be su h that
there exists a solution Z0 (x) of the asso iated ellipti equilibrium problem
(5.30)
ax Z0 Z0 f (Z0 ) + g = 0; x 2 R 3 nB0R ; Z0 2 Wb2;2 (R 3 nB0R )k ;
outside a large ball B0R of R 3 whi h satis es the following property:

(5.31)
[f (v + Z0 (x)) f (Z0 (x))℄:v  0; v 2 R k ; x 2 R 3 nB0R :
The following generalization of Theorem 5.14 gives the spatial asymptoti s of the global
attra tor up to exponentially small terms.
Theorem 5.18. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 hold and let Assumption A. be
satis ed. Then the asso iated semigroup S (t) possesses the global attra tor A in the phase
spa e b whi h satis es the following estimate:
(5.32)
ku0 Z0 kL2(Bx10 )k  Ce jx0j; jx0 j > R + 1; u0 2 A;
where the positive onstants C and are independent of u0 2 A and x0 .
Sket h of the proof. Let Z~0 (x), Z~0 2 Wb2;2 (R 3 )k , be some extension of Z0 (x) inside the
ball B0R . Then this fun tion satis es
(5.33)
ax Z~0 Z~0 f (Z~0 ) + g = g~;

where g~ 2 L2b (R 3 )k and supp g~  B0R .
We now set v (t) := u(t) Z~0 . Then this fun tion solves
(5.34)
t v = ax v v [f (v + Z~0 ) f (Z~0 )℄ + g~:

We re all that, owing to Assumption A., [f (v + Z~0 ) f (Z~0 )℄:v  0, for x 2= B0R . Using
the quasimonotoni ity assumption f 0 (v )  K to estimate this term inside the ball B0R ,
we infer
(5.35) [f (v (x) + Z~0 (x))

f (Z0 (x))℄:v (x)  K jv (x)j2 R (x) 
 K (ju(x)j2 + jZ~0(x)j2 )R(x); x 2 R 3 ;

where R (x) is the hara teristi fun tion of the ball B0R .
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Multiplying now equation (5.34) by 2";x0 v (t) and arguing exa tly as in the derivation
of (5.15) and (5.28), we on lude that
(5.36)
kvk2L2";x  C (kuRk2L2";x + kZ~0Rk2L2";x + kg~R k2L2";x );
0

0

0

0

where the onstant C is independent of x0 and v 2 A Z~0 . Multiplying this inequality
by the weight fun tion
(x0 ) := infR e jx0 zj;
z 2B0

with < " (whi h, obviously, is a weight fun tion with an exponential growth ), taking
the supremum over x0 2 R 3 , and using the equivalen e (5.6) 2., we nally nd
(5.37)
kvk2L2b;  C (kuRk2L2b + kZ~0R k2L2b + kg~k2L2b )  C1 ;

where we have impli itly used the fa t that the L2b -norm of the attra tor is bounded.
There remains to note that (5.37) is equivalent to (5.32) to nish the proof of Theorem
5.18.

3
k
Remark 5.19. If, in addition, the attra tor A is bounded in Cb (R ) by some onstant L,
it is, obviously, suÆ ient to verify estimate (5.31) from Assumption A. only for jv j  2L.
We also note that Theorem 5.18 shows, in parti ular, that the spatial asymptoti s (5.32)
holds with Z0 repla ed by any true equilibrium of the problem.
We on lude the se tion by giving two examples to illustrate the above theorem.
Example 5.20. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.14 hold. We laim that Assumption A.
is automati ally satis ed here and, therefore, the global attra tor A possesses the spatial
asymptoti s (5.32). Indeed, as proven in [240℄, A is globally bounded in Wb2;2 (R 3 )k . This
fa t, together with a proper interpolation inequality and the tail estimate (5.29), yield
(5.38)
kukC(Bx10 )k  C [Rg (x0 )℄1=4 :
Therefore, the global attra tor also belongs to C_b (R 3 )k and is bounded in this spa e. In
parti ular, any equilibrium z0 (x) of this problem satis es limjxj!+1 z0 (x) = 0. Thus, in
order to verify Assumption A., with Z0 = z0 , it is suÆ ient to he k that there exists
" > 0 su h that
(5.39)
[f (v + z ) f (z )℄:v  =2jv j2;
for every v; z 2 R k , jv j  2L (L is the C -diameter of the attra tor) and jz j  ". Indeed,
Assumption A. then holds with f repla ed by f (u)+=2u, for a suÆ iently large R = R(").
In order to verify inequality (5.39), we onsider two ases, namely, jv j  Æ and jv j > Æ ,
where Æ > 0 is a suÆ iently small number to be xed. In the rst ase, both v and z
are small, so that inequality (5.39) follows from the ontinuity of f 0 and the fa t that,
owing to assumption (5.24), f (0) = 0 and f 0 (0)  0. We now onsider the se ond ase
(Æ > 0 has been xed at this stage). It is suÆ ient, in view of inequality (5.24) and the
assumption jv j > Æ , to nd " > 0 su h that
f (v + z ):z + f (z ):v  Æ=2;
for every jz j  " and jv j  2L. Sin e f (0) = 0, the existen e of su h an " = "(Æ; L) is
straightforward, see [238℄ for more details. Thus, Assumption A. is veri ed and Theorem
5.18 (together with the Wb2;2 -bound on the attra tor) now gives
(5.40)
ju(x) z0(x)j  Ce jxj; 8u 2 A; x 2 R 3 :
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Remark 5.21. In parti ular, we see that, although the rate of onvergen e to zero of the
external for es g determines that of any fun tion belonging to the global attra tor, the
"thi kness" of the attra tor de ays exponentially, no matter how slow this rate is. Thus,
the attra tor is, in fa t, on entrated (up to exponentially small terms) in a bounded
domain. This property lari es the nature of the nite dimensionality of the attra tor in
that ase. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, su h an exponential lo alization
holds for all examples for whi h the nite dimensionality is known.
Example 5.22. We onsider the real Ginzburg-Landau equation in R 3 ,
(5.41)
t u = x u + u u3 + g:
We laim that Assumption A. is satis ed if g 2 L2b (R 3 ) and
2
(5.42)
lim inf g (x) > p :
jxj!+1
3 3
Indeed, an elementary analysis shows that
[f (v + z ) f (z )℄:v  0; 8v 2 R ; f (u) := u3 u;
if and only if jz j > p23 . On the other hand, assumption (5.42) guarantees that the fun tion
W0 (x) := p23 + " is a subsolution of (5.41) if " is small enough and jxj is large enough.
Therefore, by the omparison prin iple, there exists a solution Z0 of the equilibrium
equation (5.30) outside a large ball whi h satis es Z0 (x) > p23 + " and Assumption A.
is veri ed. Thus, we see that, under assumption (5.42), the global attra tor is spatially
lo alized (in the sense of estimate (5.40)) and, for this reason, it is ompa t in L2b (R 3 )
and nite dimensional. As already mentioned in the previous se tion, when g = 0, the
asso iated global attra tor is not ompa t in L2b (R 3 ) (and is in nite dimensional).

5.4. The in nite dimensional ase: entropy estimates. Starting from this se tion,
we onsider the general ase in whi h the dimension of the global attra tor is in nite.
Indeed, the simplest way to understand why this dimension must be in nite in general is
to onsider the real one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau equation (5.41) with zero external
for es ; we also onsider the spa e periodi solutions with period 2L. Then the asso iated
dynami al system a ting on the spa e L2per ([ L; L℄) of 2L-periodi fun tions is dissipative
and possesses the ( nite dimensional) global attra tor AL . Furthermore, we see that, by
omputing the dimension of the unstable set at u = 0,
2L
dimF AL  dim Mun (0)  :

2
On the other hand, sin e the phase spa e Lper ([ L; L℄) is ontained in the phase spa e
b := L2b (R ), we also have the embedding
AL  A;
where A is the (lo ally ompa t) global attra tor of the equation in the whole spa e.
Thus, sin e the dimension of AL grows as L ! +1, the dimension of A annot be nite.
This simple example shows that, in ontrast to bounded domains, we annot now
expe t any nite dimensional redu tion in general and the dynami s redu ed to the global
attra tor remains in nite dimensional. However, it is intuitively lear that the attra tor
A is essentially "thinner" than the initial phase spa e and, in some proper sense, the
redu ed dynami s an be des ribed by less degrees of freedom here as well. Now, in
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order to make this observation rigorous, we need to be able to ompare the "thi kness"
of in nite dimensional sets.
One possible approa h to this problem (whi h is widespread in the approximation
theory, see, e.g., [222℄) onsists in using the Kolmogorov "-entropy, see De nition 2.28.
Indeed, owing to the Hausdor riterium, the entropy H"(X; M ) is nite for every " > 0
and every ompa t subset X of the metri spa e M . Then, a ording to formula (2.13),
the set X is nite dimensional if and only if
H"(X; M )  d log2 1" + C;
for some onstants C and d whi h are independent of " ! 0+. So, under this approa h,
the in nite dimensionality of X just means that the quantity H" (X ) has another, more
ompli ated, asymptoti s as " ! 0+ , whi h is to be found or estimated.
To the best of our knowledge, the idea of using the Kolmogorov "-entropy in the theory
of attra tors was suggested by Chepyzhov and Vishik in [224℄ in order to study the in nite
dimensional uniform attra tors of nonautonomous dynami al systems in bounded domains.
However, su h an approa h appears as espe ially adapted to the study of equations in
unbounded domains and, starting from [58℄ and [236℄, the "-entropy has be ome one of
the most powerful te hni al tools in view of the study of the lo ally ompa t attra tors
in large and unbounded domains.
We start our onsiderations by giving several examples of asymptoti s of the "-entropy
for some typi al in nite dimensional fun tion spa es.
Example 5.23. Let be a regular bounded domain, M := W l1 ;p1 ( ), and X be the unit
ball of the spa e W l2 ;p2 ( ), with
1 l1 1 l2
>
:
p1 n p2 n
Then it is well-known that X is (pre) ompa t in M , so that H" (X; M ) is well-de ned and
satis es
 n=(l2 l1 )
 n=(l2 l1 )
1
1
(5.43)
C1

H
;
" (X; M )  C2
"
"
where the onstants C1 and C2 are independent of ", see, e.g., [222℄.
Thus, the typi al asymptoti s of the entropy of Sobolev spa es embeddings are polynomial with respe t to " 1 . The next example shows the typi al behavior of the entropy for
lasses of analyti fun tions embeddings.
Example 5.24. Let K be the set of all analyti fun tions f in a ball BR of radius R in C n
su h that kf kC (BR )  1 and let M be the spa e C (B Re ), where B Re := fz = (z1 ; :::; zn ) 2
C n ; Imzi = 0; i = 1; ::::; n; jz j  1g. Thus, K onsists of all fun tions of C (B Re )
whi h an be holomorphi ally extended to the ball BR and for whi h the C -norm of this
extension is less than one. Then




1 n+1
1 n+1
(5.44)
C1 log2
 H"(K; M )  C2 log2 "
;
"
see [135℄.
In parti ular, the above asymptoti s show, in a mathemati ally rigorous way, that the
set of real analyti fun tions is indeed essentially smaller than that of fun tions with nite
smoothness C k .
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We now re all that, here, the global attra tor is not ompa t, but only lo ally ompa t,
in the phase spa e. In order to ompare su h types of sets, we need to introdu e, following
[135℄, the so- alled entropy per unit volume or mean "-entropy.
De nition 5.25. Let K be a lo ally ompa t set in some uniformly lo al spa e b :=
Wbl;p(R n ). Then, for every hyper ube [ R; R℄n , the entropy H" (K [ R;R℄n ) of the restri tion of K to this hyper ube is well-de ned. By de nition, the mean "-entropy of K is the
following ( nite or in nite) quantity:
H"(K; b) := lim sup (2R1 )n H"(K [ R;R℄n ):
(5.45)
R!+1
As we will see below, the next example is ru ial for the theory of attra tors in unbounded domains.
Example 5.26. Let B  (R n ),  2 R + , be the subspa e of L1 (R n ) onsisting of all fun tions
u whose Fourier transform ub has a ompa t support,
supp ub  B0 := f 2 R n ; k k   g:
It is well-known that the spa e B  (R n ) onsists of entire fun tions (i.e., fun tions whi h
are analyti on the whole spa e R n ) with an exponential growth. Furthermore, if B( ) is
the unit ball in this spa e (endowed with the usual L1 -metri ), then
1
1
(5.46)
C1 log2  H" (B( ))  C2 log2 ;
"
"
where C1 and C2 depend on  , but are independent of ", see [135℄. Moreover, we have,
on erning the entropy of the restri tions B( ) [ R;R℄n ,

1
1n
1

H
" (B ( ) [ R;R℄n )  C2 (R + log2 ) log2 ;
"
"
"
where C1 and C2 are independent of " and R. We an note that these estimates are sharp
for R  log2 1" and for R  log2 1" , but, for R  log2 1" , the lower bound is far from being
optimal and an be orre ted as follows:
(5.47)

C1 Rn log2

n+1
log2 1"
(5.48)
H"(B() [ R;R℄n )  CR (log log 1=")n
;
2 2
where CR depends on R, but is independent of ". The proof of estimates (5.47) and (5.48)
an be found in [239℄.
Finally, we also mention the analogue of Example 5.23 for the uniformly lo al ase.
Example 5.27. Let the exponents li and pi , i = 1; 2, be the same as in Example 5.23. Let
also K be the unit ball in the spa e Wbl2 ;p2 (R n ) and set M := Wbl1 ;p1 (R n ). Then




1 n=(l2 l1 )
1 n=(l2 l1 )
 H"(K; M )  C2 "
;
(5.49)
C1
"
where the onstants C1 and C2 are independent of ". A tually, these estimates immediately follow from (5.43).
We are now ready to formulate the universal entropy estimates for the uniformly lo al
attra tors of dissipative systems in unbounded domains whi h, as we will see below,
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are natural generalizations of the fra tal dimension estimates to systems in unbounded
domains. These estimates have the following form:
(5.50)
H"(A \BxR0 ; b( \ BxR0 ))  C vol( \ BxR0+L log2 1=") log2 1" ;
where vol() denotes the usual Lebesgue measure in R n and the onstants C and L are
independent of R, x0 , and ". Thus, (5.50) gives upper bounds on the entropy of the
restri tions of the attra tor A to all bounded subdomains \ BxR0 whi h depend on the
three parameters R, x0 , and ".
The above formula has a general nature, independent of the on rete lass of dissipative
systems onsidered, and has been veri ed for various lasses of rea tion-di usion systems
(see [79℄, [236℄, [239℄, and [240℄), for damped wave equations (see [238℄), and even for
ellipti boundary value problems in unbounded domains (see [169℄). Indeed, roughly
speaking, it is suÆ ient, in order to prove su h estimates, to verify a weighted analogue
of the "paraboli " smoothing property (2.14),
(5.51)
kS (1)u1 S (1)u2kW1;2  Lku1 u2kL2;x ; u1; u2 2 A;
;x0

0

for some xed  and every x0 in (or its "hyperboli " analogues (3.2) and (3.3)), see
[238℄ and [239℄. Thus, these entropy estimates are also based on rather simple and general
(weighted) energy estimates and do not use any spe i property of the dissipative system
under study. This somehow lari es the nature of their universality. We also mention
that the upper entropy estimates are sharp with respe t to the three parameters R, x0 ,
and R (appropriate examples of lower bounds will be given in the next subse tions).
In order to further larify these universal entropy estimates, we on lude this subse tion
by onsidering the most interesting parti ular ases and by omparing them with the
typi al asymptoti s given above.
Example 5.28. Let be a bounded domain. Then vol( \ BxR0 ) = vol( ) if R is large
enough. Therefore, (5.50) gives
H"(A)  C vol( ) log2 1" :
Thus, in the ase of bounded domains, the entropy formula allows to re over the standard
result on the nite dimensionality of the global attra tor and re e ts in a orre t way the
typi al dependen e of the dimension on the size of the domain (dimF A  vol( ), see [23℄).
However, even in that ase, the entropy estimate gives some additional information whi h
may be important, espe ially for large bounded domains, namely, it allows to estimate
the entropy of the restri tions AjBx10 and, thus, to study the "thi kness" of the attra tor
with respe t to the position inside the domain.
Example 5.29. We now assume that = R n . Then vol( \ BxR0 ) = Rn and (5.50) reads
(5.52)
H"(AjBxR0 )  C (R + L log2 1" )n log2 1" :
We see that this estimate oin ides with the upper bound (5.47) for the spa e B  (R n )
of entire fun tions and, in parti ular, dividing (5.52) by Rn and passing to the limit
R ! +1, we also obtain the analogue of (5.46),
(5.53)
H"(A)  C log2 1"
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(for the one-dimensional real Ginzburg-Landau and damped wave equations, this estimate
was obtained independently in [57℄ and [59℄). Thus, we see that the "thi kness" of the
attra tor A is of the order of that of the lass B  (R n ) of entire fun tions and is essentially
less than that of the lass of nite smoothness, see Examples 5.23 and 5.27 (and, in
parti ular, it is essentially less than the thi kness of any absorbing set). However, even
when all the terms in the equations are entire, the attra tor is usually not entire (the
simplest example is the real Ginzburg-Landau equation) and only the analyti ity in a
strip R  := i[ ; ℄n  R n takes pla e. The mean entropy for su h lasses of fun tions has
an asymptoti s of the form (log2 1" )1+p , for some p > 0, and is worse than (5.53). Therefore,
even in the real analyti ase, the nature of the universal entropy estimates annot be
explained by regularity arguments and re e ts the dynami al redu tion of the number of
degrees of freedom by the dissipative dynami s. Furthermore, we emphasize here that the
analyti ity is not ne essary for the validity of the entropy estimates. In parti ular, these
estimates hold for the rea tion-di usion system (5.8) under the assumptions of Theorem
5.5, see [240℄. In that ase, the regularity of f and g only yields that A  Wb2;2 ( )k , so
that the best entropy estimates whi h an be extra ted from this regularity is polynomial
with respe t to " 1 (" 3=2 to be more pre ise).
Remark 5.30. Estimates (5.50) an be rewritten in the more ompa t equivalent form
(5.54)
H"(A; e jx x0j )  C (log2 1" )n+1;
i.e., the entropy of the attra tor an be equivalently omputed in weighted phase spa es
with the exponential weight fun tions e jx x0j . In parti ular, in the spatially homogeneous
ase, the sole spa e e jxj with x0 = 0 is suÆ ient. Indeed, using the simple "summation"
properties of the Kolmogorov entropy, one an easily show that (5.54) implies (5.50).
A tually, estimate (5.50) has rst been obtained pre isely in this form, see [236℄. However,
we prefer to use the more ompli ated formulation (5.50) in order to avoid arti ial weight
fun tions in the formulation and to prevent from the onfusing feeling that log2 terms in
the entropy estimates are related to the arti ial hoi e of exponential weight fun tions
and are, thus, also arti ial.
5.5. In nite dimensional exponential attra tors. In this subse tion, we dis uss the
theory of exponential attra tors for systems in unbounded domains, following essentially
[75℄. Sin e even the global attra tor (whi h is always ontained in an exponential attra tor) is now in nite dimensional, one annot expe t an exponential attra tor to be nite
dimensional. Thus, this assumption must be relaxed in De nition 3.4. On the other hand,
this assumption annot be simply omitted, sin e, otherwise, any ompa t absorbing set
would be an exponential attra tor, whi h does not make sense. In any ase, one wants to
make an exponential attra tor as small as possible (i.e., to add a "minimal number" of new
arti ial points to the global attra tor) and, therefore, it is natural to use the Kolmogorov
entropy to ontrol its "thi kness" ; in parti ular, it is natural to look for an exponential
attra tor whi h satis es the universal entropy estimates (5.50) known for global attra tors
(an analogous idea was also used in [72℄ for in nite dimensional exponential attra tors for
nonautonomous problems in bounded domains).
Another di eren e, when ompared with bounded domains, is the fa t that the lo ally
ompa t global attra tor only attra ts the bounded sets in the lo al topology ( ounterexamples for the attra tion in the uniform topology of the initial phase spa e an be easily
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onstru ted, see [239℄). Thus, one would expe t the same type of attra tion for exponential attra tors as well. However, as shown in [75℄, this drawba k of the theory of global
attra tors an be over ome by onstru ting proper exponential attra tors and one an
obtain the (exponential) attra tion in the topology of the initial phase spa e.
Thus, based on the above onsiderations, the following modi ations of the on ept of
an exponential attra tor are natural.
De nition 5.31. Let S (t) be a dissipative semigroup in the uniformly lo al Sobolev spa e
b := Wbl;p( ), for a regular unbounded domain . A set M is an (in nite dimensional)
exponential attra tor for the semigroup S (t) if the following onditions are satis ed:
(i) it is bounded in b and ompa t in lo ;
(ii) it is positively invariant, S (t)M  M, t  0 ;
(iii) it attra ts exponentially the bounded subsets of b in the uniform topology of b ,
i.e., there exist a monotoni fun tion Q and a positive onstant su h that, for every
bounded subset B  b , the following estimate:
(5.55)

distb (S (t)B; M)  Q(kB kb )e

t

holds, for every t  0 ;
(iv) it satis es the universal entropy estimates (5.50), for some positive onstants C and
L whi h are independent of R, x0 , and ".
The following theorem, proven in [75℄, gives the existen e of su h an obje t for the
rea tion-di usion system (5.8).
Theorem 5.32. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 be satis ed. Then the asso iated
semigroup S (t) possesses an in nite dimensional exponential attra tor M in the phase
spa e b = L2b (R 3 )k in the sense of the above de nition.
This result is, to the best of our knowledge, the only one on the existen e of in nite
dimensional exponential attra tors in unbounded domains. However, its onstru tion
mainly exploits the smoothing estimate (5.51) on the di eren e of two solutions, but
does not involve the spe i properties of the rea tion-di usion system (5.8). Thus, we
expe t that the existen e of su h an exponential attra tor is a general fa t whi h an be
established for all dissipative systems in unbounded domains for whi h the validity of the
universal entropy estimates is satis ed (for the global attra tor).
We on lude this subse tion by onsidering the problem of the approximation of equations in an unbounded domain by appropriate equations in large bounded domains. It is
well-known that the global attra tor is not robust with respe t to this singular limit and
an hange drasti ally. To illustrate this, we onsider the one-dimensional real GinzburgLandau equation with a transport term,
(5.56)

t u = x2 u Lx u + u u3 ; L > 2;

and approximate it by analogous equations in the bounded domains R := [ R; R℄,
endowed with Diri hlet boundary onditions. Then, as shown in [75℄, the global attra tor
AR for the approximate problem is trivial for every ( nite) R, AR = f0g. However,
the limit attra tor for R = +1 is ompletely nontrivial and has in nite dimension and
in nite topologi al entropy. Thus, this approximation problem seems to be very diÆ ult
as far as global attra tors are on erned and, probably, annot be solved in a reasonable
way.
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In ontrast to this, as the following theorem (proven in [75℄) shows, this approximation
problem has a natural and adequate solution in terms of exponential attra tors.
Theorem 5.33. Let the rea tion-di usion system (5.8) in the unbounded domain =
R 3 satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 and let S1 (t) be the asso iated dissipative
semigroup a ting on b = L2b (R 3 )k . We also onsider the same problem in the large,
but bounded, ball R = B0R in R 3 with Diri hlet boundary onditions and we let SR (t)
be the dissipative semigroup asso iated with this problem on b (R) := L2b (B0R )k . Then
there exists a family of losed bounded sets MR , R 2 [R0 ; +1℄, of b (R) su h that,
for every nite R, MR is an exponential attra tor for SR (t) in the usual sense and, for
R = +1, the orresponding set is an in nite dimensional exponential attra tor for S1 (t).
Furthermore, the following additional properties are satis ed:
1) the sets MR are uniformly (with respe t to R) bounded in b (R) ;
2) there exist a positive onstant and a monotoni fun tion Q su h that, for every R
and every bounded subset B of b (R),
distb (R) (SR (t)B; MR )  Q(kB kb (R) )e t
(uniform exponential attra tion) ;
3) uniform entropy estimates:
H"(MR R\Bxr0 )  C vol( R \ Bxr+0 L log2 1=") log2 1" ;
where the onstants C and L are independent of R, r  R, x0 , and " ;
4) the attra tors MR tend to M1 in the following sense:
(5.57)
distsym;b (r) (MR r ; M1 r )  Ce (R r) ;
where the positive onstants C and are independent of R and r  R.
In parti ular, estimate (5.57) shows that, if we want to approximate the attra tor
M1 with an a ura y " inside the ball r , it is suÆ ient to onstru t the usual nite
dimensional exponential attra tor MR(") for the rea tion-di usion problem in a ball of
radius R(") = r + L log2 1" . We also note that one annot expe t that MR approximates
M1 in the whole ball R , sin e the additional boundary onditions on  R for the
approximate problems should be satis ed. Nevertheless, estimate (5.57) also shows that
the in uen e of the boundary and the boundary onditions de ays exponentially with
respe t to the distan e to the boundary (in agreement with our physi al intuition).
5.6. Complexity of spa e-time dynami s: entropy theory. In the previous subse tions, we gave sharp upper bounds on the Kolmogorov "-entropy whi h hara terize the
"size" or "thi kness" of the attra tors. Starting from this subse tion, we des ribe some
general dynami al properties of a dissipative system in a large or an unbounded domain,
restri ted to its global attra tor.
As already mentioned, ontrary to bounded domains, the redu ed dynami s now remains in nite dimensional and dynami al e e ts of essentially new higher levels of omplexity (whi h are not observable in the lassi al nite dimensional theory of dynami al
systems) may appear. In parti ular, the Lyapunov and topologi al entropy dimensions
for su h dynami s are usually in nite, see [242℄. For this reason, most ideas and methods
from the lassi al theory fail (at least in a straightforward way) to des ribe these new
types of dynami s. Thus, a new theory, whi h is only developing now, is required.
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Another essential di eren e from the lassi al theory is the fa t that, in addition to
ompli ated temporal dynami s, the solutions may have very irregular ( haoti ) spatial
stru tures, i.e., the so- alled spatial haos may appear. Furthermore, as a result of the
haoti temporal evolution of spatially haoti stru tures, the so- alled spa e-time haos
may appear.
The most studied ase is that of spatial haos whi h is already observable on the set of
temporal equilibria of the dynami al system. Indeed, the equilibria satisfy some ellipti
equation of the form
(5.58)

ax u f (u) + g = 0;

so that the number of independent variables is redu ed by one, whi h is an essential simpli ation. So, in the parti ular ase of one spa e variable, (5.58) be omes an ODE and
the (spatially) haoti behaviors of its solutions an be su essfully studied by lassi al
theories (homo lini bifur ation analysis, variational methods for onstru ting omplex solutions, ..., see [4℄, [130℄, [190℄, and the referen es therein). Furthermore, many interesting
multi-dimensional problems in ylindri al domains an be redu ed to this one-dimensional
one by using the so- alled spatial enter manifold redu tion, see [3℄, [31℄, [131℄, [166℄, [167℄,
and the referen es therein. Also, dire t generalizations of the te hniques from ODEs to
multi-dimensional ellipti PDEs of the form (5.58) (e.g., the shadowing lemma, variational
methods, ...) are available, see, e.g., [8℄ and [197℄. We nally mention a rather simple
and very e e tive method to onstru t spatially haoti patterns whi h are, in addition,
stable with respe t to the time developed in [2℄, [14℄, [15℄, and [17℄. This method is based
on the study of homotopy properties of the level sets of the nonlinear term f and related
energy fun tionals and is somehow lose to the variational methods, see the re ent survey
[16℄ for more details.
We however note that all the above mentioned methods give examples of spatial haoti
behaviors with nite topologi al entropy (usually related to the Bernoulli s heme M :=
f0; 1gZ or M n := f0; 1gZn in the multi-dimensional ase), whi h is typi al of ODEs, but
does not apture the "whole" omplexity of the spatial dynami s, sin e its topologi al
entropy is usually in nite, see [57℄, [169℄, [240℄, and [242℄. In order to over ome this
problem, an alternative method, related to the so- alled in nite dimensional essentially
unstable manifolds and the Kotelnikov formula, whi
h gives a des ription of the spatial
Zn
haos in terms of the Bernoulli s heme M n := [0; 1℄ with a ontinuous number of symbols
and an in nite topologi al entropy, has been suggested in [240℄. This method will be
dis ussed in more details in the next subse tion.
Now, the ase of full spa e-time dynami s is essentially less understood. However, even
here, some reasonable progress related to the so- alled Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time for
ontinuous media has re ently been obtained. This topi will be dis ussed in a subsequent
subse tion.
In the remaining of this subse tion, we dis uss (following essentially [242℄ and [244℄)
topologi al and smooth invariants for the spa e-time dynami s whi h are strongly based
on the universal entropy estimates on the global attra tor and give useful "upper bounds"
on the possible omplexity of the dynami s. For simpli ity, we restri t ourselves to = R n
and to spatially homogeneous dissipative systems (i.e., the oeÆ ients and external for es
do not depend expli itly on x ; this onstitutes a natural analogue of "autonomous"
systems for spa e-time dynami s). In that ase, the attra tor A possesses a very important
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additional stru ture, namely, the group fTh; h 2 R n g of spatial shifts a ts on it,
(5.59)

Th A = A; h 2 R n ; Th u(x) := u(x + h); h; x 2 R n :

Thus, in addition to the temporal evolution semigroup S (t), we also have the a tion of
the spatial shifts group Th on the attra tor whi h, obviously, ommutes with S (t). As a
result, the extended (n + 1)-parametri spatio-temporal semigroup S(t; h),
(5.60)

S(t; h)

A = A; S(t; h) := S (t) Æ Th; t  0; h 2 R n ;

a ts on the attra tor.
Following [240℄ and [242℄, we will treat this multi-parametri semigroup as a dynami al
system with multi-dimensional "time" (t; h) 2 R +  R n , whi h des ribes the spa e-time
behavior of the dissipative system under study, and we will des ribe the spa e-time haos
by nding appropriate dynami al invariants of this a tion. In parti ular, under this
approa h, the spatial x and temporal t dire tions are treated in a uni ed way. Some
justi ations for su h a uni ation will be given at the end of the next subse tion when
giving examples for whi h these dire tions are indeed equivalent (in spite of the fa t that
they seem essentially di erent from an intuitive point of view).
In order to introdu e these invariants, we need to make some reasonable assumptions
on the attra tor A, namely,
(i) it is lo ally ompa t on some uniformly lo al Sobolev phase spa e b = b (R n ) whi h
is embedded into L1 (R n ) ;
(ii) the dissipative system is spatially homogeneous, i.e., the extended semigroup (5.60)
a ts on the attra tor ;
(iii) the universal entropy estimates (5.52) hold ;
(iv) the evolution semigroup S (t) is Lips hitz ontinuous in a weighted spa e e "jxj (R n )
on the attra tor,
(5.61)

kS (t)u0 S (t)u1ke

"jxj

 Cektku0 u1ke

"jxj ;

u0 ; u1 2 A; t  0;

for some xed " > 0 and positive onstants C and L whi h are independent of t, u0 , and
u1 .
We note that the assumption b  L1 (R n ) is not essential and was introdu ed in [242℄
just to avoid additional te hni alities.
The rst, and most natural, dynami al invariant of the a tion of (5.60) is its topologi al
entropy, see [130℄ for details.
n
De nition 5.34. We endow the attra tor A with the topology of L1
e jxj (R ) and de ne,
for every R 2 R + , an equivalent metri dR on A by
(5.62)

dR (u0 ; u1 ) :=

sup

(t;h)2R[0;1℄n+1

kS(t; h)u0

k

S(t; h)u1 L1 jxj ;
e

n
u0 ; u1 2 L1
e jxj (R ):

n
Sin e A is bounded in b and ompa t in lo , it is ompa t in L1
e jxj (R ) (thanks to
the embedding b  L1 (R n )) and, therefore, it is also ompa t in the metri of dR and
the Kolmogorov "-entropy H" (A; dR) is well-de ned. Then the topologi al entropy of the
a tion of S(t; h) on A is the following quantity:
1
(5.63)
htop (S(t; h); A) := lim+ lim sup n+1 H" (A; dR):
"!0 R!+1 R
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Remark 5.35. Although this de nition depends on the spe i metri , it is well-known (see,
e.g., [130℄) that the topologi al entropy only depends on the topology and is independent
of the hoi e of the equivalent metri on A. Furthermore, it is also not diÆ ult to show
that the spa e L1 (R n ) in the de nition of dR an be repla ed by e jxj (R n ), see [242℄.
However, we de ne dR by spe ial exponentially weighted metri s keeping in mind other
invariants whi h will depend on this hoi e.
We now re all that the topologi al entropy for one-parametri evolution semigroups
S (t) is usually nite in the lassi al theory of dynami al systems. The following theorem,
proven in [242℄, an be onsidered as a generalization of this prin iple to spatially extended
systems.
Theorem 5.36. Let the attra tor A satisfy the above onditions. Then the topologi al
entropy of the a tion of the extended spa e-time semigroup S(t; h) is nite,
htop (S(t; h); A) < +1:
Furthermore, it oin ides with the so- alled topologi al entropy per unit volume (introdu ed
by Collet and E kmann, see [57℄ and [59℄) and an be omputed by the following simpli ed
formula:

(5.64) htop (S(t; h); A) = lim+ H" (K; L1 (R n+1 )) =
"!0

= lim+ lim

1

"!0 R!+1 Rn+1

H"(K R[0;1℄n+1 ; L1(R  [0; 1℄n+1));

where K  L1 (R ; b )  L1 (R n+1 ) is the set of all bounded traje tories of the dissipative
system (the so- alled kernel in the terminology of Chepyzhov and Vishik, see [51℄) and
H"(K) denotes its mean "-entropy, see De nition 5.25.
Remark 5.37. It an also be shown that any suÆ iently regular bounded subdomain
V  R n an be hosen as a "window" instead of [0; 1℄n+1 in (5.64), namely,
H"(K; L1(R n+1 ) = R!lim+1 vol(R1  V ) H"(K RV ; L1(R  V )):
We now note that the omplexity of the dynami al behaviors of the extended system
(5.60) may essentially di er in di erent dire tions. In parti ular, for the so- alled extended
gradient systems, see [100℄, [216℄, [241℄, and [242℄, the spa e-time topologi al entropy
htop (S(t; h); A) vanishes, due to the simpler temporal dynami s indu ed by the gradient
stru ture, whi h however does not redu e the omplexity of the spatial dynami s. In
order to apture these dire tional dynami al e e ts, it seems natural to onsider the kparametri subsemigroups SVk (t; h) of the extended spa e-time dynami al system S(t; h)
generated by the restri tions of the argument (t; h) to k-dimensional linear subspa es of
the spa e-time R n+1 ,
(5.65)
SVk (t; h) := fS(t; h); (t; h) 2 Vk ; t  0; h 2 R n g;
and to study their invariants with respe t to the linear spa e Vk and its dimension k.
For instan e, the hoi e V1 = R t gives the purely temporal dynami s, SV1(t; h) = S (t),
the hoi e Vn = R nx gives the spatial dynami s and spatial haos, SVn(t; h) = Th , and the
intermediate hoi es of planes Vk des ribe the intera tions between the temporal and the
spatial haoti modes, e.g., the omplexity of pro les of traveling waves.
In parti ular, it seems natural to study the topologi al entropies htop (SVk (t; h); A) of
the a tion of these semigroups on the attra tor (i.e., the dire tional topologi al entropies
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introdu ed by Milnor for ellular automata, see [172℄). Now, in ontrast to the ellular
automata, these entropies are typi ally in nite for dissipative dynami s if k < n + 1.
In order to over ome this diÆ ulty, it was suggested in [242℄ to modify the de nition of
the topologi al entropy by taking into a ount the typi al rate of divergen e of the mean
entropy as " ! 0+ .
De nition 5.38. Let Vk be a k-dimensional plane in R n+1 and let [0; 1℄kVk be its unit
hyper ube generated by some orthonormal basis in Vk . Analogously to (5.62), for every
R > 0, we introdu e a new metri dVRk by
(5.66)

dVRk (u0 ; u1) :=

sup

(t;h)2R[0;1℄kVk

kS(t; h)u0

k

S(t; h)u1 L1 jxj ;
e

n
u0 ; u1 2 L1
e jxj (R ):

Then a modi ed topologi al entropy bhtop (SVk ) of the a tion of the dire tional dynami al
system SVk(t; h) on the attra tor is given by the following quantity:
(5.67)

b
htop (SVk (t; h);



1
log2
A) := lim sup
"
"!0+

k

n 1

1
Vk
H
" (A; dR );
k
R!+1 R

lim sup

see [242℄ for details.
We see that the above de nition di ers from the lassi al one by the presen e of a normalizing fa tor (log2 1=")k n 1 whi h guarantees that this quantity is nite. In parti ular,
if the modi ed entropy is stri tly positive (examples of su h ases will be given in the
next subse tion), then the orresponding lassi al topologi al entropy must be in nite.
The next theorem from [242℄ establishes the niteness of these modi ed quantities and
gives some of their basi relations.
Theorem 5.39. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.36 hold. Then, for every k and every
k-dimensional plane Vk , the asso iated modi ed entropy bhtop (SVk) is nite,

htop (SVk(t; h); A) < +1:

b

Furthermore, if Vk1

(5.68)

 Vk2 , then

htop (SVk2 (t; h); A)  Lk2

b

k1 b
h

V
top (S k1 (t; h); A);

where L is some onstant whi h is independent of ki and Vki , i = 1; 2.
Remark 5.40. Inequalities (5.68) an be onsidered as a natural generalization of the
lassi al inequality relating the fra tal dimension to the topologi al entropy to the spatially
extended ase. Indeed, in the ase of an ODE (without spatial dire tions), we have
n = 0 and, as it an easily be shown, bhtop (SV0) oin ides with the fra tal dimension of A,
b
htop (SV1) gives the lassi al topologi al entropy, and (5.68) reads

htop (S (t); A)  L dimF A;

whi h oin ides with a lassi al inequality, see [130℄. Roughly speaking, the invariant
htop (SVk) has the stru ture of a topologi al entropy in the dire tions of Vk and of a (generalized) fra tal dimension in the orthogonal dire tions, see [242℄ and [244℄ for details.
Remark 5.41. Inequalities (5.68) are parti ularly useful to verify whether or not some
modi ed dire tional entropy is stri tly positive. In parti ular, the positivity of the full

b
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spa e-time entropy htop (S(t; h); A) (whi h, e.g., orresponds to the presen e of the soalled Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos in the system, see the next subse tions) implies
that all the above modi ed entropies are stri tly positive. On the ontrary, if


1 n 1
1
n
H
lim+ log2
" (A; Le jxj (R )) = 0;
"!0
"
then all the above modi ed entropies automati ally vanish.
Remark 5.42. Analogues of the simpli ed formulas (5.64) to ompute the dire tional
entropies are also dedu ed in [242℄. In parti ular, for the spatial dynami s Vn = R nx , we
have a parti ularly simple formula,

 1
1
b
(5.69)
hsp (A) := bhtop (Th ; A) = lim sup log2
H"(A):
"
"!0+
Thus, ontrary to the usual Kolmogorov "-entropy whi h measures the "thi kness" of a
set (of the attra tor here), the mean "-entropy is more related to the omplexity of its
spatial stru ture.
Remark 5.43. To on lude this subse tion, it is worth noting that, in ontrast to the
full spa e-time topologi al entropy, the dire tional entropies introdu ed above are not
topologi al invariants, but only Lips hitz ontinuous invariants (like the fra tal dimension),
due to the presen e of the term log2 1" in the de nition. Furthermore, it is possible to show
that there is no topologi al invariant whi h is typi ally nite and stri tly positive when
k < n. When k = n (e.g., for spatial dynami s and spatial haos), su h an invariant exists,
namely, the so- alled mean topologi al dimension introdu ed in [145℄ (for the Bernoulli
s heme with a ontinuous number of symbols) whi h an be obtained as in De nition
5.38, but by taking the additional in mum with respe t to all metri s whi h indu e the
lo al topology on A, see [242℄ for details.
5.7. Lower bounds on the entropy, the Kotelnikov formula, and spatial haos.
In this subse tion, we dis uss, following essentially [240℄ and [242℄, the derivation of lower
bounds on the Kolmogorov "-entropy and related lower bounds on the omplexity of the
dynami s. We start by re alling that, in bounded domains, one usually estimates the
dimension of the global attra tor from below by nding a proper equilibrium with a large
instability index and by onstru ting the asso iated unstable set. Sin e an unstable set
always belongs to the global attra tor, the instability index of this equilibrium then gives
a lower bound on its dimension, see [23℄, [220℄, and the referen es therein.
Thus, it seems natural to try to extend this theory to unbounded domains and to obtain
lower bounds on the "-entropy from the existen e of large (in nite dimensional) unstable
sets for appropriate equilibria. However, the main diÆ ulty here is that, ontrary to
bounded domains, the spe trum of an equilibrium usually onsists of ontinuous urves
(or ontinuous sets) and does not have reasonable spe tral gaps in order to use the usual
theory of unstable manifolds. As a onsequen e, the unstable set of an equilibrium is
usually not a manifold and a straightforward extension fails.
This obsta le an be over ome by using (following [78℄, [240℄, and [242℄) the so- alled
essentially unstable manifolds whi h onsist of the initial data of the solutions whi h tend
to an equilibrium as t ! 1 with a suÆ iently fast exponential rate. As the following
theorem (proven in [242℄) shows, no spe tral gap ondition is required for the existen e
of su h manifolds.
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Theorem 5.44. Let X be a Bana h spa e and let S : X ! X be a nonlinear map
satisfying
(5.70)
S (u) = S0 u + K (u); K 2 C 1+ (X; X ); K (0) = K 0 (0) = 0;
for some 0 <  1 and some linear operator S0 2 L(X; X ). Let then the linearization
S0 of the operator S at zero be exponentially unstable, i.e.,
r(S0 ) := sup j (S0 ; X )j > 1;
where  (L; V ) denotes the spe trum of the operator L in the spa e V . We nally assume
that there exists a losed invariant subspa e X+ of S0 su h that
(5.71)
inf j (S0 X+ ; X+)j > 0 > 1; 01+ > r(S0 ):

Then there exists a ball B := BX+ (0; ) and a C 1; map V : B ! X su h that
kV(x+ ) x+ kX  C kx+k1+
X ; x+ 2 B :
Furthermore, for every u0 2 V(B ), there exists a ba kward traje tory fu(n)gn2Z su h
that
u(n + 1) = S (u(n)); u(0) = u0 ; ku(n)kX  C0n ; n 2 Z ;
and, onsequently, V(B) is an essentially unstable manifold of the equilibrium u = 0 of
the map S .
We see that, in ontrast to the usual theory of unstable manifolds, see, e.g., [23℄,
neither the nite dimensionality of X+ nor any spe tral gap assumption (and nor even
the existen e of a omplement to X+ in X ) are required.
We illustrate the appli ation of this theorem to dissipative dynami al systems on the
simple example of the real Ginzburg-Landau equation in R n ,
(5.72)
t u = x u + u u3 ;
and we onsider the equilibrium u = 0. In that ase, the rst variation equation reads
(5.73)
t v = x v + v:
Let S (t) and S0 (t) be the solution operators asso iated with equations (5.72) and (5.73)
in X := L1 (R n ), respe tively. Then ondition (5.70) is obviously satis ed for S = S (1),
S0 = S0 (1), and = 1. In order to nd the spa e X+ , it is suÆ ient to write the Fourier
transform of S0 ,
(1 jj2 )t u
S\
b0 ( ):
0 (t)u0 ( ) = e
This shows that r(S0 ) = e and that the unstable part of the spe trum is related to the
fun tions B 1 (R n ), the support of the Fourier transform of whi h belongs to the unit ball,
see Example 5.26. Furthermore, ondition (5.71) is satis ed if we take X+ := B  (R n ),
with  < p12 .
Thus, thanks to Theorem 5.44 and to the fa t that an unstable manifold always belongs
to the global attra tor, we have veri ed that the attra tor A ontains a smooth image of
a ball B of the spa e B  (R n ) (of entire fun tions with an exponential growth). Combining
this embedding with the lower bounds on the "-entropy of the spa es B  (R n ) olle ted in
Example 5.26, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.45. The Kolmogorov "-entropy of the global attra tor A of the real GinzburgLandau equation has lower bounds whi h are analogous to estimates (5.47) and (5.48) and,
onsequently, the universal entropy estimates (5.52) are sharp.
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Of ourse, the approa h based on in nite dimensional essentially unstable manifolds
des ribed above is not related to any spe i property of the Ginzburg-Landau equation,
but has a universal nature. A tually, only the existen e of at least one spatially homogeneous exponentially unstable equilibrium is ne essary to apply this method (and, as a
onsequen e, to obtain sharp lower bounds on the entropy), see [78℄, [79℄, [240℄, and [242℄
for appli ations of this method to various types of rea tion-di usion systems and [238℄ for
damped hyperboli equations.
As a next step, we mention that the embedding V : B( ) ! A of the unit ball
B() = BB  (0; 1) in the spa e of entire fun tions into the attra tor A gives mu h more than
just estimates on the "-entropy. Indeed, sin e the dissipative system and the equilibrium
are spatially homogeneous, the unstable manifold map V ommutes with the spatial shifts
Th ,
Th Æ V = V Æ Th ; h 2 R n ;
and, onsequently, we have obtained a smooth embedding of the spatial dynami s on the
spa e B  (R n ) of entire fun tions into that on the attra tor A,
(5.74)
V : (B ( ); Th ) ! (A; Th );
see [240℄ for details. Thus, the shifts dynami s on the unit ball B( ) gives a universal
model for the spatial dynami s on the attra tor.
In order to larify the omplexity of this model dynami s, we need to introdu e a spe ial
type of Bernoulli shift dynami s.
De nition 5.46. Let M n := [0; 1℄Zn be endowed with the Tikhonov topology. We re all
that M n onsists of all fun tions v : Zn ! [0; 1℄ and the Tikhonov topology an be
generated by the following metri :
(5.75)
kv1 v2 k := sup f(m)jv1(m) v2 (m)jg; v1 ; v2 2 M n ;
m2Zn

where  is an arbitrary weight fun tion su h that limjmj!+1 (m) = 0. We de ne the
a tion of the group Zn on M n in the following standard way:
Tl v(m) := v(l + m); v 2 M n ; l; m 2 Zn;
and interpret the group (M n ; Tl ) as a multi-dimensional Bernoulli s heme with a ontinuum of symbols ! 2 [0; 1℄.
Our approa h to the study of the dynami s generated by the shifts group (B( ); Th )
is based on the following elementary observation: a ording to the lassi al Kotelnikov
formula (see [30℄ and [135℄), every fun tion w 2 B  (R ) \ L2 (R ) an be uniquely re overed
from its values on the latti e Z,  =  ,
(5.76)

w(x) =

1

+
X

l=

1

w(l)

sin(x l)
x l

(see also the Whittaker-Shennon-Kotelnikov formula, e.g., in [30℄, whi h allows to re over
an arbitrary fun tion w 2 B  (R n ) from its values on a latti e). Given an arbitrary
sequen e v = fvl gl2Z 2 l2 , formula (5.76) allows to onstru t a fun tion w 2 B  (R ) \ L2 (R )
su h that w(l) = vl , for every l 2 Z. Furthermore, the spatial shifts Tl w of this fun tion
obviously orresponds to the shifts Tl v of the sequen e v . This leads to a des ription
of the spatial dynami s on B  (R ) \ L2 (R ) in terms of the Bernoulli s heme introdu ed
above (with the additional restri tion v 2 l2 ). The extension of representation (5.76) in
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the spirit of the Whittaker-Shennon-Kotelnikov formula leads to the following result, see
[242℄.
Lemma 5.47. For every  > 0, there exist  = ( ) and a map
(5.77)
U : M n ! B ( ) su h that Tl Æ U = U Æ Tl ; l 2 Zn:
Furthermore, for every polynomial weight  = N;x0 (see (5.4) with N > 0), there holds
C1 1 kv1 v2 k  kU(v1 ) U(v2 )kL1  C1 kv1 v2 k ;
where C1 depends on N , but is independent of vi 2 M n , i = 1; 2.
Combining this lemma with (5.74), we obtain the following result, see [240℄ for details.
Theorem 5.48. Let A be the global attra tor of the real Ginzburg-Landau equation (5.72).
Then there exist a positive onstant  and a map
(5.78)
U : M n ! A su h that U Æ Tl = Tl Æ U ; l 2 Zn:
Furthermore, U is ontinuous in the lo al topology (and even Lips hitz ontinuous in
appropriate weighted spa es).
Thus, we see that the Bernoulli s heme (M n ; Tl ) an be onsidered as a universal model
for the spatial dynami s on the attra tor A. Indeed, on the one hand, this model has
in nite topologi al entropy and stri tly positive modi ed entropy bhsp (M n ; Tl ) (see (5.69)),
(5.79)
1 = bhsp (M n ; Tl ) = nbhsp (U (M n ); Th )  bhsp (A; Th) < +1;
and, therefore, this gives an example of spatial dynami s of "maximal" omplexity (in
the sense of the entropy theory). On the other hand, (5.78) holds under very weak
assumptions on the dissipative system under study (namely, the existen e of at least one
spatially homogeneous exponentially unstable equilibrium, see [240℄ and [242℄) and thus
has a universal nature.
To on lude this se tion, we brie y dis uss the possibility of extending su h a omplexity
des ription from the spatial dynami s Vn = R nx to the dynami s of SVn(t; h), where Vn
ontains the temporal dire tion, e.g., Vn = spanfet ; ex2 ;    ; exn g. As above, we restri t
ourselves to the real Ginzburg-Landau equation, but now with a transport term along the
x1 -axis,
(5.80)
t u = x u Lx1 u + u u3;
although the result also holds for the general rea tion-di usion system (5.8) under the
assumptions of Theorem 5.5, plus the spatial homogeneity and the exponential instability
of the zero equilibrium, see [244℄.
The main idea here is to " hange" the temporal t and spatial x1 dire tions by onsidering x1 as a new "time" and t as one of the "spatial" variables. Then, des ribing the
spatial haos in this new dissipative system by the s heme introdu ed above, we would
automati ally obtain the des ription of the n-dire tional spa e-time haos in the plane
Vn . In order to realize this strategy, we onsider equation (5.80) in the half-spa e x1 > 0,
endow it with the following unusual "initial" ondition:
(
t u = x u Lx1 u + u u3 ; t 2 R ; (x2 ; :::; xn ) 2 R n 1 ; x1 > 0;
(5.81)
u x1 =0 = u0 2 b := L1 (R n );
and treat it as an "evolutionary" equation with respe t to the time variable x1 and the
spatial variables t, x2 , :::, xn . Clearly, this problem is ill-posed if L = 0 (as well as for
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small L). However, as proven in [242℄ and [244℄, it indeed generates a well-posed and
smooth dissipative system in b if L is large enough (L > 2 for the real Ginzburg-Landau
equation). Furthermore, the zero equilibrium remains exponentially unstable for this new
system, so that the theory of essentially unstable manifolds is appli able and gives the
following result, see [242℄.
Theorem 5.49. Let A be the global attra tor of the real Ginzburg-Landau equation (5.80)
with a suÆ iently large transport term (L > 2). Then there exist a positive onstant 
and a map W : B( ) ! A, whi h is ontinuous in the lo al topology, su h that
(5.82)
S (t) Æ W = W Æ Ttex1 ; Thexi Æ W = W Æ Thexi ; i = 2; :::; n; h 2 R ; t  0;
where Th~e v (x) := v (x + h~e); h 2 R ; x 2 R n .
A ombination of this result and Lemma 5.47 gives the desired embedding of the
Bernoulli s heme (M n ; Tl ) into the n-dire tional spa e-time dynami s of SVn(t; h). In
parti ular, this embedding shows that the modi ed topologi al entropy of this dynami s
is stri tly positive,
b
htop (SVn(t; h); A) > 0;
and, owing to inequalities (5.68), the modi ed entropy of the temporal evolution group
S (t) (V1 = R t ) is also stri tly positive,
b
htop (S (t); A) > 0:
We also re all that the modi ed entropy for S (t) di ers from the lassi al topologi al
entropy by the presen e of a fa tor (log2 1" ) n in the de nition and, onsequently, its
positivity implies that the lassi al topologi al entropy is in nite,
(5.83)
htop (S (t); A) = +1:
To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst example of a reasonable dissipative system
with an in nite topologi al entropy.
Remark 5.50. To on lude, we note that, although the above method gives an adequate
des ription of the n-dire tional omplexity and the n-dire tional spa e-time haos for an
arbitrary plane Vn under weak assumptions on the system, it does not give reasonable
information on the full (n+1)-dire tional spa e-time omplexity, sin e one dire tion should
be interpreted as the time and we should have exponential divergen e in this dire tion.
Furthermore, the (n + 1)-dimensional Bernoulli s heme M n+1 annot be embedded into
the global attra tor, sin e its spa e-time entropy htop (S(t; h); A) is nite, see Theorem
5.36.
5.8. Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos in PDEs. In this on luding subse tion,
we dis uss very re ent results on erning the full (n + 1)-dire tional spa e-time haos
and, in parti ular, we give examples of dissipative systems in unbounded domains with a
stri tly positive spa e-time topologi al entropy,
(5.84)
htop (S(t; h); A) > 0;
whi h shows that spa e-time dynami s with a maximum level of omplexity (from the
point of view of the entropy theory) an indeed appear in dissipative systems generated
by PDEs.
We rst re all that, in spite of a huge amount of numeri al and experimental data on
various types of spa e-time irregular and turbulent behaviors in various physi al systems,
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see, e.g., [116℄, [158℄, [159℄, [196℄, and the referen es therein, there are very few rigorous
mathemati al results on this topi and mathemati ally relevant models whi h des ribe
su h phenomena.
The simplest and most natural known model whi h exhibits su h phenomena is the
so- alled Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos whi h was initially de ned and found for
dis rete latti e dynami s, see [5℄, [35℄, [191℄, and [192℄. We also re all that this model onsists of a Zn-grid of temporally haoti os illators oupled by a weak intera tion. Then, if
a single haoti os illator of this grid is des ribed by the Bernoulli s heme M1 := f0; 1gZ
(now with only two symbols ! 2 f0; 1g, in ontrast to the previous subse tion!), the
un oupled system naturally has an in nite dimensional hyperboli set whi h is homeomorphi to the multi-dimensional Bernoulli s heme Mn+1 := f0; 1gZn+1 = (M1 )Zn. The
temporal evolution operator is then onjugated to the shift in Mn+1 along the rst oordinate ve tor and the other n oordinate shifts are asso iated with the spatial shifts on
the grid. Finally, owing to the stability of hyperboli sets, the above stru ture survives
under a suÆ iently small oupling. Thus, a ording to this model, the spa e-time haos
an naturally be des ribed in terms of the multi-dimensional Bernoulli s heme Mn+1 .
It is worth noting that, although this model is learly not relevant to des ribe the spa etime haos in the so- alled fully developed turbulen e (sin e it does not reprodu e the
typi al properties, su h as energy as ades and the Kolmogorov laws, whi h are believed
to be ru ial for the understanding of this phenomenon), it an be useful and relevant
to des ribe weak spa e-time haos and weak turbulen e ( lose to the threshold), where
the generation and long-time survival of su h global spatial patterns are still possible.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only mathemati ally rigorous model
whi h gives positive spa e-time topologi al entropy and an asso iated spa e-time dynami s
with maximal omplexity.
Thus, the possibility of having htop (S(t; h)) positive is lear for spa e-dis rete latti e
dissipative systems. However, verifying the existen e of su h spa e-time dynami s in
ontinuous media des ribed by PDEs is an extremely ompli ated problem. Furthermore,
even the existen e of a single PDE whi h possesses su h an in nite dimensional Bernoulli
s heme has been a long-standing open problem.
The rst examples of rea tion-di usion systems in R n with Sinai-Bunimovi h spa etime haos were re ently onstru ted in [170℄. We des ribe below this onstru tion in
more details.
We onsider the following spe ial spa e-time periodi rea tion-di usion equation:
(5.85)
t u = x u f (t; x; u) in R n ; > 0;
where the nonlinearity f has the following stru ture: there exists a smooth bounded
domain 0 b (0; 1)n su h that, for every x 2 [0; 1℄n , there holds
(
f (t; u) for x 2 0 ; 
(5.86)
f (t; x; u) :=
u
for x 2 [0; 1℄n 0 ;
where f (t; u) is a given fun tion (whi h is assumed to be 1-periodi with respe t to t)
and   1 is a large parameter. Then we extend (5.86) by spa e-periodi ity from [0; 1℄n
to the whole spa e R n . Thus, we have a periodi grid of \islands" l := l + 0 , l 2 Zn,
on whi h the nonlinearity f oin ides with f (t; u) and an generate nontrivial
dynami s.

These islands are separated from ea h other by the \o ean"
:= R n ([l2Zn l ), where
we have the strong absorption provided by the nonlinearity f (t; x; u)  u.
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It is intuitively lear that, for a suÆ iently large absorption oeÆ ient , the solutions
of equation (5.85) should be small in the absorption domain
and, onsequently, the
intera tions between the islands are also expe ted to be small, and the dynami s inside
the islands are \almost-independent". Thus, if the rea tion-di usion system in 0 ,

t v = x v f (t; v ) in 0 ; v = 0 on  0 ;
whi h des ribes the limit dynami s inside one \island" as  = +1, possesses a hyperboli
set 0 , then, a ording to the stru tural stability prin iple,
the whole system (5.85) should
Zn
have a hyperboli set whi h is homeomorphi to ( 0 ) if the absorption parameter  is
large enough. Furthermore, if, in addition, the initial hyperboli set 0 is homeomorphi
to the Bernoulli s heme f0; 1gZ, then (5.85) ontains an (n + 1)-dimensional Bernoulli
s heme f0; 1gZn+1  (f0; 1gZ)Zn, in a omplete analogy with the Sinai-Bunimovi h latti e
model.
These intuitive arguments were rigorously justi ed in [170℄, where the following result
was obtained.
Theorem 5.51. Let the limit equation (5.87) possess a hyperboli set whi h is homeomorphi to the usual Bernoulli s heme M1 = f0; 1gZ and let some natural assumptions
on f be satis ed. Then there exists 0 = 0 (f; M1 ) su h that, for every  > 0 , problem (5.85) possesses an in nite dimensional hyperboli set whi h is homeomorphi to
Mn+1 = f0; 1gZn+1. Furthermore, the a tion of the spa e-time dynami s on this set (restri ted to (t; h) 2 Zn+1) is onjugated to the Bernoulli shift on Mn+1 .
Sin e the existen e of a hyperboli set whi h is homeomorphi to M1 for the rea tiondi usion system (5.87) in a bounded domain is well-known (the existen e of a single
transversal homo lini traje tory is suÆ ient in order to have su h a result, see [130℄ ; see
also [170℄ for an expli it onstru tion), the above theorem indeed provides examples for
Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos in rea tion-di usion systems and, in parti ular, examples of rea tion-di usion systems with a stri tly positive spa e-time topologi al entropy.
Furthermore, owing to the stability of hyperboli sets, the spa e dis ontinuous nonlinearity f an then be repla ed by lose C 1 ones and, nally, by embedding the spa e-time
periodi system that we obtain into a larger autonomous one (one reates the spa e-time
periodi modes by using the additional equations), examples of spa e-time autonomous
rea tion-di usion systems of the form (5.8) were also onstru ted in [170℄.
Remark 5.52. We note that the spatial grid Zn (whi h is ru ial for the Sinai-Bunimovi h
model) is dire tly modulated by the spe ial spatial stru ture of the nonlinearity f in the
ontinuous model (5.85) (see (5.86)) and, therefore, the above approa h does not allow to
nd su h phenomena in many physi ally relevant equations for whi h the stru ture of the
nonlinearity is a priori given (su h as the Navier-Stokes equations, the real and omplex
Ginzburg-Landau equations, ...). In order to over ome this drawba k, an alternative,
potentially more promising, approa h was suggested in [171℄, where the spatial grid is
obtained by using the so- alled spatially-lo alized solutions (pulses, standing solitons, ...)
initially situated in the nodes of the grid. Then, due to the "tail"-intera tion between
solitons, a weak temporal dynami s appears and this dynami s allows a enter manifold
redu tion to a latti e system of ODEs (roughly speaking, this system des ribes the temporal evolution of the soliton enters, see [82℄, [171℄, and [207℄ for details). Finding then the
Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos in these redu ed latti e equations, one an lift it to
the initial PDE. The advantage of this method is that the spatial grid is now modulated
(5.87)
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in an impli it way by the positions of lo alized solutions in spa e and the enter manifold redu tion, and the underlying dissipative system may be autonomous and spatially
homogeneous. In parti ular, this approa h was realized in [171℄ for the one-dimensional
spa e-time periodi ally perturbed Swift-Hohenberg equation,
(5.88)

t u + (x2 + 1)2 u + 2 u + u3 + u2 = h(t; x);

for values of and  for whi h the existen e of a spatially lo alized soliton is known.
To be more pre ise, for these values of and , the existen e of a hyperboli set M2
for (5.88) is proven for spe ial (rather arti ial) spa e-time periodi external for es h
with arbitrary small amplitudes. The presen e of these external for es are unavoidable
for the Swift-Hohenberg model, sin e it belongs to the lass of the so- alled extended
gradient systems and, when h = 0, its spa e-time topologi al entropy vanishes, see [242℄,
and the Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos is then impossible. Finally, we also mention
a very re ent result [223℄ in whi h the above method allowed to prove the existen e of
a Sinai-Bunimovi h spa e-time haos for the one-dimensional omplex Ginzburg-Landau
equation,
t u = (1 + i )x2 u + u Æujuj3 + ";
where 2 R , ; Æ 2 C , and " 2 R is an arbitrary small real parameter. Contrary to the
above examples, this equation is already spa e-time homogeneous and does not ontain
any arti ial nonlinearity or external for es. This on rms that the Sinai-Bunimovi h
spa e-time haos may appear in natural PDEs arising from mathemati al physi s.
6. Ill-posed dissipative systems and traje tory attra tors
In this on luding subse tion, we brie y dis uss possible extensions of the theory of
attra tors to ill-posed problems. Indeed, in all the above results, we required the solution
operator
(6.1)

S (t) : u0 7! u(t)

to be well-de ned and ontinuous (in a proper phase spa e). However, as mentioned in
the introdu tion, in several ases, su h a result is not known or does not hold.
There exist two approa hes to handle dissipative systems without uniqueness.
The rst one allows the solution operator (6.1) to be multi-valued (set-valued) and then
extends the theory of attra tors to semigroups of multi-valued maps. A tually, all the
results on the existen e of the global attra tor given in subse tion 2.2 have their natural
analogues in the multi-valued setting, see [12℄, [20℄, [24℄, [25℄, [52℄, [161℄, [162℄, [204℄,
[211℄, [212℄, and the referen es therein ; see also [39℄, [144℄, and [234℄ for nonautonomous
systems.
An alternative, more geometri , approa h onsists in hanging the phase spa e of the
problem and in passing to the so- alled traje tory phase spa e and the asso iated traje tory dynami al system, whi h is single-valued, and, thus, the usual theory of attra tors
an be applied, see [48℄, [49℄, [50℄, [51℄, [92℄, [213℄, [214℄, [225℄, [226℄, [235℄, and the referen es therein. We illustrate this approa h on the simple example of an ODE in E = R n ,
see [51℄ for details,
(6.2)

u0 + f (u) = 0; u(0) = u0 ;
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for some, at least, ontinuous nonlinearity f . We also assume that the system is dissipative,
so that it is globally solvable for every u0 2 E and the following estimate holds:
(6.3)
ku(t)kE  Q(ku(0)kE )e t + CF ; t  0;
for some positive onstants and CF and monotoni fun tion Q and for every solution u
of (6.2). This holds, e.g., if f satis es a dissipativity assumption of the form
f (u):u  C + juj2; u 2 R n ; C; > 0:
Let us assume for a while that f is Lips hitz ontinuous. Then we have the uniqueness
of solutions and, for every two solutions u1 (t) and u2 (t), the following estimate holds:
(6.4)
ku1(t) u2(t)kE  CeKtku1(0) u2(0)kE ; t  0;
where the onstants C and K depend on kui(0)kE , i = 1; 2.
In this lassi al ase, the dissipative estimate (6.3) guarantees the existen e of a ompa t
absorbing set for the semigroup S (t) asso iated with problem (6.2) via (6.1) (we re all
that dim E < +1). Thus, this semigroup possesses the global attra tor Agl on E whi h
has the usual stru ture,
(6.5)
Agl = K t=0 ;
where K  Cb (R ; E ) is the kernel (i.e., the set of all bounded omplete traje tories of
problem (6.2), see Subse tion 2.1).
We now de ne a traje tory phase spa e for problem (6.2) as follows:
(6.6)
Ktr := fu 2 Cb (R + ; E ); u(t) = S (t)u0 ; u0 2 E; t  0g:
In other words, Ktr onsists of all positive traje tories of (6.2) starting from all points
u0 2 E . Then, owing to the uniqueness, Ktr is isomorphi to E by the solution operator
S u0 := u() = S ()u0,
(6.7) S : E ! b := Cb (R + ; E ); S (E ) = Ktr ; S 1 u = u(0); u 2 Ktr ; S 1 Ktr = E:
Furthermore, as it is not diÆ ult to see, the semigroup S (t) is onjugated to the time
translations on Ktr under this isomorphism,
(6.8)
Tt : Ktr ! Ktr ; Tt = S Æ S (t) Æ S 1 ; Tt u(s) := u(t + s); t  0; s 2 R :
We all the shifts semigroup fTt ; t  0g a ting on the traje tory phase spa e the traje tory
dynami al system asso iated with problem (6.2).
We now x a lass of bounded sets and a topology on Ktr via this isomorphism. Indeed,
obviously, the set B  E is bounded if and only if S (B ) is bounded in b (see the
dissipative estimate (6.3)) and S is an homeomorphism if we endow the phase spa e Ktr
with the topology of lo := Clo (R + ; E ) (due to the Lips hitz ontinuity (6.4)).
Thus, owing to the homeomorphism S , the existen e of the global attra tor Agl for
the semigroup S (t) on E is equivalent to that of the (b ; lo )-global attra tor Atr of the
traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr ) (we re all that a (b ; lo )-attra tor attra ts the
bounded subsets of b in the topology of lo , see [23℄). We refer the attra tor Atr as the
traje tory attra tor asso iated with problem (6.2). As usual, this traje tory attra tor is
also generated by the set K of all bounded omplete traje tories of the problem,
(6.9)
Atr = K t0 ; Agl = Atr t=0:
A key observation here is that, although ru ial for the usual global attra tor Agl, the
uniqueness and ontinuity (6.4) are not ne essary for the existen e of the global attra tor
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Atr for the traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr) and

an be relaxed. Indeed, the phase
spa e Ktr is well-de ned and the shifts semigroup Tt a ts ontinuously on it, no matter
whether or not the uniqueness holds (only the dissipative estimate (6.3) is ne essary to
ensure that Ktr  b ; of ourse, we also need the ontinuity of f to ensure that the
solutions exist and Ktr is not empty). Furthermore, the dissipative estimate (6.3) also
guarantees that the set
Btr := fu 2 Ktr ; kukb  Rg
is a b -absorbing set for Tt . Finally, this absorbing set is ompa t in the lo -topology
(sin e E is nite dimensional and we have a uniform ontrol on the norm of du
dt for every
u 2 Btr from equation (6.2)). Thus, the existen e of the traje tory attra tor Atr is veri ed
when f is only ontinuous and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Let the nonlinearity f in (6.2) be ontinuous and let the dissipative estimate (6.3) be satis ed for all solutions. Then the traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr )
possesses the (b ; lo )-global attra tor Atr (whi h is the traje tory attra tor asso iated
with problem (6.2)) whi h is generated by all bounded omplete traje tories of the system,
(6.10)
Atr = K t0:

It is also worth noting that, proje ting this traje tory attra tor Atr, we obtain the
global attra tor Amgl v for the multi-valued semigroup S (t) asso iated with problem (6.2)
in a standard way,
(6.11)
Aglm v = Atr t=0;
see [51℄ for details.
Thus, we see that, although the traje tory approa h usually essentially gives the same
obje t as the multi-valued semigroup (see (6.11)), it allows, on the one hand, to avoid
the use of "unfriendly" multi-valued maps and, on the other hand, to study the long
time behavior for ill-posed problems by using the lassi al theory of attra tors for singlevalued semigroups. We also note that the tri k onsisting in passing from the usual to the
traje tory dynami al system may be useful even when the uniqueness holds. In parti ular,
the aforementioned l-traje tories method for estimating the dimension of global attra tors
and onstru ting exponential attra tors is essentially based on this tri k, see [156℄ and the
referen es therein. Furthermore, this tri k was also used in [170℄ to prove the persisten e
of hyperboli traje tories when the perturbation is not small in the initial phase spa e,
but only in some averaged time-integral norms.
However, it is worth mentioning that the above traje tory approa h has not been applied to arti ial problems like (6.2) (for whi h the nonuniqueness appears due to the la k
of regularity on f ), but to extremely ompli ated equations su h as the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations and even to equations in ompressible uid me hani s for whi h
only minimal information on the asso iated weak solutions is available. This leads to
several unusual " ommon" deli ate points in the theory whi h we would like to outline
before passing to more relevant examples.
Remark 6.2. a) Very often, the dissipative estimate (6.3) an be veri ed not for every
solution belonging to some fun tion spa e, but only for some spe ial weak solutions (e.g.,
obtained by Galerkin approximations, as for the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations). So, one should somehow ex lude the "pathologi al", possibly non-dissipative,
traje tories from the traje tory phase spa e Ktr . By doing this, one should, however, take
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a spe ial are to preserve the a tion of the shifts semigroup on Ktr . In parti ular, the
dire t way whi h onsists in in orporating the dissipative estimate into the phase spa e
Ktr , i.e., in de ning Ktr as the set of all traje tories satisfying a dissipative estimate of
the form (6.3), may fail for this very reason. Indeed, typi ally, for ill-posed problems,
we an onstru t a solution whi h satis es the energy inequality between t = 0 and any
t = T (whi h gives the dissipative estimate), but not between t =  and t = T for  > 0
(see the example of a damped wave equation below). So, in that ase, we annot verify
a dissipative estimate of the form (6.3) starting from t =  and, for this reason, we lose
the invarian e Tt Ktr  Ktr whi h is ru ial in the theory! This problem an be over ome
(following [49℄) by using, instead of (6.3), a weaker dissipativity assumption of the form
(6.12)

ku(t)kE  Cue

t+C

F

or kTt ukb  Cue

t

+ CF ; t  0;

where the positive onstants and CF are the same as in (6.3), ex ept that Cu is now some
onstant depending on u (without spe ifying any relation with u(0)). Su h dissipative
inequalities are, obviously, invariant with respe t to time shifts and the a tion of Tt on
Ktr is re overed.
b) In order to prove the existen e of the global attra tor, one usually uses a ompa t
absorbing/attra ting set Btr  Ktr . The semi- ompa tness is usually not a problem, sin e
the weak and weak- topologies are used, and immediately follows from energy estimates.
The fa t that the limit points of Btr solve the equations is also not an essential problem,
sin e, with a proper hoi e of the topology of lo , it an usually be done as in the proof
of existen e of a weak solution (whi h should be done before proving the existen e of
attra tors!). However, sin e Ktr does not ontain all the solutions of the problem, these
limit points may not belong to Ktr and the existen e of a ompa t absorbing set may be
lost in su h a pro edure. For instan e, without a spe ial are, the limits of solutions whi h
are all obtained by Galerkin approximations may not satisfy this property. Analogously,
on erning the dissipative inequalities (6.12), if one de nes an absorbing set in the natural
way, namely, Btr := fu 2 Ktr ; kukb  Rg, then it may very well be not losed, sin e an
estimate of the form (6.12) may be lost under the limit pro edure. Thus, the losure of
the absorbing/attra ting set indeed requires an additional attention. These onsiderations
show that the use of the spa e b to de ne the lass of bounded sets is not suÆ ient and
more general abstra t de nitions of "bounded" sets should be used instead, see De nition
2.15. In parti ular, for dissipative inequalities of the form (6.12), it is suÆ ient to de ne
the lass of bounded sets in the following natural way:
(6.13)

B  Ktr is "bounded" if and only if Cu  CB < +1; u 2 B:

In other words, B is "bounded" if there exists a uniform onstant CB su h that (6.12)
holds with Cu repla ed by CB , for every u 2 B . Then the existen e of a "bounded"
absorbing set is an immediate onsequen e of (6.12) and su h estimates are preserved
under the limit pro edure, see [51℄ for details. This problem, when Ktr only onsists of
solutions obtained by some (e.g., Galerkin) approximation s heme an also be solved in
a similar way, see [243℄ and the examples below.
Example 6.3. Here, we brie y onsider the appli ation of the traje tory approa h to the
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain (see [49℄, [51℄, and
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[214℄ for more detailed expositions),
(

t u + (u; rx)u =  x u rx p + g;
divu = 0; u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 :
Let, as usual, H and H1 be the losures of the smooth divergent free ve tor elds in
whi h vanish on the boundary in the metri s of L2 ( )3 and W 1;2 ( )3 , respe tively. Then,
as is well-known (see, e.g., [51℄, [146℄, and [220℄), for every u0 2 H , the Navier-Stokes
problem possesses at least one global weak energy solution
u 2 b := L1 (R + ; H ) \ L2b (R + ; H1 )
whi h satis es, in addition, an energy inequality in the following di erential form:
d
(6.15)
1=2 ku(t)k2H +  krx u(t)k2H  (u; g )H :
dt
To be more pre ise, this inequality should be understood in the sense of distributions, i.e.,
(6.14)

Z

+1

ku(t)k2

 0(t) dt + 

+1

Z

Z

+1

krx
(t)  (g; u(t))H dt
0
holds for every  2 C01 (R + ) su h that (t)  0. In parti ular, this energy inequality
implies that, for almost every t;  2 R + , t   , the following dissipative estimate holds:
Z t
2
(6.17)
ku(t)kH +  e (s  ) krxu(s)k2H ds  ku( )k2H e (t  ) + C kgk2L2 ;
(6.16)

1=2

0

H



0

u(t)k2  (t) dt 

for some positive onstants C and whi h only depend on  and . Sin e the existen e or
the nonexisten e of other weak solutions u 2 b (whi h do not satisfy the energy inequality
and, thus, are non-dissipative) is not known yet, it is natural to de ne the traje tory phase
spa e Ktr as the set of all weak solutions satisfying this energy inequality,
(6.18)
Ktr := fu 2 b ; u solves (6.14) and satis es (6.15)g:
Indeed, sin e the energy inequality is shift-invariant, the phase spa e Ktr thus de ned is
also invariant with respe t to the shifts semigroup Tt , Tt : Ktr ! Ktr , and, therefore,
the traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr) is well-de ned. Furthermore, the dissipative
estimate (6.17) implies that
(6.19)
kTtuk2b  C kuk2L1(R+;H ) e t + C kgk2L2 ; t  0;
for every u 2 Ktr and for positive onstants C and whi h are independent of u and t.
Therefore, the R-ball in b , interse ted with Ktr ,
BR := fu 2 Ktr ; kukb  Rg;
is a b -absorbing set for the traje tory semigroup Tt on Ktr if R is large enough. Thus,
there only remains to x the topology of lo on Ktr in su h a way that this ball is
ompa t. To be more pre ise, we set

lo := Llo1;w (R + ; H ) \ L2lo;w (R + ; H1 );
where w and w denote the weak and weak- topologies, respe tively. We re all that a
sequen e un onverges to u in the spa e lo if and only if, for every T > 0, the sequen e
un [0;T ℄ onverges to u [0;T ℄ weakly in L2 ([0; T ℄; H1) and weakly- in L1 ([0; T ℄; H ), see [51℄
for details. Then every bounded subset of b is pre ompa t and metrizable in lo , see,
e.g., [208℄, and we only need to verify that B is losed in Ktr in the lo -topology. As
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already mentioned in Remark 6.2, this an be done as in the justi ation of the passage
to the limit N ! +1 in Galerkin approximations for weak energy solutions u, see [51℄
for details. Thus, the assumptions of the (b ; lo )-attra tor's existen e theorem (see
Theorem 2.20 and [23℄) are veri ed and, onsequently, the traje tory dynami al system
(Tt ; Ktr ) possesses the global attra tor Atr whi h attra ts the bounded subsets of b in
the topology of lo . As usual, the traje tory attra tor Atr is generated by all bounded
omplete solutions of the Navier-Stokes system (of ourse, satisfying the energy inequality)
via (6.10) and its restri tion at t = 0 gives the global attra tor of the asso iated semigroup
of multi-valued maps (i.e., (6.11) holds), see [49℄ and [51℄ for details. To on lude with
the Navier-Stokes equations, we mention that, although the above traje tory attra tor
attra ts the bounded subsets of b in the weak topology of lo only, this weak onvergen e
implies the strong onvergen e in slightly larger spa es (due to ompa tness arguments).
In parti ular, for every bounded subset B  Ktr , every T 2 R + , and every Æ > 0, we have
(6.20)
lim distC ([0;T ℄;H Æ )\L2 ([0;T ℄;H1 Æ ) (Tt B [0;T ℄; Atr [0;T ℄) = 0;
t!+1

where Hs is a s ale of Hilbert spa es asso iated with the Stokes operator in , see [51℄. We
also re all that, although nothing is known, in general, on erning the additional regularity
and/or the stru ture of the attra tor Atr of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes problem,
there are several spe ial ases for whi h su h results an be proven. In parti ular, for thin
domains = [ h; h℄  0 , where 0 is a bounded two-dimensional domain and h is a
small parameter (depending on  ), endowed with Diri hlet boundary onditions on  0
and Neumann boundary onditions on f h; hg  , the smoothness Atr  Cb (R + ; H1),
whi h is enough for the uniqueness on the attra tor, follows from [199℄. Another nontrivial
example is a three-dimensional Navier-Stokes system with an additional rotation term,
t u + (u; rx)u + !  u =  x u rx p + g
in the domain = [0; T1 ℄  [0; T2 ℄  [0; T3 ℄ with periodi boundary onditions. As proven
in [18℄, if ! is large enough and the periods Ti , i = 1; 2; 3, satisfy some non-resonan e
onditions, the attra tor Atr is also smooth and the uniqueness holds on the attra tor.
Example 6.4. As a next example, we onsider "the se ond" (after the three-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations) lassi al ill-posed problem, namely, a damped wave equation
with a super riti al nonlinearity,
(
"t2 u + t u x u + f (u) = g;
(6.21)
u  = 0; u t=0 = u0; t u t=0 = u00 ;
in a bounded smooth domain of R 3 . Here, " and are positive parameters, g 2 L2 ( )
orresponds to given external for es and the nonlinearity f 2 C 2 (R ) is assumed to satisfy
the following dissipative and growth assumptions:
(6.22)
1: f 0 (u)  C + C1 jujp 1; 2: jf 00 (u)j  C (1 + jujp 2);
C; C1 > 0, u 2 R , p  0. It is well-known, see, e.g., [23℄, that, in the sub riti al
p < 3 and riti al p = 3 ases, problem (6.21) is well-posed in the energy phase spa e
W01;2 ( )  L2 ( ) and possesses the global attra tor A, see also [122℄, [139℄, [220℄, and the
referen es therein. In ontrast to this, in the super riti al ase p > 3, the well-posedness
of (6.21) in a proper phase spa e is still an open problem (the limit exponent p = 3 an
be shifted till p = 5 when = R 3 , see [89℄, but, to the best of our knowledge, this result
is not known for bounded domains). On the other hand, it is well-known (see, e.g., [51℄
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and [146℄) that, for every (u0 ; u00) 2 E := W01;2 ( ) \ (Lp+1 ( )  L2 ( )), equation (6.21)
possesses at least one global weak energy solution
u 2 b := L1 (R + ; W01;2( ) \ Lp+1 ( ))  W 1;1 (R + ; L2 ( ))
whi h satis es the dissipative estimate
(6.23)
k(u(t); tu(t))kE  Q(k(u(0); tu(0))kE )e t + Q(kgkL2 ); t  0;
where the positive onstant and monotoni fun tion Q are independent of u. As shown in
[49℄ and [51℄, this is suÆ ient to verify the existen e of the traje tory attra tor. However,
we are now exa tly in the situation mentioned in Remark 6.2. Indeed, in ontrast to
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, here, the dissipativity estimate annot
be formulated as a di erential inequality similar to (6.15) and the dissipative estimate
(6.23) is the best known one. As already mentioned, this estimate is not shift-invariant
and, therefore, annot be dire tly used to de ne the spa e Ktr (this is related to the
fa t that, when onstru ting the solution u(t), e.g., by Galerkin approximations, we an
easily guarantee that un (0) onverges strongly to u(0) in E , but, for un( ) with  > 0,
we only have a weak onvergen e, whi h does not yield the onvergen e of the norms
and, onsequently, t = 0 annot be repla ed by t =  in (6.23)). Thus, following the
general s heme des ribed in Remark 6.2, we onsider a dissipative estimate in a weaker,
but shift-invariant form,
(6.24)
kTtukb  Cue t + C; C = Q(kgkL2 ); > 0; t  0;
where Cu is a onstant whi h depends on u, and de ne the traje tory phase spa e Ktr by
using this dissipative estimate,
Ktr := fu 2 b ; u solves (6.21) and satis es (6.24)g:
Thus, the traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr ) is well-de ned. Furthermore, following
the general s heme, we also de ne a lass of "bounded" sets via (6.13). Then the existen e
of a "bounded" absorbing set, e.g., of the form B := fu 2 Ktr ; Cu  1g, immediately
follows from the dissipative estimate (6.24) and the de nition of "bounded" sets. So,
there only remains to x a topology on Ktr in su h a way that the absorbing set B is
ompa t. This an be done by using the lo al weak- topology on b , exa tly as in the
ase of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, namely,


(6.25)
lo := Llo1;w (R + ; W01;2 ( ) \ Lp+1 ( ))  Llo1;w (R + ; L2 ( )):
Then B is pre ompa t and metrizable in lo , sin e it is bounded in b , see [208℄, and
the fa t that it is losed in Ktr an be veri ed in a standard way, see [49℄ and [51℄
for details. Thus, the assumptions of the attra tor's existen e theorem (see Theorem
2.20) are veri ed and the semigroup (Tt ; Ktr ) possesses the global attra tor Atr (i.e., the
traje tory attra tor) whi h attra ts the "bounded" (in the sense of (6.13)) subsets of Ktr
in the topology of lo . Again, the traje tory attra tor Atr is generated by all bounded
omplete solutions (satisfying kukb  C ) via (6.10) and its restri tion at t = 0 gives
the global attra tor of the asso iated semigroup of multi-valued maps onstru ted in [20℄
(i.e., (6.11) holds), see [49℄ and [51℄ for details.
Example 6.5. In this example, we onsider, following [243℄, an alternative way to onstru t a traje tory attra tor for the damped wave equation (6.21) whi h a priori ontains
a "smaller number" of possible pathologi al solutions and, as a onsequen e, some reasonable results on erning its stru ture are available. To this end, we rst re all a onstru tion
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1 be an orthonormal basis in L2 ( ) (say,
of Galerkin approximations for (6.21). Let fek g+k=1
generated by the eigenve tors of the Lapla ian with Diri hlet boundary onditions) and
denote by PN the orthoproje tor onto the rst N ve tors of this basis. Then the N -th
Galerkin approximation for (6.21) reads
(6.26)
t2 uN + t uN x uN + PN f (uN ) = PN g; uN 2 PN L2 ( ):
A tually, the weak energy solutions mentioned in the previous example are usually onstru ted by solving the Galerkin ODEs (6.26) and by then passing to the limit N ! +1
in a proper sense, namely,
(6.27)
u := lo
lim uNk ;
k!+1

where the spa e lo is the same as in the previous example, see (6.25). The main idea
is now to restri t ourselves to the solutions whi h an be obtained via (6.27) only and to
de ne the traje tory phase spa e Ktr as follows:
(6.28)
Ktr := fu 2 b ; u solves (6.21) and is obtained via (6.27)g:
The main problem here is that the weak limit of solutions whi h an all be obtained by the
above Galerkin approximations may a priori not satisfy this property, so that the usual
bounded subsets of b may not be losed in Ktr . In order to over ome this diÆ ulty and
to de ne the proper lass of "bounded" sets, we need to introdu e the following fun tional
on Ktr :
(6.29)
M (u) := inf flim inf k(uNk (0); t uNk (0))kE ; u = lo
lim uNk g;
k!+1

k!+1

where the in mum is taken over all sequen es uNk of Galerkin solutions whi h onverge
weakly to a given solution u. We now de ne the lass of M -bounded sets of Ktr as the sets
on whi h the fun tional M is uniformly bounded. Then, as shown in [243℄, the traje tory
dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr ) possesses an M -bounded absorbing set and the weak limit of
a sequen e un belonging to any M -bounded set belongs to Ktr (i.e., it an be obtained by
the above Galerkin approximations). Thus, a ording to the abstra t attra tor's existen e
theorem, the traje tory dynami al system (Tt ; Ktr ) possesses the global attra tor AGal
tr
whi h attra ts all M -bounded sets in the topology of lo . It is worth noting on e more
that, in ontrast to the traje tory attra tor Atr onstru ted above, this new attra tor
AGal
tr  Atr possesses several good properties whi h are not available for Atr and, in
parti ular,
1) it is onne ted in lo (sin e the simplest M -bounded sets BR := fu 2 Ktr ; M (u)  Rg
are onne ted ; this follows from the fa t that they an be approximated, in lo , by
analogous sets for the Galerkin approximations whi h are learly onne ted) ;
2) every omplete traje tory belonging to this attra tor tends in a proper sense to the set
of equilibria as time goes to plus or minus in nity ;
3) every omplete traje tory u(t) on AGal
tr is smooth for suÆ iently small t, i.e., there
2
;
2
exists T = Tu su h that u(t) 2 W ( )  C ( ) for t  Tu , and every solution is unique
(in the above lass) as long as it is smooth. So, the only way for a singular solution to
appear on the attra tor AGal
tr is by a blow up of a strong solution, see [243℄ for details ;
4) as proven in [243℄, the whole attra tor AGal
tr is smooth if the oeÆ ient " > 0 is small
Gal
2
;
2
enough, Atr  Cb (R + ; W ( )).
A drawba k of su h a onstru tion is that AGal
tr depends on the on rete approximation
s heme (e.g., di erent Galerkin bases may lead to di erent attra tors). However, the
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attra tor Atr onstru ted in the previous example also depends a priori on the arti ial
onstant C in the dissipative estimate (6.24).
Remark 6.6. To on lude, we note that the above traje tory approa h has been su essfully applied not only to ill-posed evolutionary problems, but also to ellipti boundary
value problems in unbounded domains (for whi h the nonuniqueness does not appear as
a onsequen e of poorly understood analyti al properties of the equations under study,
but is related to the lassi al ill-posedness of the Cau hy problem for ellipti equations),
see [169℄, [225℄, and [226℄ for traje tory attra tors for ellipti problems in ylindri al domains and [27℄ and [235℄ for more general lasses of unbounded domains. Finally, we also
note that most of the results onsidered in this subse tion an naturally be extended to
nonautonomous ill-posed problems as well, see [51℄ for details.
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